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History of Mowing Machines.

Cutting grain ami grass by machinery
is not a recent invention by any means—
in tact, was not an invention at all, for the
has long been known and used ;
and it may not be uninteresting to briefly
trace a portion of its history, or such portions of it as are authentic.
l’liny. who wrote about A 1>. Go, describes a machine in use in some parts ol I
Haul, a sort of cart, pushed instead of bel lic cart carried a
;,g drawn by oxen,
fox, across the forward end of which was
attached a scries of lingers, probably being sharpened on the edges, and closely
r.
sembling a comb. This, being pushed
ito the .-landing grain, stripped oil’ the
heads, which were caught in the box. The
celebrated heading machines ot the West
; c
simply reproductions ol this, substitutrecipi'oeating for stationary knives,
it is somewhat strange that this idea
hate lain dormant for seventeen
-a aid
: uudred \ cai -, for it was in 17St5 that Mr.
l';tt suggested a machine with revolving
i. ,ives pushed against the grain, and several leaping machines were built upon
th;s plan with but -light modifications;
and ;t wa not until lSgt' that the reciproating knife was invented by a Mr. Ogle,
: Kngland
This machine had the cutng up) aratus at the side, a reel to gather
me trrain, and a plallorm on which it fell,
a Inch ai-o tilted I
drop the gavel. Thus
•
will be seen that .id years ago a machine
•a as in use
having all the essentials of our
modern reapers.
I p to this time experiments had been
tnfined to Kngland, but in 18-0 Samuel
!
l.nvc, ol Maine, built a combined reaper
and thresher. He was followed in part by
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As beautiful as near,
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Because
We will not see it clear.

Each, turning round

And so turns from us, and goes
A way in sad disdain;
Though we could give our lives for
It never comes again.
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[Lrulu Harper's Magazine for April.]
How

My Ship

Came From Over the
Sea-

i belong to a sea-faring race—I, the last
of my family—“only a little girl,” as father used to call me, shaking his head, as
it to be only a girl were the direst calam-

ity that could betall this old home of ours.
Such an odd home lor a child, and yet
such a weird, beautiful place to live and
grow to lie a woman in—that old lighthouse on Stony Point, of which my lather
too.
Therefore it is easy to say what farming had been keeper for many a year. Wo
is; but robbing the land is not farming— two were alone in the world, except for
it is a running down of God's beautiful the faithful old woman who had taken care
| earth'
and although many men purchase of us ever since I, a baby girl, had been
a tine tract of land and accumulate a forplaced in her arms by a dying mother.
Janet taught me womanly, housewifely
tune from the line crops the virgin soil
■-•■vend othei s woo severally claimed to be
produces, it they take the crop after crop ways when i was out of school, and, even
i!,i- inventors ot valuable improvements,
without some system ot reimbursing it for as a child, I knew how to mend, and keep
the most important of which was that of
the drain upon its productive powers, they the bright rooms neat and clean against
Hussey, who patented the open guard in are no tanners in a strict sense of the the time when lien
dropped in after tlie
-17.
Hussey built reaping machines as word, but real
despoilers of their country's work was done.
earlv as lsS3, and was successful.
lien was a stout young fisherman, and
wealth and are deserving of reprobation.
McCormac followed in 183-land pushed
to be worthy oi the name,
owned as neat a little craft at any along
1-arming
success
with
such
and
inventions
vigor
should bo conducted so that the manure shore, and Ben—why, Ben had been my
mat he was almost universally accepted
made on the farm be applied to produce a lover ever since I was old enough to lisp
the lirst inventor, which the records
very heavy quantity of some nutritious food his name. I cannot remember when, in
-how was not the fact
for cattle or sheep: thus the converting of
some way, my life was not bound up with
improvement tolloweil improvement in such an extra growth of vegetable food in- his. lie held my hand and guided me over
over
to
lSol,
•Hvce.v-iou.
tnd,
qii't
up
to dung or urine again adds to the richness the rocks to the village school with more
patents ha 1 beer grunted lor various ot the
soil, sr. that a rotation can permit than the care and fondness of an elder
:ioio ntand dton i--. very few ol the sale ot some valuable
crop, ami the brother, when 1 wa3 a curly-haired lassie
ini ii. however. were ot any practical
f the term of course will find the ot four
end
and he a stout tall lad ot ten.
1

"

In isi [latent was granted for a
ai
which allowed the bar
,11•
mo iied to a limited extent; and it
t
: : this patent and it
subsequent resues that most ot tin* llexible bar (so
b mowing machines are bnill. From
to JhTti a scries of patents were isn-d which rid tail to revolutionize the
ie tb vil I Ian system, and it is under
■i
j iteut-s that the -Met low King Mowinie is manufactured
This invention
watched with jealou eyes by owners
el
titer patents, who saw in this an evadt a point which they had considered
11nvenable, and they attacked the Meadn
King with a promptness ami vigor
u
orthy ol a better cause.
l .'ie manufacturers. (Gregg & Co.) of
ill*
.Meadow King, fought them single'eeided and alone, and notwithstanding
i-a

......

!

opposition were wealthy combinations,
key succeeded, and to-day the Meadow
King is independent of any monopoly,
abit upon its own patents, paying tribute
to no one.

The Works ot

proportion

to

.,

Maine Dairv.win's Association. The
inmial meeting of the Maine Daitymen's
A-ociation was held at Newport last
.eel:. On Friday the following officers
ere elected lor the
ensuing year
i'resident—Seward Dill, i'liillips.
Vice Presidents- W Pereival, Cross
Dr. James 1 i tiekin
East < oiinth
C. Foster, Wilton
-ccretary—J. W Lang, Brooks.
Freasurei.1. W North, Jr., Augusta.
Trustees—J. A, Field, Lewiston; E. S.
1
Vekerson, Linneus; 11 N. Bolster,
outli Paris; J Al Brown. Portland; S.
Lent, Bucksport; C. M. Davis, East
n-llcrson Daniel Spooner, East Sangerille; 1. E. Lucas, St. Albans; A. Touthd.cr, Phillips E. \\ Anderson, Warren;
al Eenderson, Stetson; 1. E Mallett,
IVpshani; I. B. Thompson, Moutville
1 entre
; N. Dane, Jr Kennebuuk E. W.
Hersey, Pembroke .1 11 Nelson, Win-

Mr. Ezra Stevens of Rockland, Sullivan
County, hi. V., aged sixty years, hung
himsult to a beam in the hayloft.
The
de-patch announcing the suicide says:

lu the hat ol the suicide was a note addressed to hi daughter, ill which he said
that remorse produced by his voting illegally at the town election was tho cause
of the deed. Mr. Stevens was a strong Republican, and he allowed himselt to be
persuaded by his feelings and his friends
into casting his ballot at_lhe election which
was held last Tuesday.
His vote was
challenged on the ground of non-residence.
Mr. Stevens went home with his mind
tilled with vague fears ol direful consequences that, culminated in his death.
It iva. Bishop Wbately who announced that
Noah'- ark was made of gopher wood, while
loan of Arc was maid of Orleans.
_

■

Tin- Cincinnati Commercial thinks if Mr.
Marsh had nut been singularly sensitive about
per jury the ex-.Seeretary of War would have
emerged from his. troubles in a highly vindicated way, and perhaps he might, have entitled
himself to a serenade.

It.

elson, Winthrop

Committee on the Establishment of a
Board ol Trade—Daniel Spooner, Francis
Barnes, J. \V. Lang.
Committee on the holding of an Exhiti >n of cheese—Dr. J. W North, Jr„ J.
’-tuart, J. R. Nelson
Committee on Burelmsing of Supplies—

.1
<

V\ Lang.
Coiumittoe

<m

representation

al

the

'entennial- reward Dill,Samuel L Board-

j

man.

Specimens of cheese from the factories
ilermon, Etna. Winthrop, Newport,
mgervilie and Carmel, were on exhibition, together with a very good displav ol
lactory apparatus, dairy utensils, ,y.■it

According to a paper read bv
Fang there have been nearly sixty

J. W

cheese
tactories in operation in this.Slate the past
rear, which lias been a year of peculiar
hardship for many of them.
The number of pounds of milk required
at. the different factories to make one
pound
"1 cheese varies from nine to ten and one•ourth. The number of cows ranges from
at Kenduskeag.
to
Average, 1 JO
to each factory.
The Kenduskeag factory
made the greatest amount ot cheese, its
'.\liole product being (16,480 pounds. Thu
i urintli
factory made Jd.OOO pounds; East
Exeter, JO,000; North Newbury, 41,1,77
pounds; South Newbury. Jo,927 pounds;

ings to be a lady, and a little shy unrest
at my heart when I mot my boy lover on

the crops.
Market gardening is not farming—fruit
growing is not farming; for horticulture
u

Gregg A Co. are located
the beautilul village of Trunnmsburg.
ii-rc, d tine, powerful draught horses,good
n
the G. «v 1. I!, lb, and were built in
milch cows and heavy long wooled muttime
on
a
comIsb.'.
were
at
that
They
ton sheep, pay those who raise them, and
small
but
additions
scale,
paratively
by
the first and last mentioned pay duty cm
oin vear to year, necessitated by a rapidfreight lrom Canada, he is only to use his
m.Tcasing trade, they now. with the own
common sense, save duty save freight
attaclieil. cover about
ire-houses, ,<o
and make money, instead of of grumbling
tiiree acres of ground.
about the hard times.
[Rural New Yorki lie workshops proper comprise a Maei
li: ie Shop lob x lb, Moulding Koom 100
I'aint Shop tOO x ”0, Wood Shop lot)
J’imi. Haii'il has arranged to import a
b
Pattern Koom GO x 30, Blacksmith
lot ot sole and turbot eggs from England
bo
x 40, Koiler Koom. Iron Koom,
sh"p
this Spring 10 be hatched in MassachuStore lluoms. »V •, in 1 lie n-at not shown
setts.
in the cut.
t he otliee built last ye.ai is the finest in
Twenty-1" States have undertaken the
!his section ol the country, luting finished propagation o! linnl lish, and Kentucky
polished walnut mid ash and furnished and Georgia will -con bring the nuniher
with a'l the modern conveniences lor do- up to
I.
ng business with accuracy and dispatch,
Dampness in eellars is a frequent cause
mb has telegraph connections with all
of decay of potatoes, apples and vegetalines
and
stations.
The
ncipal
private bles generally. Moderate dryness and
biice immediately in the rear of the busicoldness are essentia! to secure the keepM s- otiii-o is a mode!
ol convenience and
ing of such article-comfort,
The • ompany hav e a store Jiouse tit tlie
Horses troubled with the ‘‘heaves” are
it it station where machines for shipment
cured by sending them west. The disu'e stored
also one at the lake for canal ease is unknown iu the western .States,
iipments to all [mints east and west, tit and heavy horses, which are otherwise
ovv rates.
healthy, may profitably be sent there.
They have branch otliee, in New Vork
( otton culture in California lias
proved
City, Chicago, San Francisco and Sacra- a tailure. The soil and climate are
well
mento, Madison, Wis., St. Paul, Minn.,
to its growth, but the cost ot
Bellow Falls, Yt., and Winterport Maine. adapted
labor i- so much higher than at the South
The Maine otliee is under the supervithat it cannot be profitably raised at pres.iin of Hon. Fred Atwood, of Winterport,
ent.
ite state Senator, and one cT tlie best
.i-iness men of New Kngland. He lias
The price ot hay in Maine it said to he
c'.i
identified with tire Meadow King less than tor 30 years. In Lubee the best
-cveral years, and under his management quality is selling tor (*>C per ton. In VerTie mower has achieved a reputation mont, however,
hay is said to lie very
second to none. In fact it is to-day the scarce and tanners are obliged to teed
meal.
iriing machine ot the state.

Member Board ol Agriculture-' .1

Yes, Ben loved me then just as truly and
honestly as when, years afterward, l came
home from a pretentious country boarding-school, full of grand ideas and long-

tlie sands. But he—he kissed mo before
lather and Janet, and said, without any
hesitation, “Oh, Jetty, how beautiiul you
have grown !” And then I knew that his
love was just tlie same—indeed, how
would it have been possible tor such a
man to change?
But he was no longer a
fisherman. He was mate of the Betsey
Jan•, a stanch new ship that lay rocking
in the bay, with white sails folded—rocking idly on the summer sea, as if there
were no such tiling as storm and tempest
for it to brave. He was going away just
as i was coming home—going far off to
foreign ports; but never a day passed by
without his stopping at our door, never an
evening that lie did not drop in for a
smoke and talk, with father, it is true, but
most of his glances 1 found out furtively

and agriculture are not one and the same,
and it is seldom this kind ot mixed tanning does any good. Near to any great
supply of manure from livery stables and
other city sources, of course the soil can
be compensated and. indeed, be lorced
to such a degree of fruitfulness that it is
not of tin- toast consequence how frequently crops ot the most exhausting characteristics succeed each other.
flic truth is, tanning requires to lie cartied on as all other successful ways of
business arc. Any shop-keeper, if a man
ot business, will have such articles in his
store as sell readily, and as he finds that
one particular class of goods pays him best
lor having always on hand, he takes pains
t.- have an inexhaustible supply; ttiere-

■•

throp.

years

land better titan before and the manure
made on the farm will have increased because the produce lrom which it has been
made i more and consequently on an improved system, the manure will augment

stetson, 51,01(i pounds; Winthrop, J7.000
pounds. 'The Newport factory turned out
the smallest product, or8,!iyj pounds. The
prices ranged from 11 to 1J cents per I
pound. Private dairying is on the in-

An arch of a railway bridge over the river
III, near l.utterbach, France, gave way under
the pressure of the Hood, and precipitated a
passenger train into the river. Owing to the
violence ol ihe stream none of the passengers
could be saved. Thirty corpses have already
been recovered.
William Ross,

an

old resident of Otter Creek

township, Vigo county, Indiana, stole two
bushels of wheat from a neighbor to keep Ids
family from starvation. Ross hearing that his
case had been placed before the Gland
Jury,
look poison and died, leaving a helpless widow
and eight or ten children.
The steamer Isabel, from Rochelle for Bristol. was wrecked Saturday night on Render
Rocks, between St. Ives and Lands End, England. Six corpses have been washed ashore.
The crew, thirty in number, undoubtedly all
perished, as nothing remained of the wreck
Sunday evening except the shattered planks.
An Atlanta paper says that an English company is lmying up all the wild pine lands of
Georgia, the same company owning a line of
steamships. The company intend to send out
laborers, get out turpentine, cut down timber
which is to be sent to Europe, and sell tiie
lands to the laborers for what they will bring.
The old schooner Manchester is still in existand owned in York, khe is fin 1-z tons,
built in Duxbury in 1 Tm4, and is now !)2 years
of age, almost a centenuariau. She was formerly of Gloucester, owned by Mr. Daniel
Gaffney and others, and figured in one of Mr.
K. II. Lane’s paintings as a specimen of the
olden time Grand Bankers.
ence

* «ie Rocklaml Gazette says that a
large box,
Ui«; top of which was covered with canvas, was
! found on Sunday the ot-h inst., under a large
crease.
spruce tree in Friendship. The box was three
feet high, four feet long and
eighteen inches in
Daniel Murphy, ofTulate, Cal., is said width,
and contained dry goods, vests, satin
to have
bought 90,000 square miles of land vests, iind other clothing, together with dress
in Mexico, at 9 cents an acre.
silks, 'I ho bottom of the box wns rotten, and
the contents were all spoiled. It is supposed
The manufacture cf sugar and molasses that it was hidden by a thief.
Lorn Indian corn is a now industry in IoThe Augusta Journal says there is considerwa, and said to be a lucrative one.
able excitement iu Washington over the cutting
In Richland County, Wisconsin, the off, by a physician, the head of a pauper named
John Swamburne, who recently died.
The
farmers have built a wooden railway, six- deed was
done by the permission of the Selectteen miles long,
costing, only $3,000 a men, for the purpose of examining the brain,
to search for a bullet which the man thought
mile.
had lodged in his head since the battle of WaNothing contributes more to the farm- terloo, where he served. The physician did
er’s daily
enjoyment than a well-cultivat- not bury the head with the body. The people
ed garden, if properly cared for, it should were indignant, and had the body disinterred,
and the head placed iu the coffin and the combe the most
profitable patch of gronud on plete corpse properly
buried. It is understood
the farm
that legal steps are to be taken in the premises.

were

given to me.
night, when

One

|

a

sudden storm

was

swooping over the sea, Ben came in with
a hearty ejaculation ol thankfulness that
all the fishing boats were safely hauled up
along shore an hour before. 1 sat by the
table knitting a crimson scarf, and as the

bright worsted loll from my fingers, my
thoughts, like birds of passage llying hith-

and thither, scarce!}' kept pace with my
needles. 1 remember how cheery
tlie room looked, with its white sanded
floor and the squ ire of gay striped carpet
in the centre of it; the big bunch of syringes on tlie table filling the whole air
with dead sweetness; the light from the
lamp dancing on tlie picture-frames, the
tinted shells, and strange things that sailors had brought to us from foreign ports.
1 remember, too, how tlie wind roared
and how hoarse was tlie cry that sounded
from tlie rocks below. IIow the waves
were seething around them, and thundering along tlie beach. Woe and wreck it
was crying to many a heart, but what had
1 to fear, and what did I know of woe and
loss?
Perhaps when Ben was gone i
might think ot him in tlie roaring gaic,
but now—ah, the wind sings a different
song to us when we are young! And
then 1 stole a glance at him, met his eyes,
and mine dropped upon my work again.
When another and louder blast surged
around the house 1 was glad to hear father
say, “It's a dreadful night! Jetty, I can’t
rest easy till the lamp’s lit, child,
its
earlv, but suppose you see to it.”
''i es, father,” I said, hurrying away.
1 went up to the tower, but before lighting the match 1 opened the small window
and leaned out.
The wind blew in,
drenching my lace and hair with sudden
gusts of spray; but still 1 knelt there,
looking out over the tossing waters, the
rain beating against my hot cheeks like
dusky wings, the roar of the surf sounding in my ears, and yet hearing, or thinking that I heard, above it all the beating
ot my own heart. I think in that moment
it came to me what it was to be a woman
in that sense of the word which implies a
consciousness ot a ditl'erent nature and
existence. 1 pulled down the window and
struck a match. Just as I lifted my hand
to the lamp I hoard a footstep on the
stairs; then Ben stood beside me.
“Let me do it for you, Jetty,” he said ;
“there’ll be time enough afterward for
you to come up here alone. IIow your
hand trembles, dear!”
And in a moment more I stood under
the full blaze, with folded arms and beating heart, looking out over the great wide
circle of sea that spread itselt before the
window a dark, heaving mass, the whitecaps rolling in and crashing on the rocks
below. lie drew me to him. leaning over
me and looking out, though it was much
too dark tor either of us to see anything
but the line of breakers.
“You will bo lighting the lamp for me
one of these days. Jetty,” he said,
softly,
with that pathetic tone into which the
voice slides so easily1 when one is breaking away from home and friends for the
first time. And then, as I tried to free
my
hand from his, he put one arm about me
and drew me closer to him, kissing me on
my forehead and lips. “When I come
home,” lie went on, “may 1 claim my little wife? I’ve never asked you before—I
don’t know why—1 took things for granted
like; but I can’t go away now without a
promise. Can you be content with such a
rough fellow to love you, dear?—and I’ll
be good to you. Jetty, all my life.” 1
leaned my head against his breast, and
tried to hide my llaming cheeks. "Hasn’t
she a word to say?” he asked; “hasn't
she one word to say, after all these years?”
1 nestled upon I113 broad shoulder with
a feeling of infinite content.
“You ought
to have known, Ben,” I said, with a little
laugh. “I never loved any body else in
all my life;” and I put both my hands in
his, and hid my face again.
Wlien l take my next voyage, my wile
shall go with me,” he whispered ; and then
I heard father’s voice at the loot of the
Beu! my boy, Ben!
stairs, calling,
Dirk’s come up to tell me there’s a vessel
in the oiling
steering straight on to Hoy’s
Keef. There'll be trouble as sure as fate,
and we’d better see what we can do.”
Ben caught mo in his arms and kissed me.
“Good-by, sweetheart!” he called out, as
he ran down the steep stairs, and left me
alone. I went up to the window
again,
shading my eyes with my hand and trying to see, but the night had tallen swiltly ; and while we had been dallying in the
tower, perhaps poor souls out yonder were
drifting toward the fatal reef, i knew it
well. When the tide was out, and the sea
still and calm as a sleeping child, the
great jagged rocks, black with slime,
would rear their treacherous heads. Sometimes when the spray dashed wildly over
them, it seemed to me they were colossal
sea-lions tossing their manes and roaring
for their prey. Sometimes they grew human in their shape almost as I watched
them. Ah, yes, 1 knew Roy’s Reef very
well. If a vessel were driving straight
on it, God help the woman who waited at
er

Hashing

home, if, indeed, any of the doomed men
husbands or lovers. For the lirst
time in my life 1 lelt with a sickening
thrill, what such woe and loss might
mean. I ran down to Janet: but the room,
so pleasant only an hour before, was full
of eerie shadows, and the solemn stillness
within oppressed me, while the strife and
I roar of the storm outside seemed changed
! to the sobbing and wailing of women and
little children about our door. Twice did
the tall clock strike oft the hours while we
kept our weary vigil, and still they did
not return. 1 could not stand it any longer,
with only Janet to croon out doleful tales
of death and shipwreck which she had
seen along this very coast.
1 wrapped a
light shawl about me, and crouched under
shelter of the doorway, peering into the
darkness, and hearing the sobbing and
wailing louder all the time. Then the
slow steps of men sounded along the shingle, and before 1 could dart back into the
house, father and Ben came up the rocks,
and two or three fishermen with them.
‘'
This storm is making a power o’ trouble
’long shore,” saiil old Dirk Van Brunt, as
he saw me shivering in the doorway; and
then Ben whispered, “Go in, Jetty, quick,
and tell Janet to get blankets and a bed
ready. Here's a poor young fellow just
about drowned, and a cut on his head besides. Do what you can, dear, and I’ll
fetch a doctor.”
I’he faces ot the men were grave as they
b re their burden past me ; but I laid a detaining hand on lather as I gasped, “Was
r a ah ip ?”
were

huge

any one considers “what forming is"
or what it ought to be, they would come
to the conclusion that binning ought to
be the managing oi land so as to keep it
in condition to pay for occupation, and
there may be many farms which will pay
for occupation which will not pay for cultivation ; that is, there are vast tracts of
country which lrom the nature ot the soil,
from tiie high price ei labor, and from its
adaptability to remain in permanent actual grass would pay exceedingly well to
graze with any kind of live-stock and by
raising stock, dairying, fattening and
wool growing, etc., money could be made
lids would be farming, and
very last,
any system ot cultivation and course of
cropping on good, free working land,
which would keep the land rich in plant
food and allow of selling enough to cover
expenses and interest pay of capital and
also protit to occupier, would be farming
It

■

Years.

mounds of years
Why (lo we heap
Before us and behind,
And scorn the little days that pass
Like angola on the wind?

ne answered

i\o, cnua,

;

one o mem

irisky little yaohts, I reckon. It went
straight on to the reef, and split up like an
egg-shell.”

“Were the men all killed ?”
“Swum ’shore—all but this follow ; suthin struck him on the head, and Ben had to
bring him in.”
And then the men crowded about him,
and began to strip off his wet coat and
see to his bruises, while father was slowly
arranging bed and blankets with that
steadiness and gravity that come with age
and experience.
“Here, Jetty,” he called to me, when
they had gone quietly away again, and
we were left alone, “come here and look
at him, child, and see what you can do.
Women’s fingers ard kind o’ handier than
ourn.”
1 remember how 1 stooped over the bod,
saying, under my breath, “What a hand1 dipped a handkerchief in
some man 1"
water and bound it about his temples,
where a deep cut was visible, while every
i
nerve tingled with youthful eagerness,
sat down beside him, studying his lace,
wondering all the time who and what he
was, it he were really ill, and if he would
die. It was almost an hour before the
doctor came, and all the time father and
1 sat by him, watching patiently, anil saying very little. Sometimes our charge
would lie with closed eyes and scarcely
perceptible breath; again ho would turn
his face toward me, seeming to study me
in a puzzled, dreamy way. lie was very
quiet, and appeared grateful for all we
did, but his voice was so low we could
scarcely hear what ho attempted to say. I
had plenty of time to study him in return.
I often wondered, as 1 sat there, what
kind of a iite it was we had saved—if, indeed, it were saved, lie was very handsome, though brown and tanned by exposure; but ids forehead was broad, and
white as a girl's, and his hand exquisitely
shaped, though large and strong, and on
the third finger of the loft hand glittered
Was this man by whom I
a heavy ring.
sat, quietly ministering to his wants, a
living power tor good or evil, for truth or
falsehood, in the world? Were pure, loving women waiting for him at home, or
was his life worthless and void of love
that, were lie to die, he would never bo
missed at all? I wondered il he had a
lather or mother, a sister or brother:
was there a dearer one
Still, and a nearer on«Vet, than all others?”

“Or

And when Ids large blue eyes opened and
fastened themselves upon me, wandering
oyer my lace, my hands, my dross, and
on to lather’s gray hairs, then back to me
again, 1 felt myself blushing, and thinking
surely it wore a blessed thing to save one
life in the world.
When the doctor came 1 was released
while the stranger’s wounds were dressed.
They proved slight, after all; it was more
the shock given his system ; the wounds
were really nothing; yet, buffeted as he
had been by the waves, life had so nearly
ebbed away that it was necessary to have
quiet and gentle care for a few days. And
lather insisted, even when our guest was
well enough to sit up, that he should stay
with us.
“Taiu’t any trouble to help a human belet alone a handsome young feller
like that,” he argued to me. “He can
haul a rope as good as any on us along
an
shore, too
outspoken, free-hearted
chap, an’ quite a sailor. ’Twa’n’t his fault
his boat split up on them rocks; nobody
could ha’ done any better in such a gale.’
Bo lie staid.
We knew him just as well
in tour days as if it were as many years.
I iiad to wait on him a good deal at first,
and often read to him, answering his
questions about the books that had fallen
1 thought him a little inquisin my way.
itive ; but then I was very proud of my

ing live,

—

reading, having just

with all my

end,

as

it were.

out ol school,
at my tongue’s

come

knowledge

I often wondered what

made him look at

me so much; not rudely
—indeed, nothing that he could do would
even have seemed rude; but he looked at
mo with a sort of studying expression, as

longing to read and understand
And 1 was so simple, and such a
child, it surely was not a hard task—at
last it did net seem to be hard to him.
When, in return, I studied him furtively,
as indemnity for his persistent scrutiny of
me, ho seemed a sort of incarnation of
if he

were

me.

mgu an,

wane

poor

Den

was

reuuceu

iu

the lowest level of manhood. It was surely no wonder 1 felt as it I were in a dream.
Ben came and went just as usual; but
after a time—why, I could not toll—I began to dread his coming. For one thing,
I was afraid he would talk to me again as
lie did that night the Butterfly ran on the
rocks and Mr. Arnold came to live with us.
What should I say to him if he were to
ask me again if 1 loved him ?
“Stay with me. Jetty dear,” said Ben
one morning, as I tied on my hat and prepared to go down on the beach with Mr.
Arnold. “1 haven’t had you one minute
to myself since that night we lit the lamp
together. 1 shall be jealous of this city
chap ij you give so much ol your time to
him.”
“But lather don’t think him strong
enough to go oft' alone,” 1 said hastily.
“And he wants so much to see the rocks
the Butterfly struck when she went down.
The tide is at ebb now, and we can see
them plainly from the Point. Come too,
won’t you, lien ?
I amended.
“No,” said he, stoutly, “1 won’t come,
Jotty. 1 can’t talk like city chaps. lie
and l’tl never have a leeling in common
it we was together all our lives. Sometimes—sometimes” (and his tone was a
little bitter) “I’ve wished I hadn’t a-been
the one to haul him in. If he’d a-gone
down, we two'd been happier, 1 dare

say.”

“Oh, Ben,” 1 said, with an indignant
flush, “how dare you speak so cruelly?—

human life weren’t worth saving !
“Dear,” said he, in a grieved voice, “I’m
a-going away in a few days, and I’ll be
gone years, mebbe. Can't you forgive
Love
my being exacting and cruel ?
makes mo cruel, child.”
“I don’t see what your going away has
to do with Mr. Arnold’s desire lo see
Roy’s
Reef,” 1 muttered, sulkily. “And 1 shall
be home in a little while. Come in then,
and I’ll hear all you have to say.”
“I shall have nothing to say then,” said
Ben, going out before 1 could answer him.
I laughed softly to myself as 1 went out
as

if

a

Daily Herald.]
Personal Government ?

the New York

a

Ought the President of the United States to be
j tiie servant or the master of the nation? Are

the powers ot go w rament intrusted to him to
be exercised for the general use and good, or
are they conferred upon him as a reward for
previous services and to be used by him for hi*
own pleasure and the advantage of bis favorites?
Is the Presidency a trust, or is it a prize
which be who wins it may rightly regard and
use as a piece of personal property?
These questions, asked at any time in our history before the accession of General Grant,
would have been absurd; but thev are so no
longer, for it is demonstrable that not even the
third Napoleon was more possessed than he of
the idea that the government is for his personal
I saw how indifferent he had grown.
Fi- use and
pleasure. Let us see:—
1. One of his very first m*ts as President
nally father came, and 1 left them alone
to smoke their pipes together, while 1 showed a singular contempt for law and regard
went up to my own room to dash away for his own will or desire alone. He nominated
to be Secretary of the Treasthe hot tears and make my eyes look Mr. A. T. Stewart
ury. Mr. Stewart, undoubtedly a capable man.
and
colder
than
ever.
prouder
could not disengage himself from his vast comI did not see him lor many days after mercial interests, and a law which had stood
this—not until his vessel was unloaded for almost three-quarters of a century on our
and put into dock for repairs, and then statute books, and whose wisdom was unquestioned. forbade his taking the office under tin*
there was a great deal ot merry-making circumstances. AVhat
happened? General Grant
in the neighborhood, lor the crew of the
It recoolly asked Congress to repeal the act. sulked.
Betsey Jane was made up Irons men along fused, as was its duty, and Hit* President
out
of
the
Cox
General
Grant
drove
‘J.
Next
the shore, and her coming in with every
Cabinet because be refused to appoint corrupt
man aboard sale and well was a signal of
and inefficient friends of the President to office
general rejoicing. I rarely went out, and in the Indian Bureau and elsewhere, iu violanever joined in any of the festivities.
! tion of civil service rules and honest governOne night when 1 came in from a walk ment.
li. He drove Joseph Wilson, the honest Land
I saw Ben's tall figure lounging in our
into retirement betaine he dedoorway, lie took oil' his eap when ho Commissioner,
cided a Missouri land claim of the l)cut family
in
withsaw me, bowed, and lot me pass
adversely to their interest.
out a word.
Then suddenly, as it he
i. He’appointed a poker-playing Congresscould bear the silence no longer, he man as M;nister to England, ami kept him
there
until he was threatened with arrest, a
stepped forward and walked by my =ide public
disgrace and scandal, in spite of his nointo the house.
torious connection with the Emma Mine fraud.
“Father is not at home,’’ I said, looking
5. He attempted, again-t tie will of Congress
around the room, and longing to get away and the country, to annex St. Domingo, and
sent our his own private agent, General Babfrom his eyes.
in violation of the
“1 did not come in to see your fathei cock, to negotiate a treaty
and he was so contemptuous
this time,” said Ben, steadily.
1 came constitution;
toward the Jaws that he actually sent to the
to see you.”
Senate a secret agreement made and signed
“But it is nearly dark. I persisted, with Baez bv this unauthorized private agent,
“and 1 must light the lamp ip. the tower.” under pretence that it was a treaty; and only
informwithdrew it when the Senate
“Let me do it lor you, Jetty,” he said, ed him that the constitution privately treaties
required
in a low voice. “I lit it once before, you to be made and signed by agents publicly nomremember—the very happiest night of my inated and confirmed by the Senate.
6. To consummate the annexation, in which
life it was, too. U’hy, the memory of it
of men
has kept me from uttei despair, dear ; and he had involved himself with a number
engaged in a land speculation, be
—1 had a talk with your lather to-day. notoriously
island
of
the
on
the
coast
vessels
of
war
kept
lie says there never was any tiling be- at a
great expense to support the usurper
tween you and that stranger—that Mr
Baez, and levied war on the lluytian Republic,
it was all my own fault 1 know in violation of the constitution, which reserves
Arnold
the power of deed iring and making war to ConCan you forgive me, Jetty dear?
now.
gress.
I’ve never seen anyone in my life since
T. He caused the expulsion of Charles Sumto take you out of my heart.
Let me be- ner from the chairmanship of the Senate Forall
over
eign Relations Committee, a post which he had
again.”
gin
“I take you back?—I forgive you? held for many years and in which his services
were of peculiar importance, beto the
Oh, Ben, you have everything to forgive, cause country
lie would led support the St. Domingo
and i nothing. You can never know all scheme.
the remorse t have suffered for that one
S. He afterward tried to bribe Sumner to a
fatal delusion ot mine. I began 'iny lile quiescence in the St. Domingo plot by the offer
This was when he
of tiie mission to England.
over again the very day you sailed away.”
saw that against Sumner’s opposition the St.
Ben is mate of the Betsey Jane no longDomingo treaty must fail.
.nil'
II 1*1
»l Ml ll' 1 -ill-ill
V. II'- 11 [ I 11 II
er, and 1—why, 1 am Ben’s wife.
to a high diplomatic position, although thi^
had already shown himself notorious!)
The First Great Tipple ox Manhat- person
unlit while holding an obscure consulship
tan Island.
There was a tradition a
10. lie appointed another brother-in-law,
hundred years ago among some of the Casey, to be Collector of New Orleans, and
him, in spite of his proved inneighborihg tribes, that an old chief said there maintains,
and corruption and his open violahad been handed down l rum generation capacity
tions of law.
to generation, in which it was stated that
11. When public opinion, outraged beyond
when the Indians here lirsl saw the ship, endurance at Casey's misconduct, demanded
v*hieh seemed a huge white tiling moving his removal, he apparently submitted hv reand ostensibly accepting * a-ey's resigup they thought it was some m mstrous quiring
nation, “to a he effect on the appointment oi
fish, but finally concluded it to be the ca- his successor;v but he ha> never
appointed a
noe of the
great Manitou visiting his chil- successor, ami thus Casev remains Collector in
dren
Runners were immediately sent to spite of the public demand lor his removal.
12. He removed a collector of internal revenue
the neighboring tribes who lloeke I to die
at Chicago because this otlieer refused to join
place ot rendezvous. Sacrifices wi re pre- Orville
Grant, the President^ brother, in a
pared and u grand dance ordered for his whiskey fraud.
13. Later, in violation of law. he gave to this
reception. Hudson dressed in scarlet and
attended by a portion ot his crew, came same brother Orville the monopoly of trading
the
ashore, and the chiefs, grave and respect- with certain tribes of Indians, andtocaused
be respecexclusion of other traders, certified
ful, gathered in a semicircle around him. table men. this i> the first time in our history
Hudson, to show liis friendly feelings, when a President's brother lias become an Inpoured out a glass ot brandy, and tasting dian trader, or has received a monopoly, conit himself, handed it to the nearest < hied. trary to an express law, from his brother.
11. Ih* gave the federal appointments in ill*He gravely smelled of it, and handed it to
of New York to a ward politi-ian. said t<>
the next one, who did the same and pass- city
be-connected with the Tammany Ring, but who
ed it on. In this way it went the entire was his own intimate.
circle without being tasted. At last a
13. lie appointed and long kept in the imporGenera! ot the Cnited
tant office of
young brave declared it was an insult to States a man Attorney
openly charged with frauds,
the great Manitou not to drink after he
known to he ignorant of law, until bv charm-tor
nau shown them an example, and it no
and acquirements for the place, but notoriously
one else would drink it lie would, let the
a subservient tool ot his own.
10. He tried to promote this incapable Atconsequences he what they might. So
General to the Chief Justiceship of the
balding them all a solemn farewell, he torney
Court, a public scandal which was
drained the goblet at a draught. The Supreme
prevented only with the utmost difficulty.
chiefs watched him with anxiety, wonder1". He took away the u.-tody of gov* rnment
ing wlmt the effect would be. The young funds from the solid l m-e of the Parings, who
brave very soon began to stagger, till at had held it since tie* foundation of the government, and intrusted the
moneys to Clews
length, overcome by the heavy dose, he A Habicht. as a reward public
for notorious partizan
sunk to the ground in a drunken stupor. services and in
ot
spite
warnings that this
The chicks looked on at first iu still terror house was not trustworthy or of good standing.
and then a low, wild death-wail rose on The firm has since become bankrupt, but the
the air. But alter a while the apparent- public does n«>t know how much the treasury
lust by its failure.
ly dead man began to rally, and at length
Is. He gave to one of his former military aids,
on
his
red
round
in
the
feet,
jumping
cape
Leef. a monopoly of certain Custom House
most excited, grotesque manner, declarwarehousing, and maintained him in it until
at
ing lie never tell so happy in bis life, and the outraged merchants became clamorous
asked for inure liquor
flic other chiefs the Injustice they were compelled to suffer.
10. He has accepted costly gifts and repeated
no longer hesitated, and following his exthe giver with public places for
I ly rewarded
ample, the tirst great tipple on New York j themselves or for their friends.
Bland took place, ending in a scene ot
20. lie permitted and defended the moiety
by which the revenue** of the country
beastly intoxication. 1 mm that time on frauds,
were farmed out to low politicians, with the
the name ot the island in the Delaware
known design of securing the political fortunes
language signified the place of the big of some of his favorites and adherents.
drunk.” .Many people think it would be
21. lie was and is the intimate friend of Alexander Shepherd, a man openly and generally
a good name for it now, or at least porof corruption in Washington, and
accused
tions of it, not only where the ‘'sachems"
2*2. When Congress, compelled by a rigid indo congregate, but other places.
[•!. T. vestigation, destroyed the District government
Ueadlev in ilarpc-r’s Magazine tor April
which Shepherd controlled, in order to put him
out of place and power, the President had the
A Horrible Ali'air.
indecency to reuominate him at once as the
head of the new government—a nomination s<>
New York, March 10. A horrible af scandalous Hi it the Senate immediately and
fair occurred at Raleigh, Monday, in unanimously rejected it.
23. In spite of this he* still retains Shepherd
which a furious bull dog prevented the
m favor as one of his most intimate associate*-.
rescue of a woman from burning to deal ;i
21. lie shocked the public sense of propriety
The victim, Mary Dolan, an idiot, aged by an invitation to the Whit- House, on a pubJo, daughter of the proprietor ot the Col- lic occasion, Harrington, the confederate of
a person then undergoing trial for
lege hotel, was kept in a sort of a coop in Shepherd,
and never acquitted of the charge.
an out-house used as a kitchen.
The cook felony,
23 lie consorts constantly with men of doubtwent out, leaving the door fastened and ful character, and still has
among his intimates
in
the idiot
her coop. In some way tho both Shepherd and Harrington.
he
even
In
their
went so far as in
20.
defence
kitchen caught lire. The woman might
to understate by sever.'.I
have been saved, however, but for a big an annual Message
millions the debt of the District of Columbia; a
and furious bull dog, which stationed himgross attempt to deceive the public which was
self before the dour and fought the fire- immediately exposed in Congress.
27. He was a party to an intrigue whereby
men like a fiend—as if really possessed by the devil, file idiot woman seemed his own salary was doubled, and caused to bn
understood in Congress that the bill
frenzied by the lire, and danced and sang privately
raising Congressional salaries would not receive
“The Prettiest Little Girl in the Country” hi- signature unless his own salary was doubled.
at the top of her voice, and as gayly as
2is He was for months engaged in an attempt
possible. Alter the dames had been ex- at last successful, to make one of his intimates,
Rufus
Quartermaster General of the
tinguished, it was found that both her Army, Ingalls,
and held vacant the Russian mission as
legs were burned off. and nothing remain- a temptation to General Meigs, who stood in
ed of her head save tho brains.
the vv n\ of this scheme.
29. He supported Kellogg as Governor of
In tho Supreme Judicial Court at Farm- Louisiana without authority from Congress,
that ho did not know who was the
ington a verdict has been rendered in fav- confessing
rightful Governor, and on his own will alone;
or of the defendants in ease of
Ashbury and he has used the army for many months to
Life Insurance Company vs. A. B. War- hold Louisiana down for nis favorite.
ren et. als.
Tim suit was to recover back
30. lie did not scruple last year to gro8-.lv
83000 which tho company alleged had misrepresent to Congress and the country the
condition of Louisiana and other Southern
been fraudulently obtained by defendants
States, in order that he might
support
in effecting insurance oil the lile ot a sis- his corrupt personal followers thereby
there.
ter ot Warren, who was at the time sick
31. While a Congressional committee was in
with consumption and died a short time New Orleans investigating the condition of Loualter the insurance was effected.
The isiana lie violently took matters in his uwu
hands and in their presence dispersed the legitsuit was brought against A. B Warren, imate
Assembly of the State by means of tlm
Luther Curtis and if. Fenderson. It will army.
32. He ordered his Secretary ot War to send
bo remembered that Curtis and Warren
the approval ol the whole Cabinet to Sheridan
are the same parties who were convicted
the dispersion of the Legislature and his
for
a year ago ol the crime ot conspiracy to
banditti by despatch though it is known that he
cheat the company by false pretences. did not take
the trouble to consult any member
Alter a new trial had been denied, a peti- of the Cabinet in the matter, and that several
tion ior the pardon of Curtis, signed by members did strongly disapprove of these measalmost all the prominent business men ot ures.
33. He refused to see or hear the committee
the county was refused upon hearing bolore the Governor and Council. Tho pre- which Congress hud sent to New Orleans, and
sent a message to Congress founded on assersent verdict is received with great favor tions which
the report of that committee of
by the community as it is a virtual rever- Congress showed to be false and groundless.
34. Thus he first insulted his Cabinet and then
sal of the decision by which they were
Congress in order to carry out his personal
convicted
aims, and sought, by artful misrepresentations
1 lie 1 ite Commander Sanders of the and false statements, made when the truth was
at his call and unofficially known to him, to inEnglish Navy was in or about the year tify a dangerous usurpation of power In tin
18u;i a lieutenant on board the Statira, prostration of civil rule.
35. lie endeavored to infimidate a Congressengaged in “cutting out” a french privateer.
Two armed luggers came to the ional committee into making a report <>n the
condition ot Arkansas, to subserve his own
rescue of the latter, and the lieutenant
views; summoned them before him, told them
was shot in the head, the bullet
passing what they ought to report, and aid not even
clean through from ear to eye. lie lay take the trouble to ask tnem what fu« ts they had
ior dead on the deck of the Frenchman, found in their investigation. Fortunately,’ they
and was just on the point of being thrown were too independent to submit to his dictation.
3G. One member of that committee, who made
overboard when the French surgeon of a
minority report in accordance with his wishthe ship asked to have the Englishman es, he rewarded with the post of District Attorsent down to his cabin that he might ney at Chicago, an office from which he was
make an experiment upon him. This was lately dismissed for incapacity.
37. IF1 used the powerful influence of the addone, and in the cabin Lieutenant Sanders ministration to cause
the passage of the Uaba?s
revived to the amazement of every one. Corpus and Force bill, a measure flagrantly unThe French doctor took all care ot iiitu, constitutional, and as subsequent events have
and at the end of live years’ detention as shown, without the excuse of necessity or ex!
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“Because Ben lett mo in anger this
solitary figure lounging along
What a very morning. It was tiie first time that we
the sands.
Ben jealous!
odd sensation it must seem ! But the ever quarreled in our lives—oh, you need
spell which Air. Arnold had cast over me not smile—and I am very sorry, though 1
was not tu be broken by Ben’s silly words
wouldn't own it to him if he were here,”
and moods. Sometimes I wondered if it willfully shaking my head. “Don’t you
were really my duty to tie myself down
think it is hard to say good-by even when
for life to such a being as Ben. He would one is not angry ?
never be anything else than a rough, free“Jetty,” he said, impulsively, “What a
hearted sailor, while Air. Arnold’s sim- little child of nature you are ! I've seen
plest expressed thought seemed to lift me hundreds of women more beautiful than
up and transport me to a new world. you, accomplished, elegant, full of grace;
Surely it was my duty to be with him as but I neyer saw such a simple, lovable,
much as possible, since all the rest of my childish nature in all my life. You are a
life, if Ben had iiis way, was doomed to revelation to me, darling, every day of
such a commonplace level. So I saw very my stay here; you are my inspiration, my
little ol him while his vessel was being delight. Lite was nothing until you bemade ready, and Air. Arnold and 1 spent came a part of it; and now—now upon
our days in wandering about the shore or
the soulless clod out yonder.” sweeping
exploring the rocks, straying far enough the air with one-white hand, “you are
away from home to give us a perfect and wasting the sweet regrets that ought to
complete oneness in our isolation. We be mine, and mine alone. Darling, i am
stood together in the sunlight and the jealous,” lifting my lace to his. “And I
moonlight, under the solemn cliffs whose too am going awnv. You don't stop to
rugged front had braved the drifting waves realize that.”
for years. We dallied idly with the days,
“You are not going now?” I said;
noth of us forgetting the inexorable march i '‘that is all 1 care to know. Let us put off
of time, arid feeling as it all the world • the evil day.”
were an Eden and we alone in it.
“But I can't, my love. My new yacht
And Ben’s vessel was ready to sail, ln- is coming down the city, and 1 may even
deed, he would leave, when the tide serv- go to-dav, certainly to-morrow. Mow you
ed, the very next day, he said one evenknow, darling, why 1 crave every moment
ing, as he diupped in for asmoke with la- oi your time and thought.”
ther and a place at the table, as usual
My hand dropped the grasses 1 had
Air. Arnold had gone away lor one day to been gathering and crept nearer to his,
make some preparations about a speedy and in 'lie hush and silence that followed
departure too; but still Ben had not relax- his words it seemed as if the sun were
ed the grave, injured air that of late he veiled and the summer day lay dead
had assumed toward me. I also had very
“Then I shall never be happy any move"
little to say to him; and before the soft I faltered.
summer twilight Itad faded quite away,
“But I shall come back soon, darling.
our guest returned.
He brought dainty Besides, f shall be unhappy too.”
volumes in blue and gold of Jean Jngelow
“You can not miss me as 1 shall miss
and Aliss Proctor, ami begged my accept- you. You will be hack in the whirl nt the
ance of them with that ready and defercity—just think—l have never been there
ential grace that was his greatest charm. at all, and all 1 know about it is what you
And all the time Ben sat silent, as if he have told me. And 1 shall have nothing
had nothing to occupy him but the tilling to do but pore over the books you have
of his pipe, or watching us as we bent marked, and wonder when you will come
over the books, talking of poetry and
again, i shall he with you all the time.
things that Ben could never understand— 1 couldn’t be absent from you if 1 would,
at last rising and proposing a smoke out- you see," trying to smile through my
side with father, and so leaving us alone. tears.
I had dropped my head upon my hand,
“Shall you try 0
1 shook my head.
dreamily looking beyond the open page,
and seeing something else besides the ten“1 have been thinking of a plan.” lie
der words there written, when I felt his said, dreamily, after a moment’s siienee.
hand upon my arm.
“Shall I tell it to you now, or shall 1 wait
'1 wish you read German,” he said, “so until you have known me longer, and lovj 1 could
have brought you Goethe to-day. ed and trusted me more?
j 1
should so love to have you study and un"Tell me now,” 1 whispered. “1 could
| derstand
him.
I wonder you didn’t take not love you better it I waited years.”
j
“1 am going away, Jetty,” lie said, with
j it up when you broke loose from all these
that caressing voice that went to my
: surroundings and went away to school.”
“Father thought I’d better learn Eng- heart at once,
“t have another yacht,
lish”—a sudden blush suft’using my face another Butterfly”—and lie smiled down
as I remembered bow little
he and Ben into my face—“to take the place ot the
cared for my scant knowledge of even one that was lost
She will be here bethat one language.
fore the sun is down.
Shall vou lie with
“You must understand elective affinity me, Jetty ?
■T?” 1 stammered.
do not know
by intuition, then,” he said, softly, “for
some
subfile, magnetic influence lias what you mean.”
drawn me to you ever since that night J
“Then let me tell you, darling,” taking
woke to find you at my bedside;” and my hand in his.
“1 want you to go away
then, as I looked up, a triumphant glow with me to-night. 1 want that all the
flushed his face that I had never seen rest of our lives should be spent together
there before. “Darling !” he whispered, —yours bound up into mine. 1 want you
“you love mo a little, don't you?” his for my very own, the dearest joy that
eyes still searching mine. I could not life holds for me.”
veil them and hide the tenderness, so 1
“To leave father
I asked, tremblinglooked steadily down, uttering not a word, ly.
lie took my laoe in his hands, and held it
‘■Blit my love surely would comfort you
up to him. “I was sure,” he cried, exult- for any thing you might lose through
ingly.
trust in me."
in uie early dawn isen came to me to
‘T do not dare risk that loss even to lie
to say good-by.
lie knew whereto find
your wife,” I said, in so low a tone that lie
1
ami
that
he
alone
in
the
stillwould
me,
had to bend down Ins head to hear, dreadness of the breaking morning.
And he
ing to hurt him by my answer.
drew me to him, all pride and coldness
“1 have no sympathy with an old timegono now that the supreme moment ot worn creed,” he said, softly, still keeping
parting had come.
my hand in liis, while a smile hovered
"1 may have been hard on you, Jetty, about his
handsome lips.
•■there are
ol late,” he said, “but it was like taking
some who argue that love is not an endur! my lile to see you a-trilling with that ing bond unless fastened (irmly by the iron
;
stranger. And now I’m going away, and fetters oi law. [ own no such necessitv.
we've had nothing but cold looks betwixt
Were you not mine trom the moment our
us too long.
Say you forgive me, Jetty, eyes met? Soul touched soul then; heart
and love me just as well as ever. 1 can’t
spoke to heart. Wo will make us a world
part front you in anger, dear. Only tell of our own, darling, unfettered by bondme you love mu as you did before Mr. ArI want you, love—1 need you.
Come
nold came."
away with me, then, this very night.'
“1 can't tell you that, lien,” 1 stammerMy hands wore cold enough now, and
ed. “You'vo waited too long to speak,
they trembled in liis clasp. 1 looked up
and now—now it’s too late.”
through proud tears, thou down to the
He took away his hand, turning his face slender circlet ol
gold—my mother’s wedfrom me with a groan. “Jetty ! Jetty !
that 1 had worn tor many
ding-ring
you say this to punish me. Think again years. As my eyes tell upon it, it made
—think well. It's hard to turn one off' me
strong.
that’s been a-loving you more than twen“Say it is all a dream,” I gasped. fell
ty years for a stranger who’s only known me that you take your cruel words hack.
you a few weeks
Twenty years 1 It’s a Life would not bo worth having it i belong time, my lass—think of it a minute.” lieved as you do, and love itself would be
1 did think ot it. For one moment the a torment and a
mockery.”
honest face lifted to mine brought belore
“Then you cau not have faith in me,"
me all that 1 was losing; the next the rehe said, coldly; “then your lips have
: membrance ot the
night belore, tiie whis- framed a lie when you said you loved and
pered words, “Darling, you love me a lit- trusted me. A true love imposes no contle,” the one swift glance that was as a ditions.”
seal to our love, obliterated all the past,
I sprang trom the bank on which we
and I cried out, “Oh, Bun ! don’t talk to
had been sitting. All at once the scales
me so—don't 1 like you—why shouldn’t I
were lifted, and "whereas once i wa3
like you ?—you’ve been so good to nte all
I breathed a
blind, now I could see.”
1
my life; but wish—I wish I might never
purer, freer air. “Great God! can such
see you again."
“it you’d said anything but that, Jetty,” things be?” I cried, seeing for this first
time the gulf yawning at my feet. Then
he whispered, in a dazed, broken kind of
I turned swiftly trom him and fled away,
at
me
God
staring
way,
incredulously.
as it for lile.
knows what weight ol agony held him in
Time went by. It seemed slow enough
that dead, helpless pause before he spoke
to count off the days and months that
"I
havn’t
one
word
to
upbraid made
again.
upthe years, with a consuming pain
When two people have
you with, dear.
and regret always in my heart. How 1
been to each other what we have, it’s a
waited ! If only I could hear from Ben—
good-by forever or not at all. You don’t
one lino to say he forgave me !
But I
know what this parting is to me—you’re just
Father never asked mo any
none came.
such a child—how should you?”
And
of Mr. Arnold or Ben. i never
then ho pushed past me, and rushed out questions
heard from either. Both of them had
ol the houso.
sailed out of my sight, out of my life.
For a minute or two after he was gone Sometimes in those
long three years we
I stood leaning against the windows, with had news ot
Ben; sometimes a letter
a frightened, pitying teeling in my heart,
drifted over from foreign ports; but nevconscious that even Ben's dull nature had er a word to me. Once a
paper told us
and
tried
wounded
been
sorely. Then I the ship had been spoken off the Azores,
to
went up
my room and made some un- sails set tor home; and so wre knew, as
reasonable excuse about a headache, so I the
days went by, that she was drifting
might avoid father’s or Mr, Arnold’s ques- nearer. Every sail that 1 saw skimming
tions. After a time I heard them both go over the blue,
staggering up from an unThen I rose from my bed, dressed der world, as it
out.
were, through faint lines
and
went
to
the
turntower,
up
myselt,
of sea and sky, set my heart beating like
the
toward
the
glass
ing
Betsey Jane, a drum and my nerves tingling with anxiwatching the little boat go to and from ety. IIow would lie meet me, and what
shore
for
the
last
the
time. 1 wanted to could 1
say to him ? Many a morning did I
see her off; so 1 shut up the glass, tied on
rise with the first flush of dawn, turning
my bonnet, and went down to the beach the glass so it might sweep the whole
with desperate haste, though with no esgreat arc of blue, making every whitepecial aim. I was lull of inward wrath winged gull a homeward bound ship,
and mortification. I wanted to get away
holding my breath and praying, “Lord,
and think. Ben had been very cruel to send him safelv back.” I did not dare
leave me in anger, yet conscience said all
add, “to me.” And when dark nights oi
the time, “You only are to blame,” as I storm
swooped down upon us, i would
stared moodily seaward toward the vessel
tlie lamp in the tower with a dull
light
with spread sails that was slowly drifting
agon} at my heart, lest even then, in the
away. 1 did not observe any one near me. teetli oi the wild storm, Ben’s ship would
The soft sand gave no echo of footsteps, be
drifting toward the fatal rocks.
and it was not until a shadow iell across
“A wa„cheu pot never boils,
old Janet
that
I
found
turned
and
my path
myself once said, dryly, to me; and then I knew
face to face with Mr. Arnold.
that I had not been able to hide my impa“\\ hy have you staid away mini me so tient
longing front one pair of fond, anxlong.1'” lie said, reproachfully. “1 have ious old eyes, at the least, though 1 had
been looking every where for you, Didn’t
tried to hide it even from myself. After
your heart feel that 1 wanted you ? graee- that 1 would not go up to the tower only
lully drawing my arm within his. “Come to light the lamp very early each night.
up on the rocks with me, won’t you ? We
One day, when 1 was quietly mending
have so littie time to ourselves, rememby the table, Janet suddenly opened the
ber.”
door. "He's come!” she said, her old
“But there are days and days and days face working all over with joy ; and then
coming,” i argued, with a light laugh, I heard a ringing, familiar voice asking
instantly forgetting Ben, and, like a child for father—not me—and 1 sprang up, all
Hushed and trembling with excitement,
wholly absorbed in present happiness.
We went up to the rocks above, and sat for in the doorway he stood holding out
down side by side on the grassy bank. It his hand and saying something—what, 1
was a day steeped in sunshine and beauty,
never knew ; for as soon as he began to
a day on which to loose one’s self in
pleas- speak, a chill crept over me, and the haud
ant dreams.
If Ben with lbs glass had 1 gave him was as cold as his own. It
been looking at us across the crisp waves, was all over between us two—that 1 knew
lie would have thought we were only idling before he had done
speaking. So pride
away our time, neither thinking ot the came to my aid, and i took up my work
other, sitting in the glare of sea and sun, again, giving him a chair and asking him
and looking with far-away eyes over the to wait until father came in, drifting into
water, scarcely speaking, and yet wrap- commonplace talk, as if the past were lorever blotted out and we the merest stranped in a dream of delight.
“See,” I said at last, rousing myself gers in the world chatting together. We
and pointing out where a phantom ship talked of who had died and who had sailed
was fading
slowly in the mist of sea and away, the new boats that had been built,
sky, “there goes the Betsey June—there; the old ones that had gone to wreck, and
that’s the last ot her. I—JL’m so sorry!” the changes that had crept along the shore
and while we talked I watched his lace—
drawing in my breath like a sob,
sometimes furtively, at last openly, when
“Why, darling?
to meet the
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of war, lie reached England
sound and well, with the exception of the
loss ot his eye. lie after this lived to the
good old age ot ninety-one, and died only
a few days ago.

prisoner

thirty-three years old is in daiin Baltimore. She is so well preserved that tour or five years ago a connoisseur in horseflesh made a survey ot
her points, more particularly subjecting
her teeth to a careful scrutiny, and then
sagely announced that she was just four
years of age. He also offered to break her
for a moderate compensation.
A mare

ly

use

pediency.

33. He insulted the

public sense of honor and
Mr. Delano in office long
the grossest scandal had been proved
against him and his subordinates in the management of Indian affairs; and when at last
compelled bv the dread of losing an important
election to dismiss him he gave him a strong
testimonial of character and expressed his regret at parting with him.
39. In the prosecution of the whiskey thieves
he gave his countenance not to the honest officials doing their duty, but to the political gamblers and personal adherents whose crimes
were threatened with discovery.
40. When an honest, but overzealous prosecuting officer uttered w ords in the heat of argument at which the President chose to take of-

decency by retaining
after

fence, instead of pardoning his words on the
score of his honest zeal for the public interest

this is the man who only ten days ago was
seriously looked up to by the Republicans
in the House and in the country, not indeed as an honest and high-minded statesman, but as a clever and keen-sighted politician ! We are afraid that the political
epitaph of Blaine must be taken from the
pages of Sir John Lubbock. Sir John
somewhere tells us of a remarkably highstepping, loud-crowing and impressive
chanticleer which belonged to a iriend of
his and was the hope of a thrifty larrnyard. The bird was white, had a wonderiul comb and a superb tail, and ruled
the whole yard with Catsarian majesty.
But one day there came into the yard a
tor.
M. 1 nawed by public indignation, regardless
quiet, gray, rather downcast-looking
of public decency, unmoved by the fact that
“rooster,” who kept to himself and mindSlate after Slat lias been lost
by the party ed his own business, until it happened
which elected him, because of his misconduct
that the magniticent chanticleer aforesaid
lie only a few days ago llung a new defiance at
the people by accepting, the moment it was thought tit to dispute with him his own
tendered, and “with regret,” the resignation of selected corner of the common yard. How
Mr. Belknap, whose crime had been already the argument
began the household never
made known to him.
knew. But ot a sudden everybody’s attention was drawn to the spot by a most
L-'rom the .Yew York World, March Id.
unexampled clamor of clucking, clacking
and crowing, and hurrying thither everyThe Pall of Blaine.
body beheld the white emperor lying
Mr. S. S. Cox has recently published a
draggled,
gory and motionless on the edge
bright and amusing book, called "Why ol a ditch, while the gray bird was calmwe laugh,” in which he has
gathered to- ly scratching for barley as before. From
gether a wonderful number oi good polit- that day forth, says Sir John, the white
ical stories, not without a purpose.
Hut emperor was of no more use; nor did so
nothing in his book gives so satisfactory much as an addled egg ever again own
tin answer to the question asked
by its him as its sire.
title ns the last week’s simple history ot
the decline and fall ol that great RepubThe Centennial.
lican Emperor, Blaine, of Maine. Sidney
THE PROGRAMME OF THE OPENING EXSmith has somewhere explained the subtle
ERCISES ON MAY lOtll.
reasons which make the tumbles ot a bisMarch 23. 'Pile general
in
the
more
ridiculous
l’hiladelphia,
hop
public highway
than the tumbles ol an ordinary layman, plan for the exercises at the opening ol
and no bishop was ever half so porten- the Centennial Exhibition on May 10, has
tously episcopal in his mien and carriage been agreed upon by the executive Committee. The specially invited guests will
as Mr. Blaine, oi Maine,
among his political backers, it any one of a dozen Re- be nearly as follows:
The President and Vice-President.
publican members of Congress who miirht
Tiie Cabinet.
be named had put himself in the way oi
The Supreme Court.
getting so severe a‘trouncing as Mr. EaThe Senate and House of Representamar was forced to
administer to Mr.
Blaine on a question of constitutional law tives.
'The leading officers of the Armv and
during the debate which resulted in the
impeachment ol Belknap, his Republi- Navy.
The Governors of the States and 'Terrican
colleagues might have been secretlyamused but they would probably have tories and their staffs.
The Legislature of Pennsylvania.
been able to suppress their mirth out of a
'The Board of State Supervisors.
lellow-teeling with the victim. But when
The Foreign Commissioners.
Mr. Lamar calmly, coolly, almost sweetThe Centennial Commission and the
ly, led the unhappy Blaine steadily onward from blunder lo blunder until, with chief subordinates.
The Centennial Board of Finance.
Wallace’s Supreme Court Reports in hand,
The Government Board of Finance.
he daintily but decisively turned him over
The Women’s Centennial Executive
suddenly and once tor all on his back, and
laid him floundering in a mess of adjec- Committee.
The judges of the Exhibition.
tives on the floor, the bonds of party sym'The State Centennial Boards.
pathy itself gave way like wisps oi straw,
'The city officials of Philadelphia.
and the Republicans joined as heartily as
This list is subject to revision. As the
the Democrats in the Homeric laughter
which followed. Mr. Lamar’s treatment exercises are to be held in the open air, it
of Blaine on that occasion has been com- will be possible for a greater multitude to
pared by some ol tile picturesque corre- witness them. About 10.30 o’clock A. M.
spondents of the press to the playing of a the persons invited having been conducted
eat with a mouse.
So far as the image to their places, the ochestra of 150. conexpresses the intellectual superiority of ducted by Theodore Thomas, will play
the victor over the victim, it is correct the national airs of all nations. The Presenough. But the cat which worries a ident of the United States will be conducted to the ground by Governor llartranft,
mouse undoubtedly takes pleasure in the
worrying, either because ot a certain de- with military escort. The following prolight in evil-doing inherent in the feline gramme will then be carried out:
“The Grand March,” written ior the ocnature, which may account for the worship of eats by the Egyptians, or perhaps casion by Richard Wagner
“Invocation of the Divine Blessing,”
from a gastronomic instinct which may
teach tlie cat that to give its mouse a lit- original hymn by .1. G. Whittier.
tle ante-mortem moral roasting will enOriginal Cantata—Words bv Sydney
hance its linal flavor as cat’s-meat.
Mr. Lanier of Georgia; music by Dudley Buck
Lamar was obviously sorry, on the con- of Connecticut.
Brie! presentation by the President ol
trary, 10 find himself compelled to worry
Blaine. Ho gave the arrogant member the Centennial Commission, reporting the
lrom Maine not one but a dozen chances Exhibition to the President of the United
to escape from the false position into States.
An address by the President ot the L in
which lie had inconsiderately and vaingloriously thrust himself; and even at ted States, which he will close by declarthe end, when Blaine's persistency made ing the Exhibition open.
Immediately
it impossible for hint to rescue himselt ot- the tlags will be unlurled, the artillery
will tire a salute, the chimes ot the tower
to be rescued by anybody else, Mr. Lamar, with unruffled temper, and in a soit, and other great bells on the ground will
low, almost compassionate voice, turned ring, and the chorus ol GOO voices will
The forto the House as a generous gladiator in render Handel’s “Hallelujah.”
the Roman arena might have turned to eign commissioners will move to their rethe crowded amphitheatre when his foe spective assignments in the main building
lay unsvvorded and unshielded at his feet, The President ot the United States, escortand called for the verdict of the thumbs. ed by the Commission and Hoard of Fi“1 have a great mind, Mr. Speaker,” he nance. and the invited guests, will enter
said, "to let my friend otV. What do you the north doors o! the main building and
say, gentlemen, shall 1 go on ?” And it move, accompanied by the music ol the
great organs, along the main avenue in
was only when the House, either nobly
eager to see a petulant bully made an end such a manner as to pass by each national
of, or merely hot with the fierce instincts commission. The procession will then
which the spectacle of a sharp contest al- cross to Machinery Hall, and walk down
ways excites, cried out as with one voice, the main avenue to the centre. Then at
"Ho on, go on! Punish him!” that the a signal front the President of the United
sword of the Mississippian descended, and States the enormous engine and its thirhis helpless antagonist tell “allot a heap” teen acres ot machinery will be put in motion and the Exhibition will open to the
together at his leet.
In our Congressional annals this scene world. There may follow more or less
will long live for an example and a warn- formal receptions in the Judges’ Hall and
ing. An example, as showing how much the quarters of the Commission.
more effective, even in so heterogeneous
a body as the House ol Representatives,
The Kennebec Ice Business.
are the belligerent methods of a well'The Augusta Journal tints sums up the
equipped and well-bred nature, than
A Kennebec ice business:—
those of a hasty and violent one.
There are 090,500 tons of ice housed on
warning, as showing that a leader wiio
asserts himself habitually by vehemence the Kennebec; 417,000 tons have been
and insolence vatlier than by argument sold, and 243,500 tons are awaiting sale.
and tact, may surely count upon hearing Putting the average price at $2 per ton
the voices of his own followers loudest in which is a reasonable figure, the aggrethe hoarse laughter of triumph about gate value of the ice is §1,381,000. After
him, whenever the inevitable hour of de- the lapse of five years, without effecting
feat which comes to all men at least once any sale, when the ice purchasers came
in their career shall come 4.0 him.
The along the first of the season, with a sharp
tyrant who has once been made ridicu- eye to making a good bargain, they found
lous, falls to rise no more. The bully ol companies ready to make contracts at $1.a
public school, once unexpectedly and 25, §1.40 and §1.50 per ton, the companies
he ordered his dismissal.
41. lie kept near him in the most intimate official relations two men, Babcock and Luc
key,
when both were under grave
suspicion of complicity in revenue frauds.
42. He restored Babcock to his place after a
trial which did not in the general opinion clear
his character of the gravest suspicion of infidelity to public trusts, and when the President in
bis own examination was compelled to admit
that important papers had been concealed from
him bv his secretary.
!•’>. In his sworn testimony in defence of General Babcock lie had the insolence to say that
lie revoked the order of Mr. Bristow
changing
the supervisors at his own will, without consulting the .Secretary, and as though he was dicta-

thoroughly thrashed,

sinks

instantly

and

thinking they

were

getting

“a

big thing

into the ranks. A single week
lias sufficed to show the completeness
with which Mr. Lamar seven short days
ago d d his work upon Blaine.
On Monday an aspiring member from
Indiana, by the name of Baker, undertook
to lead the public thought away from
Sehenck and Belknap and Williams, and
all that class of odious and offensive subjects, by offering a resolution about the
intent and meaning of the Constitution,
the true theory ot our Government, the
wickedness of secession, and a variety of
other abstract propositions. Baker’s resolution was promptly referred to the
waste-basket, and Mr. Cox, ot New York,
with most commendable alertness ol mind,
took instant possession of the floor to state
in plain English and with guarded accuracy the true doctrine of the Democracy
upon all points which it had been the
intent of the ingenious Mr. Baker to muddle for the benefit ot the fly-gobblers, had
he been allowed so to do. Mr. Cox’s resolutions were as follows, and we reproduce them not only because, as will be
presently seen, they are necessary to illustrate the extent to which the wits of
Blaine have been dazed by his punishment
last week, but also because they are an
excellent summary of sound political doctrine :

ice.” But as the winter has worn away,
and the ice ha= melted and moved past
the ice houses on the Hudson and other rivers, Kennebec ice has steadily gone up in
the market-until it is sought far at §2.75
a ton and refused.
An immense amount of money has been
paid out lor help during the past winter,
and for lumber used in the building of
new houses.
Thirty-three concerns have
had at different times crews ranging from
fifty to one hundred men, at good wages,
putting money into the pockets of those
who needed it, more especially this year
when business has been depressed. Work
has been prosecuted a portion of the time
day and night. We lound crews of men
at work Friday, but the ice is reported to
be porous and growing poor rapidly,
though maintaining a thickness of some
twenty inches; and what remains to be
done in the way of securing and housing,
must be done speedily.
me sawdust used in storing and snipping is quite ail item, exhausting the product of the mills at Gardiner, and causing
a demand for the article elsewhere.
This
reluso of the mill, which was once cast
aside as worthless, is now sold for §3.00 a
cord. It takes from eight to ten cords to
properly pack a cargo of ice. In 1869
sawdust brought §1.00 a cord, and in 1870,

Resolved, That the people of the Unite0
States constitute a nation, in the sense, to the
extent ami lor the purposes defined in the Federal Constitution.
Kesolved, That the Government ot the United States is a federal union, and was formed
bv the people of the several States in their soverign capacity; that the rights and powers of
tlie United States Government are defined and
limited by the Federal Constitution, and these
rights and powers cannot he enlarged or diminished except by an amendment to the Constitution.
Kesolved, That the rights of the States have
the same sanction of security in the Constitution as the rights and powers of the Federal
Government, and that local domestic government bv the several States, within the limits ol
the Constitution, is absolutely necessary for the
preservation of the liberties of the citizens and
the continuance of our Kepublican system of

§3.00.

forever

government.
Resolved, That the doctrine that any State
has the right to secede from the Union is in conflict with the idea of a perpetual Union, as contemplated by the Constitution, and should be
regarded as being forever extinguished by the
result of the recent civil conlliet.
Mr. Ilolman judiciously called at once
lor the yeas and nays on these resolutions,
upon which Mr. ltlaine was bewildered
enough to rise in his place and express
the hope that “every Union man in the
”
A
House would vote against them!
number ot the Republicans, of course,
were clever enough to see the idiotic position in which it would place their party
to vote as “Union men” against resolutions which simplv recite the commonplaces of political truth about the Union
and the Constitution, and which more expressly and more distinctly than has ever
before been done, put down the so-called
“right of secession” into its grave and
heap in the earth upon it. But Blaine
floundered on into the negative, and, with
what was left of his tail, put himself solemnly upon the record as denying the
rights ot the States, denying the compact
ol the Union, and denying the extinction
ot the issue of secession by the triumph of
the Union in the late civil war! And

on

Schooners and tug boats will be in great
demand the coming season, lor moving
the ice. One thousand tons of ice will fill
three ordinary schooners, and to ship the
090,500 tons of ice notv on the Kennebec,
which has been sold or waiting sale, it
will require that fifteen vessels be loaded
There
each day during the ice season.
will be a constant lleet of vessels passing
up and down the Kennebec all summer,
and every house will bo emptied,ready lor
the business of ice-harvesting next winter.

What is the Matter with Trade?
The N.ew York Bulletin answers the
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question by giving, without any comment,
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series of tables in which the taxation ol
the country in 1875 is compared with the
taxation in 1860.
The federal taxes in
1860 were $60,010,158; in 1875
were
a
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For instance, we stated that the position of the administration, as shown in
much
ton. The President does not
approve of tho talk ot the President and the circular
it. lie is reported to have said that “the letter of the Attorney General directing
investigations instigated by those who had that no participant in frauds should be alsought to dissolve the Union were under- lowed immunity from punishment on acA western

exchange thinks there is too
investigation going on in Washing-

use.

The Continental and Lincoln mills of Lewiston will not exhibit at the centennial. The
Androscoggin, Hill Barker, and Lewiston mills
will make very large displays. The Bates Mills
will make an immense exhibit of at least one
hundred styles of cotton and woolen goods.
The Pepperell and Laconia mills of Biddeford
will each show twelve styles of goods from the
Lewiston Bleachery, where nearly all the goods
to be sent from that city are finished.
The Claremont (X. II.) Eagle says that a cat
to Nathan Wilson of Langdon got
up on his bed and waked him by scratching.
Thrown off, tt immediately returned and renewed Its demonstrations, until Mr. Wilson got up
and found the house on lire about the fire-place.
The warhing was just in time to save the house
and family.

belonging

“-the tear,
t he jgruan, the knell, the pall, the bier,
And all we knew, nr dream, or fear
< if
agony.”

It is not therefore

to find his

surprising

gloomy

pen hovering over the furniture
advertisement, of Mr. Mathews, who announces in our columns that lie deals in

attractive

an

ft

heading,

was

to
as

specially

with Mr. M. that
the cock’s
shrill clarion” should be regarded as re-

agreed

especially

of

one

a

nature so

melancholy.
bo lightened

The saddest of callings can
up a little. A popular poet says—

“Them’s not a string attuned to mirth,
But has its chord in melancholy.”

Let the editor consider the
of that other

waggishness
grave digger in

clown, the

testimony against his associates Ilamlet, or the facetious indifference
in crime, had heightened Marsh out ot the Tom Hood’s
soldier, standing sentry
government country. The Whig denied that such was tlie battle-field, to the seeking friends
the ease, and repeated the denial in its issue ot Saturday last.
It happened, however, that Marsh came back, after ike

should think this, because it will become
his sworn duty to see that the government
is not destroyed; while it is for the salvation of the government that the people

the slain—

of
at

the administration. We copy from the
telegraph columns of the Whig—

and declares that the investigations are
conducted, not for the purpose ot convicting the thieves, but of destroying the na-

design going to Canada.
Mr. Clymer—On the evening of Wednesday
you came to my lodging and saw lm a moment;
tell what transpired.
A. From something said at the dinner table
I inferred that Belknap was not only liable to
impeachment, but to criminal prosecution. I
said to you, if Hie secretary is in danger, 1 am
in danger, when you said,'Oh, you aic not in ;

offices, while the chief executive stands leftC. WP. Marsh was recalled and testified that lie
asliington for New York on Hie day the
between public opinion and the thieves, impeachment report was
presented, and did
not

It is strange logic.
other acts at which President
Grant stands aghast is tho threatened intion

Among

danger.

vestigation into the conduct of the war.
alarming. We must admit, if the
military committee are going to inquire

the sentinel
Appeared to deeply strike—
Walk in, he said, among the dead.
And pick out whom you like.”
sorrow on

into the

in which the pecuniary
outlays of the war were managed, that
President Grant may well look aghast.
Not for himself, perhaps, but for those
manner

patriots of the Grand Army of the Republic who stayed victoriously and valiantly
at home to buy and sell contracts and pile
up the filthy lucre in fat bank accounts,
while the mud-sills in blue were being
mowed down by confederate shot at the
If the committee will only go a
front.
little way into this apparently endless job,
will not

they

only

cause

Mr. Clymer--1 sniil that Mr. Marsh could not
be sent to prison for anything he had said before

tbe committee.
Mr. Bobbins—That was true.
Mr. Blackburn—Had you then heard Hull tin
Government had concluded to prosecute you as
well as Belknap.
Ans. I am not positive. 7 might have seen
such a statement in the papers.
It is said you hesitated at Peekskill as to
whether you would proceed to Montreal.
Ans.
Yes, t did hesitate, i thought that if 1
had offended the laws of my country 1 would
stand trial. If a train had been going back to
New York I should have taken passage in it,
but as tiie opposite train was going to .Montreal
I proceeded thither.

the President to

look aghast, but hundreds of pious and
men who now
occupy exalted
niches in the temple ot virtue will keep
him dismally in countenance by looking as
On

Question Answered.

up in New
Eugene
a
Hampshire making speeches, few weeks
ago, he presented to his audiences this remarkable figure—
Hale

was

] would only sav to the soldier boy—take
down die musket of 'ill, examine it closely, let
it revive the old feeling of pride, let the heart
beat quick and in sympathy, then hold the lock
of the old gun to your car and ask, "How do
yon vote, old gunT’

That remarkable question which little
wanted to have whispered through the
touch-hole of the old gun, seems to have

Concord, and signed by the chairman of

you?

worthy

ghastly as

A

When

wrung-out indigo bag.
all this, however, President Grant
a

may possess his soul in peace and sleep
soundly. On every one of these fearful
committees of investigation, whose sole

the state committee,
t'.

Harney. Esq.. East

t

antniu:
Hear Sir—You must carry < umtttn at all hazard-. If the .Slant) 1 have
sent is not
enough to carry the town, f rely upon vou to
earn
it all events: and if it costs
you

already

$30tio

shall'be made whole.

Doutlail.
Yours truly,
li.ixipi, IIai.l.

it is dillicultto say where the enormous
came from, which sufficed to
pay

fund

$5000

to carry one small town; but as
evidence is proving at Washington
that the post trader frauds of Belknap regsworn

ularly contributed to fho Republican electestimony disposes of a great deal
fund, it is probable that there
tioneering
of radical gabble about Mr.
Clymer help- is still some undiscovered leak of the kind.
the witnesses away, and it disposes of
sun—meaning Grant’s government—out ing
But what a picture for the decent and reof existence, there are one or two good, the strut and importance of Sir Oracle of
putable people of the country to look upon.
the Whig, very effectually. An
appeal
sound, reliable Republicans. They will
This

purpose, according to the president, is to
Ku-klux the best government under the

from the editorial columns to tho telepermit the government to be investiThe bill which last week passed the
out
of
the
Union, perhaps, without graphic despatches effectually squelches House in congress, designed to prevent
gated
the editor. There ought to be in that ofthe interference ol officials in elections,
letting the people know something about
fice some one to sit up o’ nights and make
it. We have a strong hope in them, and
and to suppress corruption generally, is
the two sides ot tho paper agree. In fact
so we think may the president.
of great importance. It is a direct result
They will
not

not allow the government to be

it isn't safe to

disrupted

by the Democratic Ku-klux of the South- paration

not as

arc

some

of the men in congress

fully

reconstructed

might be, and

as

during

the preits

sheet, whatever

following—
Perhaps

the Belfast Journal may notice that
Mr. Marsh testifies that lie never heard of the
alleged intention of the Cabinet to prosecute
him until he reached Montreal. But of course
that paper will never mention it.

they

they are not in
possession of any more judgment than
that

a

readers may do next day.
After the foregoing was in type, the
Whig ot Monday was received, with the

states, and carried down into Dixie in
fragments while tho president, his cabinet
and the Republican party are asleep. It
ern

may be that

at all

sleep

such

ot

the
the

constitution allows; yet any sound insurance company will be found
willing to
guarantee the continuance of the govern-

The

Whig

goes from bad to worse. We
copy above its report of Marsh’s testimony, and there is in it no such tiling as
the A\ hig alleges. It Marsh testified, as

ment for a small

percentage. If however
the best government under the sun—
it says lie did, why is that portion left out
meaning Grant’s machine—is only to bo of tho Whig’s report ? And how does it
sustained by covering up the tracks of
know that Marsh testified differently from
army thieves, navy thieves, Indian bureau tho
report it gives ? We hope Sir Oracle
thieves, office-peddling thieves, whiskey will answer.

thieves and every other conceivable kind
of thieves who could and would steal from
Lucius II. Murch, the Democratic candidate
the people even to dividing a soldier’s for Alderman in ward 2, ran 69 behind hi> tickill a total vote of 292. That doesn’t seem, to
et,
body and bones and counting him for half he exactly the kind of timber to build up a para-dozen soldiers under a burial contract— ty with. [Journal.
The
if to cover up the track of these is neces- Clintockcampaign is opening beautifully. Mcand the whole Journal team bolted
sary to tho existence of the unity ot the Murch, one of the most efficient party men in
the
and voted for the Republican candiAmerican nation, then in the name of date city,
for Alderman. [Prog. Age.
heaven let it go down and let all its rotIt is proper that the Age should holster
tenness go down with it. This is the Cen- its assistant all that it can.
here’s no
tennial year and there couldn’t be a betto that, hut it shouldn’t make

objection

ter time for it.

Rut President Grant need
not have any fears.
If ho will honestly
look alter the ring thieves in Washington

the

people

wild statements.
We don’t know what
McClintock did, but what the Democrats
of ward 2 did the returns record. Neither
the editor of the Journal nor any one con-

will look after him.

nected with the paper, aided
Ill

reply

or

counselled

to a

Whig
pedestal, because when that highly
credible Black Republican witness the editor of the Prog. Age shall be called into
court, the aspect of the case may change.

high

a

He turned himself inside out in 187:1, and
printed some fearlul revelations concern-

ing Eugene.
The South is turning its attention to the manufacture of ice.
An Augusta (Ga.) factory
now turns out 35,000 pounds daily. [Exchange.

We don’t believe it will do. There is
no chemical product that holds on to frigidity and possesses the real dogged resistance

to the

like the proIt can’t be beat

melting mood,

ducts of Maine lakes.
for any use, from a single
frigerator full.

punch

abundantly

crats

of

take

care

of their own

to decide whether a party man is efficient or
deficient. The local ballot always shows
what a candidate’s neighbors think of him,

and there’s

|

no use

in going behind the

Investigation begins to squint towards
The Togus Military Asylum, it

Maine.

is said, will soon bo fried on a gridiron,
and we shouldn’t wonder it the granite
business of the Penobscot Bay islands was

showing

a

bad spot hero and there, that
a special committee on geol-

will call for
ogy-

Democratic

control of

tho

branch, for during all the years

popular
of Repub-

lican

supremacy in Congress no such
measure has been proposed, although the
evil all that lime was as great as now.

to

his deserts,

as

now

guage.
Speaking of the debate on the
bill for regulating elections, he says—
"Mr. Blaine exposed the mockery and

pressed the bitter chalice

to the

lipsol

the

trouble brewing for him in his own town
here in Maine. Like Seth Milliken’s hen,

setting on six dozen ot eggs, Hale
himself too much.
Speaking

of

our

rooster, the

spreads

l’rog. Age

says—
It boasted how fat and sleek it was keeping
the fowl, to have him in good ease to crow over
tlie victories as they came along. But the last
fall's elections were so unfavorable that it had
no use for him, and this Spring the prospects
of flic party are so dismal that the fowl has
been placed over a eoltin advertisement in its
columns.

You are all wrong, as usual. We loaned
old bird to the boys down at Ellsworth,
ami they had him perched on the ballot box
He has come home, as
on Monday night.
Mathews
has
got one oi the chickyousee.
our

—A store in Gardiner came near being
burned from ashes left in a barrel. Pipes,
and ashes in barrels are the chief ens, but the regular old lighting cock is kept
—The Emperor of Brazil has embarked cigars
that cause mysterious fires.
incendiaries
exclusively lor Democratic victories. You
for New York, to attend the Centennial.
are Judge of Probate, but not Judge ol
seems
to
doctrine
be
Monroe
—The
Don. Pedro has always been an admirer of
in
Hancock
this country, and its firm friend.
county.
| Poultry, by a good deal.
popular

They have “swell parties” in New Orleans.
The refreshments very appropriately consist of
dried apples and water.
Wilcox, the California Assemblyman who
bounced a Chronicle reporter for writing him
up, has been lined $500.

made.
Has not Conklin always been the
friend and conlidaut of Grant? Should we be
surprised that the intimate friend of a courte-

An order for the reduction of the salaries
of the city officers of Rockland passed both
branches of the city council Thursday evening.

should be found to be herself unchaste?
Would it not be nearly beyond the possibilities
that she should be otherwise?
Talking of
Conklin and New York, reminds me that many
Democratic papers in the South and West favor the nomination of Samuel J. Tildeu, the

but is more

favorably and widely

known to the

country at large as a man who has reflected
honor on his party in New Y'ork, as well as on
himself, by ridding it of its dishonest leaders.
The untiring industry, dogged perseverance
and

sterling integrity

of the man, and the fact

that, in pursuing, year after year, to conviction and punishment, the Tweed King and the
N. Y'. Canal Ring, he entirely ignored politics,
and, Washington-like, refused compensation
for his professional services to the City and
State, have created a strong impression in his
favor, and attracted the attention of politicians
to him
The

easy man to elect.
ltLAIN'E’S STRATEGY(1)

as an

Republicans

are

crowing loudly

over

what thcv call Blaine’s strategy on the bill to
prevent the collection of money for political
purposes from officers and clerks in the service
of the United States. They would have you
believe that Blaine forced the House to accept
his

amendment including members of Congress. against the will of the majority, and that
the Democrats were cleverly outwitted. The
facts are just the reverse. The Republican

at

the head of which is

the notorious

He sends letters to every officer in the country,
upon them regular contributions to the
machine—not only to otlicers. but to all those
who are, in any respect, depenm.-nt. upon the

levying

for the positions they hold.
Evans, the post-trader, who paid Marsh §12,000 a year tor his place, has just testified that
he was "assessed” §300, at oue time, by the
Republicans, for party purposes, and that he
administration

sent the money to Washington. So extensive
has been this system of official blackmail, that
hundreds of thousands of dollars have been col-

lected, each year, ostensibly for political purposes, but of which a large portion has gone
into the pockets of certain favorites in Washington, either in the shape of salaries as secretaries of Campaign Committees, &c., or as direct

stealing.

The democrats were determined to put an
end to this abuse, if possible, and Mr. Bernard
G. Caulfield of Illinois, reported a bill from the
House Judiciary Committee, on Tuesday last,
making it an offence punishable bv fine and
for any person in the employ of
the United States to collect or contribute any
money whatever for political purposes. The

imprisonment,

Republicans were seriously alarmed, and Mr.
Hoar, of Massachusetts, offered an amendment

permit the collection of money for the purpose of sending out printed Campaign documents. Other amendments were offered: and

There is an immense pigeon roost near Carpenter, Pa., and the birds are said to number
millions. At times the flocks darken the sky.
The easterly half of the roof of Galen Reynolds’ honse.'in Sidney, was blown otf in the

gale of Tuesday and smashed into kindling
wood.

During the gale of Tuesday live cunuers were
thrown upon the beach at Saco, and some parIt is with great satisfaction that we re- ties gathered strings of them and brought them
to town.
cord the splendid Democratic victory in
James McGee of Bangor, recently seriously
our sister city of Ellsworth.
In spite of
injured on the European Railway while intoxthe iron rule of radicalism, in spite of the icated, lias sued the mau who sold him liquor
for $10,000.
dictates of Blaineism, in
ol the lavish

spite

of money, of the discouragement of
New Hampshire, of threats and denunciause

be passed unless something could be done to
kill it. At this moment, Mr. Blaine, whose
ability as a manager, and transcendent skill in
all kinds of parliamentary trickery are generally acknowledged, sprang to the rescue. He
asked Mr. Caulfield to yield to him for a moment, which was done; but when he proposed
to oiler an amendment to the hill, Mr. Caulfield
Mr. Blaine then
declined to yield further.
moved to reconsider the vote by which the previous question was ordered so that he might offer an amendment to include Senators and Representatives of the United States; and on this
motion lie demanded the yeas and nays, in

or-

der, as he said, that every man should go upon
the record. The sole object was to defeat the
bill, or to place the majority in a false position,
by inducing them to refuse to allow the amendment to be offered. But in this, Mr. Blaine was
The previous question was reconsidered by a vote of 205 to 4, and the amendment
was offered. On Wednesday the Bill, with Mr.
defeated.

Blaine’s amendment, was passed; so that instead of killing the hill, as they had hoped to
do, the Republicans have succeeded in making
it much more fatal to themselves than it was
originally; and they are endeavoring to hide
their chagrin at the democrats having accepted
Mr. Blaine’s amendment, instead of rejecting
it as it was expected they would, by calling it a
victory for Blaine, when it is the worst defeat
that gentleman lias met with for some time.
The hill now goes to the Senate where the

exist. Refuse to pass it, and they have
to meet
indignation of a people fully aroused
to the necessity of doing away with that system
the

of administration which renders the whole machinery of the government tributary to a political faction or clique, and makes it possible tor a
few shrewd and dishonest men who happen to

get into power at "Washington to extort money
from every servant or dependent of the Govern-

the home ol

tions, Ellsworth,
radical

Hale, the

of the Filth District

headquarters

gone Democratic, electing Monroe
Young Mayor, by TWO HUNDRED AND
SIXTY-THREE MAJORITY, and supports his administration by representatives
has

from all of the five wards.

Good enough.

—The Biddoford Journal makes

some

suggestions about “how the Democracy
deal with defaulters."
Well, when its
their deal, and the knave turns up, he is
ordered down, as Belknap was. But when
the

shuffling

of the

Republicans expose a
marked and cheating jack like Babcock,
the President swears he's a leading trump,
and altogether too good a card to be taken
from the party pack. So they play the
hand for all it

can

take.

—The headquarters of the Maine Centennial Commission will be established at

Capt. Silas ilodgdon, of Ilodgdou’s Mills,

suddenly disappeared
weeks since.
of herring.

from Gloucester a few
He had just disposed of a cargo

The wall of Harwood dam, upper mills, in
Machias gave way Monday morning. The lowmills and bridges were in imminent danger
for a while.

er

Thomas W. Piper, convicted of the murder
of Mabel Young in Warren street church, on
the 23d of last May, was oil Monday sentenced
to be hung.

During the gale on Tuesday the barn of Samuel Porter, at Riverside, was blown down. He
had just time to get out his cattle before the
bu ilding went over.
Mrs. Betsey Walker of Wilton died upon the
20th inst.. at the advanced age of 91 years. Ten
of her children are now living, the youngest of
whom is lifty vears of age.
A passenger reports that the steamship Baltic iiad an exceedingly narrow escape from
collision with an immense iceberg, in a dense
fog, on the banks of New Fouudland last week.
Vessels can now be built in Maine at less price
than at any time in the past thirty years, according to a Washington correspondent. Th«
best vessel* do not cost over $51 to $55 per ton.
A man who appeared at the New London
almshouse, apparently very destitute, some time
ago, is now found to have been weariug a belt
containing several thousand dollars, ever since.

Philadelphia after Api il 3d. Messrs. Nye
About the middle of June will he the stylish
and Haskell, of the Commission will take
time to visit Philadelphia, as the steamship
their
residence
thereuntil the opening, Scotia lias been churtened by a party of English
up
noblemen, who will arrive about that time witli
to afford facilities to Maine exhibitors.
their families.

the exhibition, one or more of the
Maine Board will be always present.

During

—There’s a little “issoo” between GovConnor and his Council. The Gov.

ernor

nominated P. P.
and the council
Governor will

Burleigh for Land Agent,
promptly rejected. The
try him again. It seems to

be a house divided
therefore shaky.

against itself, and

—The suit for $30,000 damages, begun
Mr. Lynde against the city of Rockland
lor making a small pox hospital ol his ho-

tel, has ended in

nonsuit.

a

Judge Peters

ruled that the action could not be maintained, il all the allegations in the writ
were

proven.

—The

legalized

There is a valuable piece of real estate ill
tins city which ia leased for 99 years, at an animal rental of twenty tons of pig iron.
The
lessor evidently believed in hard money. [Boston

shops

rum

are

getting

and more unpopular. The Journal
says that the towns of Richmond and
Whitefield have voted to close their liquor
agencies. In Windsor the town otlicers
have been requested to close the liquor
more

shop.
there, Monroe Young! What
you about? Don't you hear Capt.
Boutelle yelling through his brass mount—Avast

are

ed speaking trumpet, that your victory in
Ellsworth is only “the most trivial loeai

Transcript.

A student at Princeton College exploded
some powder under the door to a tutor’s rooia
on Friday evening, destroying the door and
blowing out a window, besides scaring everybody in the vicinity.
It turns out that the man into whose “back"
tired a pistol-bullet the other day,
was an innocent young fellow who was atcall
on her, and not a burglar at
to
tempting
all, as she supposed.
a

by

to

it becoming evident that the Republicans were
anxious to encumber the bill and delay action,
Mr. Caulfield, who bad charge of the bill,
moved the previous question, and it was ordered. It then became evident that the hill would

The class of '74, Rockland High School, gave
to Prof. A. A. Vi ood-

complimentary supper
bridge Saturday evening.
a

san

who started the proposition.”
ment.
A chalice is the cup in which the wine of
BELKNAP—MARSH.
the sacrament is administered, and rather
Within the last few days the tone of the Rea curious vessel lor Blaine to use in offerpublican papers here has changed regarding the
and there is a strong disposiing Congressmen their bitters. The Cap- Belknap matter,
tion manifested to stand by Belknap and defend
tain has picked up some strange ideas "as
him, making Marsh the scapegoat. So long as
he sailed, as he sailed.”
Marsh was safe in Canada, they professed to be
very angry with tiie Committee for letting him
We suspected, when the Bangor Whig
go, thus losiug the onlv witness who could con.
began to abuse Monroe Young a few days viet the ex-Secretary; and argued that the prosago, that there was something the matter ecution must therefore stop. In other words,
in Ellsworth
On Monday the Democrats Belknap could neither be impeached uor conelected Mr. Young mayor by 2C3 majori- victed. But the Judiciary Committee of the
demanded that the President should proty, anti carried every ward iti the city. House
cure the return of Marsh bv granting him imThe mariner of the Whig had seen the
munity from prosecution, and Grant was forced
squall coming.
to comply, or stand convicted before the country of desiring to shield Belknap from criminal
—While Eugene Hale was digging open prosecution, as he has already attempted to
* * *
graves in Congress, and lugging the bones shield him from impeachment.
through New Hampshire—there has been

demagogues

Mr. J. II. Stanley, the town clerk of Leroy,
N. Y., has been re-elected for the fiftieth consecutive term.

it will be, appar-

cease to

The retired mariner of the Bangor Whig
:s becoming very flowery in editorial lan-

King Oscar, of Sweden, will let his second
hut sixteen years old, come over to our
Centennial.

ently, to punish Belknap. There need be no
surprise at the announcement I have just

great Reform Governor of that State, for the
presidency. The non partisan papers also
speak kindly of him. l’ilden is a life-long, uncompromising, dyed-in-the-wool Democrat,

Centennial

son,

When the facts are laid before the country,
Conklin will be universally pronounced unworthy to occupy a seat in the Senate, although it may be as impossible to punish him

according

manufacturing and ship-

A Georgian sent to a friend in Liverpool two
Savannah shad frozen into two blocks of ice.

questions regarding a

that the bill has passed one
branch and gone to the Senate, the Republicans will not dare dispute its passage Republican majority will have the choice of refor fear of consequences. In Maine, for jecting it, and taking the consequences of such
and thus cutting off
instance, where the whole seaboard is a course; or of passing it,
the supplies of money which are necessary to
plastered over with sinecure officials, the
keep their party in power. If there had been
advantages ot such a law in the cause of such a law as this, the money used so successthe rights of the people will be very great
fully in the last election in New Hampshire
unless some ingenious evasion of its pro- could not have been obtained. Bass this bill,
vision shall be invented. There will be a and the corruption fund, never more necessary
than it will he in the coming campain, will
great deal of studying to that end.

But,

re-

turns.

_

to a re-

able to

affairs, and

of

few

arc

poet, and has accepted the appointment.

transaction
which was more profitable than honorable, if
even legal, to the supercilious Senator.
There
is no attempt at sensation in this paragraph.
a

Judge Edmunds. Postmaster of Washington.

Mr. Clymer—I did not attempt to alarm vou?
A. On the contrary, you pacified me. I"was
alarmed when you said 1 was in no danger.
Q- When you reached New Yolk, what in- ! called out a
response from the muzzle in
duced you to conclude to go to Canada?
A.
Something i>i the newspaper* J'riilaj his own town, and one which any "son
morning concerning my testimony, <dl f of a
gun" can understand.
which teas published, i consulted a lawyer
who made an exhaustive examination of the
case.
The lawyer did nol think 1 could be. inDevelopments arc showing that New
dicted, or if 1 should lie 1 could noi be convicted. But there seemed, however, to be some Hampshire was carried by the most lavish
danger. This alarmed me, and t determined use of
money, and shocking corruption.
not to remain in New York.
I left early in Hie
afternoon (Friday; for Montreal. This was the In the town ol (,'anaan, there lias been
first time 1 heard it said 1 had committed an offound and published the following letter,
fence for which 1 might be imprisoned.
Mr. Parks—And Mr. Clymer told von on daletl at the Republican head quarters at
Wednesday night that there was no danger to

This is

In Indiana, they

ping wagon wheels to Germany.
Bayard Taylor has been chosen

his supporters and admirers will be surprised
to hear that their favorite will soon be invited
to appear before a Committee of the House, to

ees,

“Their

villainy

of the most infamous set of thieves that
ever cursed a nation by filling its
leading

I see that the Republican politicians of the
State have decided, in convention, to
support Seuator Conklin for the presidency, in
the Republican National Convention. Some of

answer

Mrs. Clark who attempted suicide at MechanFalls, will get well.

ic

ANOTHER INVESTIGATION TO BE IIAD.

party maintains a regular bureau here for the
of collection of
money from government employ-

Democratic House had passed a bill for
Anything of that kind will do. liut
as they suppose are
the
invesprotecting him and that class of witnesses,
conducting
don't
run your lugubrious phiz in
among
tigation which he denounces as treason- and his added testimony appears in the
our advertisers, for they arc mostly worsame
number
of
ous.
the
There is a house seemingly divided
Whig with its denial
thy people that we don't want saddened
against itself here. The people trying He tells why he went away—and that it
by
any such associations.
was
because of fears of prosecution bv
with all their power to expose the

suggestion of the Bangor the bolt, or even visited that ward room
Commercial, that Monroe Young may be during the day. All of the Journal office
the Democratic nominee ior congress, the force, who vote at all, voted in ward 1
and labored there, as did the editor of the
The Bronx powder mill in tho northern Whig says—
He is an eminent sample of the high-toned,
suburbs of New York, was blown up
Age. And it gratifies us to say that the
reform Democracy of the times, and we should
Thursday by the explosion of 490 pounds of all things like to see him brought in contrast ward, for the first time in a contested
of Jupiter powder. The mill was blown with Hon.
Eugene Hale in the fifth district.
election, went Democratic. The Demointo fragments, and tho men in it so muThe
shouldn’t set Hale on too
ward 2 are
tilated that their bodies were masses of
shreds. Other buildings a thousand feet
from the mill were damaged. Portions of
the mill were carried 000 feet.
A boy
named Deihl was blown into the air fifty
feet and fell in the water seventy feet
lrom where he was at work, frightfully
mangled. Seven person were killed, and
several seriously wounded. The explosion was caused by a boy’s throwing a
lighted match into the powder.

their estates. The effect of this contemplation lias been to color all the thoughts
of the editor judge w ith melancholy,
with—

count of

taken for the purpose of destroying instead
of reforming the government.” It is unfortunate that the head of the

sudden and
said of the

What wonder that the energies of the
ferring only to cribs and cradles. The
country are weighed down ; that industry doleful editor ol the
Age will insist, howand trade are depressed; that capital has
ever, that the Journal’s rooster is perched
lost its activity; that labor lacks
employ- above coffins!
ment and is poorly compensated; that
| We
implore the Judge to shake off the
poverty and pauperism are on the in- sad
which is likely to cast a
solemnity
crease; that corruption spreads and that
over the heretofore cheerful and
gloom
generally, as a nation, we are in a bad
jovial columns of the Age. Leave in the
way?
probate olfice the shrouds, cerements and
Sir Oracle, of the Bangor Whig, will caskets, and come forth into the light ot
insist upon mating himself ridiculous. day as a man that has hopes and aspiraWe try to ease him down, and to prevent tions, and not like the evil spirit from the
as related in the scriptures.
It
his making ot himself a
laughing stock tomb,
for all the
but it’s not of much isn’t best to carry the shop everywhere,
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date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
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15 May 76, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
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Too

is
was

greater than in 1860, while the
everything in that line, from cradles
population had increased but 43 per cent., coffins, and has selected a rooster

attention.

paper

toplights. The soldier
quick in quarrel.” It

per cent,

45PGko. 1*. KOWELii fc Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, w’ill receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders Will receive
prompt

to which the

taxes,

46 1-2 per cent.
The
in fourteen
principal

increase of official valuation 157 per cent.
Summing all up—federal, state, county
and city taxes—the Bulletin finds that the
taxation of the country in 1875 was 315

are

is

was

Generalities.

Well Done, Ellsworth I

Washington, D. C., March 25th.

citement, always anathematizes his tarry Empire

or

$19,788,182, in 1860; in 1875
they were $91,657,341; increase, $71,809,159, or 303 per cent., while the increase of
population was 70 1-2 per cent., and the

Administrators, Executors and Guardians

nal will please

Letter from Waahington.

statesman-farmer, Daniel Webster, that
365 per cent., while the increase of
popu- “he bad a patriarch’s love of sheep, and
lation was 43 per cent. The state taxes his talk was of oxen.” Among the other
(including levies for state purposes only) great men in whom this peculiarity is nowere $27,265,110 in 1860; in 1875
they ticeable, is the editor ot the l’rog. Age,
were $70,464,380; increase
$43,199,270, whose position as Judge of Probate is
or 158 per cent., while the increase of offiintimately connected with dead men and
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Hark, From the Tombs.
It is curious to observe how a person's
occupation will tinge all his thoughts and
actions. The .sailor, in his moments of ex-

Derby girl

The Union says that Mr. Drisko, of the Much ias Union, makes occasional calls at his office.
He has gained strength sufficiently ter be able to
take short walks about the streets, and to call
upon neighbors and friends.

Bangor people are happy because the Liverpool linn of A. F. A D. McKay has settled with
its creditors iu that city in full. The firm had
previously been released from its obligations
on a

per centum agreement.

The report that the steamer Charles Houghhas been sold to the Portland, Bangor A.
Machias Steamship Company is incorrect. This
company has taken the steamer, and fitted her
up and will buy her if she F suitable for their
Purpowe.
ton

Mr. < C. Lee, who lias been teaching near
Kewunee, III., suddenly became insane without any apparent cause.
He arrived at his
home iu Foxcroft on Sunday, accompanied all
the way by a brother Odd Fellow. Ilis case is
a deplorable, though it is thought not a hopeless one.

V prominent clergyman of Brooklyn last
week, while taking one of a course ol boxing
—The llatigor Whig finds great fault lessons for exercise, received what the boys
that Monroe Youug represented Trenton call “a jolly black eye.” On Sunday he chose
his text from Timothy, 4th chapter, 7th verse
in the last Legislature and is now Mayor “I have fought a good tight, 1 have finished my
of Ellsworth. It is a Tale of Two Cities, course."

advantage”?

neighbor, and
will

the

see

a

very

point, by

interesting one
and by.

You

—Schenck has got home from London,
and is now at Washington, attending on
the Emma Mine investigation. The late
minister is getting seriously tangled as
the examination progresses.
—If a young lady wishes a voting gentleman
kiss her, what papers should she mention.No Spectator, no Observer but as many Times
as you please.
[Boulton Times.
But it she hadn’t ever been kissed, ot
to

course

there would have to he the Pioneer.

—Libel suits against newspapers don’t
make large returns lately. A Boston jury
has decided that the Herald damaged a
man’s character only one dollar’s worth

by calling

him

thief

a

—In the absence ot

at

y letter lrom

our

regular Washington correspondent,
eio, we print one from another source,
a

—It

flavor of polities in it.
was

boys that carried

the

Ellsworth

sweepingly, Capt. Boutelle. You know
the saying—that “young fellows will lie

so

Young fellows.”
-—The storm of Sunday caused great
damage in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, by carrying away dams and wash-

ing railroads.

—They

have

threo tire-bugs in
turned state's
An excellent example for Bel-

caught

Ayer, Mass., and
evidence.

one

has

fast.
—The Rockland

Opinion

denies that its

publisher, Mr. Robbins, has been sued for
slander by ex-marshal Brack ley.
—

B.

P.

Rogers,

teller of the Fulton

Bank, New York, has got loose with $50.000.

Anybody seen

him ?

—Kennebeckers have G90.000 tons of ice
in store, and with prices tending upward
they naturally feel ice-elated.
Maine

at

the

The >novv fall between » Unahu and California
F far greater than known for many years past.
The snow covers almost the entire country, and
in many places the Pacific road-bed is from ten
to twenty feet below the top of the snow.
11
has required almost ■'Uperhuiuau efforts to keep
tiie roads open.
••There i> not an American abroad," writes
Kate Field from London,“who doesn't blush at
the recent revelation* in Washington; but if
this unvailing of whited sepulchres leads to the
conviction ol every criminal holding otlice, the
day of regeneration wild be nearer than some
of us dared to hope."
While James Buchanan was president he was
particular not to receive presents, that when
lady sent him a pair of slippers he not only
returned them, but directed the messenger to
wait and get a receipt from tie giver, *»o that
ho might have in his po<ses*iou proof that they
were sent buck.
so
a

l’er-

with

Francis IIuwkin> of Meredith, .V II.. F
never misled voting at
election since he was 21 years of age, and altinvoted
Democratic
ticket. Last year
ways
he framed and finished off a house.
In December last he -awed and fitted for a stove ten
cords of wood.

nearly 00 years old, has

an

Centennial

Piiii.adfi.I’Hia. March 24. The steamship
Donati. from Kio Juticrio. which arrived at
this port to-day brought 1005 packages of exhibits. among which are *J00 specimens ot native woods. The French steamship Labrador,
from Havre, arrived at this port this afternoon
having on board the exhibits forwarded bv the
French government for the Centennial.

Tho

Storm.

The gale of Sunday was very severe,
and the accounts ol disasters to Maine
vessels is large.
A

GAI’IAIN AX'D HIS WIKE DROWNED.

Portland, Mr.. March 27. Schooner Harriet Nowell, Captain Kent, from Elizabethport
for Hath with coal, went ashore on Blutf Island,
Searboro. at 2 o’clock Sunday morning, and went
to pieces, t ap'. Kent and wife were drowned,
rest of crew were saved. They report a brig
in company with them when they went ashore,
and they afterwards picked up wrecked stuff,
and suppose the brig wrecked. Name unknown.
Schooner 1 E. Stimpson, New York for Portland, was totally wrecked oil Cape Porpoise,
Saturday night. Crew saved.
The Harriet Nowell was 123 tons, owned in
Boston, coal laden, and was anchored at Richmond Island. She broke her chains and drifted
The men landed at dayon to Blutf Island.
break. and wished to rig a basket and haul
Mrs. Kent ashore, but as the vessel lav easily
on the rocks the Captain preferred to stick to
her. When the tide rose the vessel pounded
to pieces. Capt. Kent tried to save his wife on
a spar, but she was washed away. He was last
Some fragments of the
seen drifting seaward.
wreck came ashore at Blue Island, hut every
vestige disappeared from Blurt' Island.

Messrs.
2-1.
Haskell of the Maine Centennial
Commission will leave for Philadelphia in
A ST. GEORGE SCHOONER IN' DISTRESS.
April, and from that date the headquarters
ot the Maine Centennial Board will be esWashington, March 27. The signal service
tablished there. Permanent quarters have observer at Norfolk, reports that schooner
not yet been decided upon; but probably Whitney l.ong of St. George, Me, Capt. E. W.
for a while the most ol the Maine tolks Becktnore, was picked up in distress yesterday
mainwill find a home at the United States, one at Cranny Island. She lost her main-sail,
boom, fore-rigging and chain-plates, and startnew hotels opposite tfie main
of
the
of
stockholders
of
The
large
the
is
annual
ed
vessel
cargo is all
At the
meeting
tight.
head-gear,
Alter
entrance to the exhibition ground.
right, she towed here this afternoon for repairs.
the Maine Central Railroad, at Augusta, on the
or about the time ot the opening, the
THE CAI’TAIN AND A SEAMAN Of \ MACHIAS
22d, the following board of Directors for the Maine
SCHOONER I.OST.
headquarters will probably be upon
Abner
were
elected
Coburn,
ensuing year
the grounds, though the State will have
New York, March 27. The schooner J. (
John
B.
Darius
Alden, Augusta;
Skowliegau;
Several features Blake, from l urks Island, reports March 21st,
no building ol its own.
Brown and W. G. Davis, Portland; Arthur of our show will be very fine, particular- lat. 30 deg. *10', Ion. 7:1 deg. 32 spoke schooner
Luciiieo of Maehias. for Portland, who reportSewall, Bath; Noah Woods, Bangor; Frank ly the textile tabrics.
ed that on March 20 during a gale In the night,
John
L.
BosN.
II.;
Ward,
Jones, Portsmouth,
the captain and one man were washed overThe Journal says that George M. ltobinson of hoard and lost, at the same time the decks
ton; Samuel C. Lawrence, Medford, Mass.;
had two barus blown over ami de- were
Augusta
swept of everything movable.
They
James W. Johnson, Enfield, N. II.; James P.
stroyed during the gale of Tuesday. The widow wanted a navigator; so laved by them all night,
Mass.
Robert
A.
had
a
barn
late
Dr.
Com'
of the
Cook, Salem,
Imt could not be boarded on account of the
This road, in common with all others, shares blown down. Mrs. Hatch, in the same neigh- heavy sea. In the morning they were not in
borhood, lost the root of her barn.
sight and we proceeded.
in the general depression, but the report eviA woman of rather large proportions stepped THE CREW OK THE I). TAI-ROT OK CAMDEN
dences careful and economical management,
SAFE.
into a meat market In Westfield, Mass., and disand shows net earnings sufficient to meet all
played her superior feminine strength by taking
The Dirigo, of Harrington from Marseilles,
a young man of 150 pounds weight across her
obligations.
reports March 24th, hit 30 deg., lou. 74 deg. 30
knee and spanking him, because he wouldn’t
spoke the bark ,1. E. Smith from Cieufuegos
and
what
she
wanted.
aback
get
hurry up
for Boston, having on board the crew of tlie
—(Jnpt. Boutelle’s craft was taken
James I?. Gordon, a well-known merchant of schooner I). Talbot of Camden, Me., which was
by a sudden squall from the eastward on
Halifax, N. S., a convalescent small pox pa- dismasted and in a sinking condition on the 20.
Monday. There was a bewildering amount tient, was forcibly taken from a bouse in West All were saved, including the captain’s wife
of bellowing through that brass-mounted 14th street to the small-pox hospital oil Black- and child. It was blowing so hard at the time
well’s Island, where he was put alongside of a that it was impossible to save anything but the
speaking trumpet, but the old scow lay malignant case of small-pox. The result was clothing they had on. The J. V. Smith was
short of flour, which vve supplied.
death.
like a
—

log.

Portland, Me., March

Nye and

Connty.

News of the City and
About time to
Xot much

Sunday

Last

day

excellent

was an

Flounders at fifteen cents

glass last Saturday.

for smoked

use

Venus

brightly

shines

now

staying

for

at

week, netted $50
sky at

Lecture

deal of water wrung out of

traveling

worst

of the

manufactured

of the

some

a

snow

the line without such

rons

This is the

season

freely—freezing

i.ns

terrible

a

of the year when
nights and thawing

When

gilt work has been placed upon the cut-water
of Capt. Herrimau’s new ship at Carter’s yard, and
makes a very showy appearance.
Steamer Kutahdin had au unusually large freight
and passenger list on Tuesday. Seventy-five passengers went on board from this city.
"the price of hay remains about the same as our
last quotations—from 8 to $15 per ton, with an occasional sale at a higher figure for an extra lot.
Some of Belfast’s most enterprising shippers are
operating at Searsport. Pitcher & Gorham have the

maple
days.

sap
in

were

of a busy editor,
you’re back,” what does he

loafer enters the

a

Clad to

see

sanctum

E. Fierce has sold

thrum

side,

the eastern

on

property,
$12,000.

third of his mill

one

John Fierce, for

to

on Bay View street will petition the
government for a side walk along that avenue

v

place.

travel.

:

The sch. Abby Gale, of Belfast, 7\i tons burthen, has
been sold to Capt. Isaac Darby and brother, of this
city, on private terms, '■‘lie will be commanded by

Odd Fellows will give another mask ball in
about two weeks, instead of a second course of asThe

former.

the

large portion of the people leaving on the boats,
men from the country, who are
seeking employment, and hope to find it abroad. The

Bickford are loading vessels with good
inch ice,—second crop,—at their place on the

A

Huzeltine &
n

■

times

signs of spring is the appearthe dandelion fleet of coasters in Oyer’s

of

Ids, coughs

needed, just

dangerous conditions of the
prevail. Great care of health is

quested

now.

B. F. Ilazeltine
i-'rida

trip, and

ml to pass the

have

and wife have returned from their
in this city, where they in

summer.

The

wet, it made
There is

by wandering upstairs.
A man and his wife of this city are sick in conse:j.
*jf a severe cold taken on Sunday in a chilly
But then-

a-

are some

who

never

in

is

Republicans "f the city government
-•
raiglii in electing city officials, but when
u >n:
-t
their Mayor’s address in full they
•.> i(>ok in the Journal for it.

’a

made

as

>cii

<

at

lark

Man Mewart, of

Bangor,

was

lying

at

interested in horse flesh, dur-

season.

Sarah Ann,

Sell

(

apt. J. C. Bobbins, of Northport,

had been hauled up all winter at Kdgartown,
Mass., on her passage to Belfast, went ashore at
tha

1 ernald’s works in Belfast.

v

force, and

grandpapa

willing.

ing the

lark of this

(

a

tor the benefit of those

city, has presented to the
voeii.jy Lodge of Good Templars, at Camden, an
a-gaiiT whit*- marble gavel block, lettered in gold.
1

nj>r. A

addition to the custom house

twenty persons has been formed
for the purpose of leasing and managing the Belfast
Trotting Park. They will get up some good displays

<

*

Hence the influenzas.

An association of

drew

av

an

and

was

of the editor of the
Age. The Journal tenders its congratulations, and
that small rooster to crow over the event, if Mathews

line-

l

a

which makes

one

•iieir lives took cold in that way.
I ll*

peculiarly cold,

was

uncommonly
terribly bad mixture lor people to put

their feet into.

us

Sunday

of

snow

saturated with rain that

when

*•

ting ii

Woodcock’s a foot rest and
at raffle. Tickets can

at

Friday last, a little four year old son of Charles
Bean, living on the east side, had three fingers of his
left hand nearly severed by a hatchet in the hands
of another small boy, while at play.

are now

■■himThey bother

exhibition

on

On

wish that Miller, who keep? under our office,
•aid hang out a sign, to direct seekers after sewing

e.

Sewing Society

painting which will be sold
be obtained at the book store.

legal adviser.

their

as

u

provide liberally.

oiJ

I he administrators upon the estate of Gapt. Wil
,uu McGilvery have retained lion. Joseph William
w

to

The members of the Unitarian

By an error of type, we were made to say last
week that the rental of the Belfast Branch Railroad
$:>,(),000. It is $3d,000.
1

truly hard.

Unitarian Society will hold a Parish Party at
Hayford Hall on Friday Evening, April 7th. A picnic supper will be served at 7 o'clock; and all ure re-

and

mgs continue to

are

Beach, during the gale of Saturday night, the
25th, and is a total loss. Crew saved.
York

Ry-

Cove, Islesboro, during the gale of the 21st
dragging her anchors, drifted afoul of sell. .S. I>,
iiart. The Mary Stewart came to Belfast for roe

.1

ll

Locke

card, stating

forth his

puts

that he

story is familiar of the
and placed it in his hat, and
The

shop

kept

was

ran

near a

down

hot
his

over

Danforth improved this mode by putting it

face.
in his

be found at No 10 Main street, up stairs, ready
undertake any required job in the watch repairing

who stole butter

man

stove until the butter melted and
1

a-

it

pocket,

ran out

danced him about

proprietor

when the

of the

by the collar of his coat.

Byrant of Lewiston, and C. C. Frost of Aua temperance lecture in Pierce’s Hall,
.Saturday night. On Sunday Mr. Bryant spoke in
J he family of our neighbor Daniel Haraden have
Searsport. These lectures are well received, and are
experienced a sad affliction in the death of his son j
are delivered for the general wel: doing good. They
John \\
a young man greatly beloved and respect
fare of the cause, and not to make money.
i
He was sick but four days, with scarlet fever
sud

it,

jewelry line.

understands how

Horatio

H. W.

do

to

burn delivered

too.

!

..

*■

and

storm of
a

pa

weeks ago we noticed that invention, and it
then -unding rollers, for smoothing the soles of

-erne
i~

A young man who deals in boots was driven near
distracted in the late sloppy spell. A mischievous

y;rl cam*- in. she said, t*» buy something that would
keep th<- water out, picked out one of the longest
pairs of rubber boots, and wanted him to help her
them

■■.raw

on.

business man of this city recently received u
rent by express,
it is a Newfoundland pup that
-•ighs ?£. pounds, and w ith an appetite in propor*n.
The proprietor on Saturday laid in a basket
A

•’

of feed to last the animal
all at
if
m

one

over

meal, and wanted

Sunday,

but he

ate

more,

anybody

tells you, next Saturday, that the Odd
Hows have a bran new goat on exhibition, or that

pirate’<

lucre’s a

bridge across Little River was damaged in the
Sunday, by the loss of a string piece, and

The

pneumonia.

Mr. (L A. < rocker of Stockton, has received
nt for standing-rollers.
[Prog. Age.

by

found down

cave

the

depot,

or

in order for travel.

is not

Belfast and
tlie two

Northport,

places.

tial structure

on

the

are

imposed

not

upon.

iug

to J. L.

is

and th*-

art

solid

ever, the bud has blossomof grafting house plants is learned.

now as

as

In

electing city officials, at the lirat meeting of the
uty government, tlie Republican managers showed
wonderful knowledge of the fitness of things.
1 hey made Col. Fogler City Solicitor, who as CounAttorney is now conducting two cases against

Belfast —one tlie city agency rum case, and tlie
•' her a road
case.
Ilow they expect the Colonel to
h vide himself
up tor conducting both sides of these
•i-es, has not yet been discovered.
And then how
will it be about the gimlet hole
whiskey, that has
'mr or live different sides to it?
Bi-ttki: cask.

\
.is

culled upon to decide

more

and

son

-m,e

came

into

butter

case.

Wallace

Frank Whit-

Thursday of last week,
their shop and purchased

on

kerosene. While the clerk was uboil, Danfort.h idled his pockets with

butter ami
alter the

u!

a

testified that

.-tin Danforih

\

Saturday, Justice

On

uter from

<>f Frank’s choice kegs, w hen Whitire collared him, and
discharged his pockets of the
•resuid luxury.
Danforth denied the charge, and
<• ! the
of
his
coat, being a four dollar and
pockets
one

naif one, would not hold butter, but
rted in in's testimony, the case went
d-

being unsupagainst him.
Appealed, and found

substan-

above the

belong

team

away with a
and dashed down

load of

empty kerosene barrels,
opposite the new store of Milton
Carter, it came iu collision with Win. Stevens’ team,
Main street. When

unloading brick. A small son of Mr. Stevens was
caught between the team and a pile of brick, and
severely jammed about the lower limbs, but no bones
were broken.
Moody’s team was badly used up.
When a girl writes a letter to her sailor lover in
a foreign country, puts a three cent stamp on the
same and quietly drops it in the post office, she
thinks -lie has answered all the requirements, and
is happy. 11 the letter fails to reach the party, the
are

to

blame,

sure.

A

young man of the city has recently
balance of postage on two sucli missives

philan-

paid

the

that

he

posted at the office directed to a friend of his,
should receive the thanks of the careless writer.

found
and

Mr.

u

m,

higher

one

jointly by

a more

Tuesday afternoon a
Moody’s grocery store ran

thropic

family in this city is possessed of a horse-shoe
ranium, in which they have great pride. A branch
".at was budded to blossom was broken off'the other
The dismembered branch was replaced, graft1 with wax, and the result watched. It grew lirni-

ought

spot, and

to be

Accident. On

a

A

the line between

on

water.

post office officials

public

It is

and is maintained

There

iu\

yarn of :hat kind, don’t you take any stock in it.
mention the matter, because lust year there was
me deception, and our duty is to see that the great

in

Pritchett, at the Belfast shoe factory, will put
new and different machinery the coining

some

season—sewing machines for making sewed-soled
shoes, l’eg work lias heretofore been done exclusively. Jie has since January prepared the uppers
for four hundred
which

were

cases

lined

n TRACE BY

and

costs.

TKAMrs.

On the

7th, Miss starred,
t Warren, who is assistant teacher of the
High
School in this city, accompanied by Miss Poor,
laughter of Wm. O. Poor, left by steamer to go to

be used.

factory

base ball

canvas

shoes,

of work that the

The

prospect

new

machinery

is that when the

now

shuts down to take account ot stock, its

stoppage will be of short duration.

Today (Thursday) is the anniversary of Belfast
Lodge ol Good Templars, and a good entertainment
is expected. Worthy Chief Templar, H. A. Shorey,
of Bridgton, will be present. At this session delegates will be chosen to attend the session of the
Grand Lodge at Bath, on April lltli and 12th. Belfast Lodge, the largest in the state, is entitled to 32
representatives. Delegates from Belfast and vicinity

make

can

favorable terms with steamer Lewis-

Rockland, and thence by railroad to Bath.

ton to

Allegory of Joseph and his Brethren was
interesting series oftableuux, as gotten up
by the* I'niversalist Society. Some of the pictures
were really charming, as that of Jacob’s dream, with
the ladder full of ascending and descending angels.
; There were some incongruities, like Rachel drawing
I water from the well with a piece of new Manilla rope
Frost’s

rather

an

his advertisement of Bradley’s Super-Phosphate of Lime. This fertilizer has a good reputation
as the yearly increased sales of Mr. B. testify.
He
has just received a large and fresh lot for the summer
to

ers

Warren via Rockland.

campaign.—Hervey

I iur.-

jewelry &.e.—The houses will have to be
painted this spring. E. J. Morison invites attention
to his stock of paints, oils and varnishes.
They deal

They were met at the latter
by Miss Starret'sbrother with a wagon. After
ark, while they were ascending a hill near Thom
i-ton, they were surrounded by live or six roughking men, who threatened them, shouted and
pressed close to the carriage.
They were very
much alarmed, and got away as soon as possible.
Afterwards it

was

found that

valise tilled with

a

lothing, belonging to Miss Poor, us
packages belonging to Miss Starret,
the rascals.

The

well

as

valuable

time,

and

case was

Miss Poor had

a

valuable watch and

hain, which they might have lost had the robbers
been aware of the fact. It is thought that the gang
of tramps recently in this city were the ones that
perpetrated the robbery, as they came from that di
rection. The chances are that, bad the facts of the
robbery been given to the papers, the rascals would
have been secured before this time, through at
tempts to dispose of the stolen property. The plan
"f

keeping

papers

are

dark in such

cases

the best detectives.

is

a

calls

attention

to

his clocks,

razors,

in the

best.—Keep’s patent partly made dress shirts*
advertised by B. F. Wells are a novelty in their line,
and

are meeting with much favor. Examine them.—
Attention is called to the notice of the Carver’s Harbor packet.

had been stolen

put into the hands of
( unstable Bunker, of Thomaston, who advised that
the case be kept quiet, while he looked after the
thieves. Miss Starret had about $400 in cash at the
*v

humbug.

News

The Senate, Tuesday the 21st, resumed the consideration of the Presidential election bill.
Mr.
Cooper’s amendment to refer the differences of the
two Houses to the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court, the President of the Senate and Speaker of
the House was rejected, yeas 29, nays 3C. In the
House Mr. Caulfield reported a bill making it a misdemeanor for any person in the employment of the
United States to solicit or contribute to election
funds, or canvass in any State. Mr. Blaine offered
an amendment including Senators and Representatives in Congress, and as a further penalty disqualifying them from holding their seats. Permission
was given the committee investigating the real es.
tate pool to testify before the grand jury. In committee ot the whole the legislative and judicial appropriation bill was considered.
The Senate, Wednesday, rejected the amendments
of Messrs. Johnson, Cooper and Maxey to the 1’residential election bill. The House took tip the bill reported yesterday prohibiting contributions to election funds by officers ot the United States. Mr.
Blaine’s amendment including Senators and Representatives in Congress was rejected, yeas 102, nays
107. Mr. Brown’s substitute was then adopted.
The Senate Thursday rejected all amendments to
the Presidential election bill. The House passed a
bill repealing the law which forbids the appointment
to any position in the army of any person who served
the Confederate States in any capacity
In committee of the whole Messrs. Scales, Yates and Throck
morton addressed the House.
The Senate Friday, after all pending amendments
had been rejected the Presidential election bill was
passed. The Senate then took up the consular and
diplomatic appropriation bill. The House approj riated $6200 to
a deficiency for the manufacture
of postul cards tor the year ending June 30, 1876.
The legislative, judicial and executive appropriation
bill was considered in detail. A long debate ensued
over the item fixing the salary of Senators at $4500.
An amendment of Mr. Foster to reduce it to $2700

supply

rejected.
The Senate Monday, considered the consular and
diplomatic appropriation bill. An amendment was
adopted restoring the salaries of envoys to Great
was

Britain, France, Germany and Russia to $17,500. The
House refused to suspend the rules and pass the
Payne pill for the gradual resumption of specie paymeuts, yeas 81, nays 156. In committee of the whole
the House debated the bill providing for the deficiency in the engraving and printing bureau of the Treasury department, and for the issue of subsidiary silver
coin.

In

little

than six weeks the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia will be
a

opened,

A

more

and the final

grand event appear to
ing completion. As

preparations for the
be rapidly approach-

the poet is
I engaged to write an ode the full programme lor the opening exercises ul the
Centennial will be published. The musical part is already fully determined
upon.
A grand march composed
by Richard Wagner will be performed
by Theodore Thomas’s orchestra.

soon

as

Wagner will dedicate the
Lincolnvili,e. The gale of Tuesday, the 21st, march to the women of
America, and the
did considerable damage to
buildings in different $5000 he is to receive for it will be raised
parts of the town. A number of barns were partly
by the various Women’s Centennial organunroofed. A portion of the roof of the barn of Mr.
izations throughout the country. A canluhn A. McKinney was blown off, and fell on the
tata will be sung by a large choir after
roof of the ell part of his house,
knocking off the the opening march is
played. The words
chimney and damug.ng the building considerably.
are by Mr. Sidney Lanier, of
Georgia, and
1 rees were broken off and fences blown down in
the score by Mr. Dudley Buck, of New
many places.
the
North
and
South thus joining in
York,
SEAUSPORI. The affairs of the late firm of
Black, the production of the composition, as
they
Mathews & Co., sash und door
manufacturers, broken will do in a larger sense in the celebraby the death of Win. McGilvery, will be closed up t y tion of the Centennial
No
tedious
year.
the surviving partners, Messrs. .John B. Black & Geo.
oration will be delivered, but a short adt. Mathews. The works, which have been closed
dress will be made by Gen. Hawley to
Knee first of January, will commence operations at
President Grant, and it is hoped that the
once.Work on the ship in yard of J. H. Lane has
been suspended some days, awaiting the arrival of President will depart from his usual custom so far as to make a ten minutes’
bard pine timber from the south.Ice harvesters
speech
declaring the Exhibition opened,
are yet very
in
and
busy gathering
shipping large it is
expected that the Emperor of Brazil
quantities of the frozen article.School district
will occupy a seat next the
No. 5 voted last evening to unite with Union School
President, as
the most important foreign
district for the purpose of establishing and mainguest present.
On the platlorm will also be the Governtaining a system of graded free schools.
ors of the States, members of the
Cabinet,
Liberty. Quite a lively
affair
occur
“runaway”
Senators, Justices of the Supreme Court,
red In this usually quiet
village, last week. A very the
and
the
Diplomatic Corps,
whole force
high spirited horse driven by a twelve year old son
of foreign Commissioners. The chief mili•d A. L. Mathews,
becoming frightened made a
demonstration
will, no doubt, take
jump, upsetting the sleigh, throwing boy, robes and tary
on the Fourth of
reins promiscuously upon the
Julyv but no details
ground and started place
have as yet been arranged. A great numup the street upon his own hook. The sleigh,
coming ber of volunteer
iu contact with every
regiments and companhitching post upon the side of
ies have signified their desire to be
the street, was entirely demolished—not
a piece left
preslor kindling wood. The horse ran for his master's ent, but no definite engagements have yet
been
of
them
made
for
situated
stable,
by any
upon a cross street, but with such
quarters or
speed down the descending ground, that he brought camping grounds. The civic ceremonies
on
the
Fourth will include an oration by
up at the closed doors of the grist-mill, directly
Ironting the street, with such force as to burst them William M. Evarts, a poem by Bayard
from the hinges, felling the exhausted horse
prostrate Taylor, and the reading of the Declaration
of Independence by Richard Henry Lee,
upon the floor of the mill. The horse had ran
away
twice during the week, and was totally unsafe for a of
Virginia, grandson of the Lee who
hoy, however smart, to manage. The total loss is moved the adoption of the Declaration in
estimated at not less than three hundred dollars.
the Continental Congress.

Shocking

Crime.

One of the most inhuman outrages ever
recently came before Judge
Peters, who is holding the March term of
the Supreme Court in Knox county. Jt is
recorded

the trial of Albert O. Hall, for rape upon
Nettie Wright, a little girl of only eight
years of age—the accused being daughter
of Hall’s deceased wife. The Opinion has
the following sketch of the ease—
The ease

was opened to the jury by Countyattorney Staples, Tuesday morning, in a brief

A NEW

SCANDAL.

The House Pensions Committee yesterday came across a new scandal very unexpectedly. They were examining Col. Seaton, formerly an employe of responsibility
in the Pension Bureau. He stated that
while Yon Arnum, ol New York, was
Commissioner ol Pensions, a ring composed of one Cheney, of Massachusetts; Van
Letre and Hill, of New York, and Von Arnum. swindled the Government out of
about $400,000 by fraudulently procuring
the issue of land warrants. They would
apply lor the issue of a warrant to a party
entitled to one, but who, from lack ol information or some other cause, had not
applied lor it, representing themselves as
his agents; or, in case he was dead, his
administrator. Securing the warrant they
would sell it and divide the proceeds
among themselves. These warrants were
worth in those days from S175 to $200
each. This was some time in 18G7 or 18G8.
Seaton says he personally examined about
100 ol these cases, and reported them
fraudulent, whereupon lie was dismissed.

Toast.

Two Important Discoveries! The discovery
ot America by Columbus, and I)r. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery; the one opening up
to mankind a new continent, the other a fountain of health, which is indispensabe to the full
enjoyment of life and its blessings. In response
to the above sentiment come the unsolicited attestations of tens of thousands of grateful patients, who have been relieved of chronic ailments through its instrumentality. Those voices
are limited to no one locality, but from
every
city, village, and hamlet, in our broad domain,
as well as from other climes, and iu the strange
utterances of foreign tongues, like the contused
murmur of many waters, come unfeigned and
hearty commendations. It is. in combination
with the Pleasant Purgative Pellets, the great
depurator of the age. Under its benign action
eruptions disappear, excessive waste is checked,
the nerves are strengthened, and health, long
banished from the system, resumes her reign
and re-establishes her roseate throne upon the
cheek. All who have thoroughly tested Its virtues in the diseases for which it is recommended
unite in pronouncing it the great Medical Discovery of the age.

Brighton Hides 7c per lb; Brighton Tallow 6l-2c
perlb. lleuvy Country Hides 6 l-2a7 c per lb; light

Country Hides 5 l-2a6c per lb; Country tallow 5 a
6c per lb.
CalfSkins 12 l-2c per lb; Sheep and Lamb Skius
$1 25a 1 75 each.
Working Oxen.—The supply in market for the
week was fair and the demand very good. We quote
sales of 1 pair girth 7 feet 4 inches, live weight 3400
lbs, $105; 1 pair girth 6 f**et 0 inches, live weight 2800
lbs, $17<); 1 pair girth 7 feet 0 inches, live weight 3650
lbs. $185; 1 pair girth 6 feet 8 inches, live weight
2800 lbs, $175: 1 pair girth 7 feet 0 inches, live weight
3280 lbs, $170; 1 pair girth 7 feet 0 inches, live weight
2800 lbs, $160.
Store Cattle —Yearlings $llal5; two year olds
$15a27; three year olds $25a47 per head. Nearly all
the small Cattle that are in a fair condition are
bought up by butchers to slaughter.
Milch Cows—Extra $55a95; ordinary $25a50 per
head. Most of the Cows ottered in market for sale
are of a common grade. Good cows always command fair prices.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West the supply was
about the same as that of one week ago—all owned
by butchers, and cost from 6 l-2a8c per lb. landed at
Brighton. From the North the supply was light and
trade lair at prices rangiugfrom 4 l-2a7 3-4c per lb.
Swine—No Store Tigs in market. Fat Hogs 71200
costing in this market from 0 l-2a9 3-4c per lb, live

SPECIAL NOTICES.
CONSUMPTIVES,
Every

The Wreck oe the IIattie Eaton.—
Mr. Mitchell, who resides near the scene
ot the wreck (Kittery, Me.), was the
onlyperson who saw the vessel strike. Capt.
Cook steered for the smoothest place he
could lind, and came within one hundred
feet of a smooth peach. The Eaton struck
stem on, about her length irom the shore
and was wedged between two rocks, her
stern being iree.
Three colored seamen
were below badly frost-bitten, and the
mate was in the forecastle with a dislocated shoulder. Capt. Cook went into the
rigging and as the brig listed ran out on
the boom. Mr. Mitchell ran from the shore
to a ledge, and the two men were but
eight feet apart though there was a raging gull between. Capt. Cook sent farewell messages to his friends and
gave particulars regarding his vessel and cargo. A
sea lifted the vessel and plunged the boom
he was on far beneath the waves and he
was not seen afterwards.
The same wave
dashed Mr. Mitchell backward behind the
ledge into the water, but there being no
undertow he scrambled ashore. Other
men came down to the shore, and hand in
hand rushed to the bows of the Eaton and
aboard, seized mate LeBaron and rescued
him just as a wave lifted the stern, broke
the timbers short off and doubled the stern
over upon the bow,
crushing the second
mate and the rest of the crew,
except one
stalwart mulatto who had stripped himself and plunged into the sea.
Several
times he succeeded in getting within a
few feet of the shore, but the undertow
carried him dack each time 100 feet, until
exhausted, his head was dashed against a
rock and he sank. One by one the mangled bodies aboard the vessel were torn
lrom the wreck and washed overboard,
the vessel being shaken to pieces in a few
minutes. The body of Capt. Cook was
taken in charge by the masons, who recognized him as a brother by a ring on his
fore finger. The mate, LeBaron, has recovered consciousness, and his life will
doubtless be saved.

your bed? If so, your Kidneys ara diseased.
Do not use plasters, they will do you no
good;
take Hunt’s Remedy and be cured. Hunt’s
Remedy cures Dropsy and all Diseases of the
Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Organs.
to Persons Visiting New
York or the Centennial.

Important

The Grand Union Hotel, New York,
opposite
tlie Grand Central Depot, has over 350
elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better for less money at the
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel.
Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot.

soothes the

and

CO’OPER,

Oats

Beans
Potatoes

Apples
Dried Apples

75a$l.25

9all Washed Wool
28a32 Unwashed
10 Hides
10 Calf Skins
10a 11 Lamb
10 Hard Wood
10al8 Soft
8al0 Shorts per ct.
8 Lime
5a7 Butter Salt

Butter

Cheese

Eggs

Round Hog
Pork Backs
Lard
Beef

Veal
Cod
Dry
"

Pollock

Straw

4

l-2a5 Plaster

so

mild

mailed

address

be finished by any

Obituary notices, beyond

the JJate, A'ame and Age
bepaidfor.
In this city, March 2uth,
Benjamin Kingsbury,

must

put in the sleeves, and

side

M

e

March 25th, John W.,

son

of

ARRIVED.
March 23, Schs. Fannie Butler, (of
Bangor) War
ren, Islesboro; Wm. Flint, Pendleton, do.; tantamount, Pendleton, do.; Mary Stewart, Coombs, do.
(all the above to repair.)
March 24, Schs. Mary E Rankin, (of
Centreville,
Mass.,) Boston; Lillian, Ryan, do.
March 25, Schs. Empire, Rvan, Boston;
George
Shattuck, McCarty, do., P. Si. Bonnie, Burgess,
Carver’s Harbor.
March 25, Schs. Ocean Queen, Parker, Bucksport;
I olant, Smith, Yinalhnven.

SAILED.
March 23, Schs. J. D. Bodwe.l, Jacksonville- JesAllen, Randall, Petersburg, Ya.
March 24, Schr. Annie Lee, Look, Jacksonville.
March 25, Schr. Wm. Flint, Pendleton, Searsport,
to load ice for New York.
March 28, Schr. IJioi e, Warren, Jacksonville.

SES

BEDS, MATTRESAND

lioston, March 25th, brig Clara J. Adams
McFarland, Matanzas, 20 days; sch. Mark Pendleton, Scott, St. Domingo, 34 days.
Ar. at Providence, It. I., March 23d, sell. M. W.
Drew, French, Jacksonville.
Ar. at New Haven, Murch 24th, brig
Abby Thax
ter, Veazie, Pensacola.
Ar. at New York, March 21st, sch. Ellen M.
Golder,
Wixon, Havana, 15 days; 25th, sell. Thomas W.
Holder, Saunders, Cienfuegos; 20th, sell. Janies
Holmes, Ryder, Belfast, Me.
Cld. from New York, March 20th, sch. Flora Condon, French, Maranham; 23d, sch. T. H. Livingstone, McDonald, Seville; sch. Joseph Farwell
Gregory, Baracoa; 21th, bark Helen Angier, Staples!
Bristol, England.
Ar. at Philadelphia, March 21st, brig I. W. Parker
Brackett, Palermo.
Ar. at Baltimore, .March 2flth, sch. Carrie Walker,
Chadwick, Belfast, Me.
Cld. from St. Jago, March 13th, sell. Charlie Buck!.
Blanchard, New York.
Ar. at Matanzas, March 20th, bark S. W. Holbrook,
Mitchell, Philadelphia.
Ar at Cardenas, March 14th, sch. David Nichols,
Wyman, Matanzas.
Sid. from Cardenas, March 19th,sch. J. W. Brown,
Kane, New York.
Ar. at Greenock, March 7th, bark David Babcock,
Erskine, Samarang and Queenstown.
Ar. at '1 exel, March 6th, bark James G. Pendleton, Gilmore, Cheribon via. Queesntown.
Ar. at Sunderland, March 25th, lark Sarah A.
Staples, Nickerson, Pensucola, (with boats and bul-

damaged.)

Cld.
Lobos, Jan. 31st, ship Louis Walsh,
White, United Kingdom; Feb. 12th, ship Leonora,
Griffin, do.
Santiago, March 8tli, sch. F. E. McDonald, McDonald, loading guano for Baltimore.
■Wellington, N. Z. March, 7th, cld. hrig Ned White,
Thombs, Manilla, to load Sugar for New Y’ork.
Mr. N. T. Hill’s ship now building in
Bucksport
by Wm. H Genn & Co., has been sola toCapt. Jabez
H. Snow (late of ship Alice Buck), and others, of
Bucksport, New York and London, and will befitted
for sea immediately in command of Capt. Snow.
from

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

30 Hour Clocks.
Very Low Prices at

JEWELRY

machine accounts with

Belfast,

Jan.

10,187G.

Always on hand and made to order. Mouldings of the latest patterns, such as

JUST RECEIVED!
—AT THE

Colors, TEMPERANCE

BRADLEY’S

1

would eall particular attention

to

my Stock of

Metaiic Cases. Caskets & Coffins
I am prepared to trim in a manner
not to be excelled by any one, and at prices
warranted to suit. Remember .he place, 70

Messina

Providence River

Main Street, Granite Black, Belfast, Me.
United States, having a wider reputation from
Maine to Louisiana, than any other concentrated
manure.
Since its first introduction it has grown
rapidly in favor with the agricultural community,
and where once introduced, has never failed to hold
the first position among Fertilizers, combining, as
it does, the quick action of Peruvian Guano and the
of bone.

'"Bradley’s PtepMe

has no Epal.’’

MANUFACTURED

A. E. MATHEWS.

W. G. CLARK,

3mos35

CHURCH

Maple Syrup!
Buckwheat Flour!

Second store south of

FERTILIZER

just received a fresh car^o of the above
justly celebrated brand of

have

namfd

and

am

SUPER -POHSPHATE,
prepared to fill orders, large or small,
I need olFer

no

advice to my

Western

CREAM
A

at

numer-

reliability. J o those who have purchased the
cheap and unreliable articles with which our State
has been Hooded, I would say, be wiser the coming

little ahead of

and you

buy the

best."

MUSTARD.

C.

BUY

Belfast, March 28, 1S7G.

lw31)eow

STORE.

44
33 i
5
li* !
1.00&1.50 i

No. 10 (up stairs) Main St., Belfast.
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Parasols, Fans, and
Spectacles, Repaired, and all other Light
Work done promptly und Warranted.
Belfast, March 25, 187C.
3w39*

IT

WADL1N & MERRILL’S
68

H.

STREET.

MAIN

BUY YOUR

Sargent.

Gw34

FEATHERS

YOUR

FEATHERS

of Main Street.

SEE

AT-

-O F-

E. BEAMAN, Belfast, Me.
At the Red Store foot

AND

anything of the kind and for leas

Belfast. Feb. 22, 1S7G.

Bradley's Super

risk', buy

no

CALL

No. 8 Main street

season, and invest your money in an article which
lias been tested many years and found to be reliable

time, “take

and

money.
All of the above, together with Flour, Corn, Meal,
Shorts, and everything usually kept lu a lirst-class
Grocery, Provision and Produce Store, will be sold
very low for CASH by the undersigned at

and

every

Iron Ware!

Tomato Ketch-

up, Halford’s
Table
Sauce,
Sugar-Cured Hams

XTew

GR A N I T E

Pickles,

English

CO..

House.

BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUL.

Tomatoes, Pumpkin, Squash
and Corn, home made and

Boston, Mass.

STREET,

< ourt

Something

Fresh Ground Wheat and Oat Meal,
Cranberries, Canned Reaches,

BY

Oysters!

DoX'T FORGET THE PLACE !

Crosse & B’ackwell’s

BRADLEY

Oranges!

ALSO NICE

Which

lias become the Standard Fertilizer in the markets

SALOON!

NICE LOT OF

A

lasting properties

us are re-

The partnership heretofore existing under the
name of POTE & QUIMBY has this
day been disso’< ed by mutual consent. All bills of the firm will
be settled and all accounts assumed by
CEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.—

FEATHERS.

-u

A. B. MATHEWS.

F-

FIRST

A. B. MATHEWS.

CLASS

•III Horse Rake !
Send for Circular.
tls’.7

TREMENDOUS

Agents Wanted.
FRED A I

BUY YOUR

FURNITURE

d0wnfall
ON

!

To be

>

Y

R

i.o.Sl

A Inn in

HOUSE

CLOSING OUT SALE

k. W. Burkett & Co/e

BUY YOUR

Previous to taking our annual account of stock,
we shall sell for the next 30 days, our goods at a

Companv

receiving

a

MAMTACTl’KEKS

Black

CARPETINGS!
To which

we

invite special attention.

We have placed on our counters a line assortment
of WOOLENS for custom trade, which we will make
to order or sell by the yard at very LOW PRICES.

CLOTHING
Now in Stock, a tine assortment which will be sold
at lowest CASH PRICES.

CARPETINGS !
Parties
money

intending to purchase
by calling on us.

a

Carpet

will

save

Alpacas!

Marked down from 07c to 65c. Alpacas at 50c marked down to 42c, and those at 4?c per yd. marked
down to 30c per yd.

we

SELL

buying

paying

Remember the place at
cupied by Arnold Harris.

ANDREWS

save

20 per

cent,

the Store formerly

by
oc-

Phenix Row, High St., Belfast.
MARK ANDREWS.
JULIUS ANDREWS.

Notice.

Subscribers, Assessors of the City of Belfast,
inhabitants of said
them, true and perfect
city
lists of their polls and estates, real and personal, in
writing, including money on I,and und at interest
and debt- due more than owing, and all property
held in trust as guardian, executor, administrator or
otherwise, except such as Is bv law exempt from
taxation, which they are possessed of on the lirst
day of April, and be prepared to substantiate the
same according to law, and for the
purpose of receiving said lists and making transfers of real estate, the undersigned will be in session ut Boardman's office, No. 23 Main st, during the business
hours of each day from the first to the fifteenth in
elusive of April next, and any personal examination
of property by the assessors will not be considered
as waiver of neglect of any person in
bringing in
true and perfect lists, as required by law.
Highway Surveyors of the several districts are requested to bring in their several tax books of 1875 by
tile tenth day of April, 1870.
Ageuts of several school districts are requested to

T1IE
hereby give notice to the
to make and bring in to

make returns under oath to the Assessors of the
number of scholars belonging to each fumilv in their
school districts, their names and ages
together with
tile names of the heads of tile families us soon as
may be atler the first day of April.
GEORGE WOODS,
Assessors
ISAAC M. BOARDMAN, }
of
March

PIIILO IIERSEY,

23, 1870.

SPECIALTY

NEW

BREAKFAST
tfirSend for Centennial
Boston and Mew York.

COCOA.

Book to

our

Stores In

Sw37.

Twitcliell, Champlin & Co„
WHOLESALE

Nos. 115

A

GROCERS,

177 Commercial Street,

PORTLAND,

ME.

SHAWLS
India Striped Double Shawls that sold for $30.00,
have been marked down to $25.00; those that were
$25.00, are now offered for $20.00.

Tobaccos. Teas, Molasses

and

Coffees.
Coffees Roasted Daily with tin* Burns*
Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents for

Globe Mills Standard Spices.

BROTHERS,

Assessor’s

STATES.

SPECIALTIES.

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

CHEAP for CASH, ami

wishing to purchase can
parties of
us and
CASH.

COMMERCE.

---

GASH!
Please remember

KNOWN TO

HIGHEST MEDALS received at
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITIONS
iu PARIS and VIENNA, and at LOCAL EXHIBITIONS in all parti of
the UNITED

We shall sell goods in this department at COST
and LESS TIIaN COST.
All Wool Dress Goods
that sold for 07c per yd., we are now offering at 45c
All
Wool
Merinos, over a vd. wide, former
per yd.
price $1.00 per yd., now selling at 75c per yd.

and

rORMS

MODERN

Foarful Sacriiice in Prices !

1780

IN

OI

Cocoa.Cliocolate and
Broma,
IN ALL

Clothing, Cloths, Flannells,
Furnishing Goods, Hals, Caps

ESTABLISHED

AT

Dress Goods!

FRESH STOCK of

OF

W1L1EB MS l CO.
1780

STOCKHOLDERS of said
are
X hereby notitied that the Annual Meeting there
of will be held ut the otfice of Philo Horsey in Belfast, on Mondav, the third day of April next, at 3
o’clock P. M., to act on the following matters—
1st. To receive and act upon the reports of the
President, Directors and Treasurer of the Company.
2d. To choose a Board of Directors, a Treasurer
and Secretary for the current year.
3d.
To transact any other business authorized by
the By-Laws of the Company.
PHILO 1IERSEY, President.
Belfast, March 21, lb7G.—38

are now

TEI) Itl DDIM. PI,ANTS.’
] J V Eli BEN AS. do., 7 3 dents. 3<hono
1 b rnin os.1 nt wit ft cactl collection. Address

4\v37

GRAND

A. B. MATHEWS.

S

j

Th9 Greenbrook & Paterson City Nurseries
or J, (JREIYES,
Scc'y, ltux.tsn,I’.vribso.\,N.J.

BELFAST

FURNITURE

Boots.

I'OMK AM) SKI'.

„10 DISTINCT CHOICE KINDS. MAILED FOl:
•lO-.Dil. 10 LltKKMlOlSK
.AS ^EKNSS
LANTS.do..S'
1. 10 FOLIAUKI)PLANTS.do .81.
St. 10 ASSOltTJ-i.'}',PLANTS,d,,
■•‘’J.LA NTs. (cimiprtslnuttll tin' above varieties)
d')-.8l. 1 JASSO It

FASHIONED SQFAliE fOITKI)
TABLE, the top of which can be turned up,
making a chair back, is wanted for Centennial use.
Any person having such a relic, is requested to
communicate|with .MRS. A. G. PILSBuRY, Win
gate Cottage, Xorthport Avenue, Belfast.
March 20, 1876.—3w3S*

We

5 |

Thin

-j-,

in

1

HI.I>

!

TIMES!

Roses. Lilies. Violets, taraatioss. Seraaiums. k

AND

(' Ft A IIT WAIST TED !

Company

O

Suit the

Special Bargains

rpm-;

rpiIE

HARD

i Gents'

thkf.k story ukick isfildinu in
X the rear of Hayford block, entrance from Beaver
street. Said building is suitable for a paint shop or
any light manufacturing business.
Apply to A
GEO. A. gl'IMBY & C«».
llayfordor
Belfast, March 22. 1870.—2w38

Manufacturing

To

—or

T OLE t

Row,

.Sold at

REDUCED PRICES

m

,u S,I,:LS fi.mmi; yellow porn
and for sale low at Lain-’
3\v38
ALBERT M. GAR I KK.

AX

No. 18 Phenix

3P FL m O 3S s

4000 just received,

g

i
q Jas. \\. Clark’s, jj

O |

CORN! CORN!!

I

LOT

Received ut

Just

THE

-O F-

A. B. MATHEWS.

NEW

A

J3

Wharf.

WOOD, Winterport, Me. Gen. Agt

.--

lie-

-O F-

Ar. at

at

having

cfc6'. A GOOD ASSORTMENT
SPRING

Walnut, Rosewood and in

MEMORANDA.

Selling

have a number of MACHINES that have
a little, which we will sell at a bargain.

Street, Belfast, Me.

FARMERS, BUY THE BEST-

sie B.

HERVEY’S

also

Daniel

PORT OF BELFAST.

Day and

exchange.

been used

March ICth, Timothy L. Mace, aged

month and 21 days.
years,
In Camden, March 12th, Julia A., wife of
Joseph
5 oung, aged 65 years aud 6 months.
In Camden, March 13th,
Ralph
Ross, soil of G. F.
and Blanche Porter, aged 10 weeks.
In Warren, March 12th, Mrs. F. H.
llodgman,
aged (iS years and 6 months.
In Hope, March 7th, James
Heal, aged 72 years, 1
month and 27 days.
In Rulo, Neb., March loth, Robert
Edgecome,
lormerly ol Montville, aged 62 vears and 6 months.
In Lincolnville, March 15th, Eliza
Manning, aged
5S years and 8 months.
In Damariscotta, March 15th, Jennie,
daughter of
Capt. and Mrs. Henrv F. Baker, aged 3 years.
In Damariscotta, March 12th,
Eugene Hull, aged
31 years.
In Damariscotta, .March 11th, Hannah
E.t wife of
.1.
A.
Weeks, aged 35 years, 11 months.
In Newcastle, March 6th, AnnieS. Lynch,
aged
23 years, 11 months.
In Peinu<iuid Beach, March 13th, II. S.
Gilford,
aged 45 years.
In East Boston, March 13th, Bradford K.
Holmes,
lormerly of Rockland, aged 27 vears, 7 months.
In Key West, Fla., March 15th, A. J.
Jackson, of
Rockland, aged 32 years.
In Waldoboro, March 14th, Mrs. Julia A.
Forbes,
aged 30 years, 4 months.
In Waldoboro, March 13th, Mrs. Eliza
Mathews,
aged 74 years, 2 months.
In Union, March 12th, Lilia, daughter of Oscar
Bartlett, aged 15 years.
1 n Ellsworth, March 22d. Mrs. Merer
Bonzey, aged
77 years, 11 months.
I'll Ellsworth, March 12th, Mrs. Mary E. Moore,
wife ol Win. II. Moore, aged 22
years, 7 months and
18 days.
In Ellsworth, March 12th, Alberta W.
McGown,
aged 4 years and 11 months.
In Ellsworth, March 18th, Marv C.
Means, aged
62 years, 4 months aud 5 days.

8

taken in

hand all kinds of

on

B. F. WELLS,
17 Main

Machine!

Sewing

The BEST in the MARKET, which we will sell on
the MOST LIBERAL TERMS! OLD MACHINES

Parties

otherwise, need only to state the size of the col
for finished shirts, all sizes, for sale at
tl'Jl*

Domestic

quested to send for work.

lar worn;

SHIP NEWS.

!

Living

BEDSTEADS, BUREAUS,

CHAIRS,

Price of Men’s, $15 per doz. or $1.25 each.
4fr*r* Parties ordering the partly made shirt by mail

or

SOLE AGENTS of the

tiie

GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.
Constantly

up tIn-

sew

are

I M IJ KOVEI)

Side Boards, Ash and
Painted Setts.

seams.

Haraden, aged about 25 years.
In Monroe, March 24th, Mrs. Harriet M.
l'age’ j
wife <*t Moses F. Page, aged 36 years.
In Searsport. March 5th, William Clilford, son of
Wm. II, and Sarah E. Mathews,
aged 1 year, 5
months and 3 days.
In Camden, March 23d, Mary Theresa Smith,
aged
1
22

!1

competent

one

straight seam, as it is only necessary to sew on the cuffs,

We

Tables,

Extension

es,

Muslin

sew a

STREET,

of the Best Selected Stocks of

Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor
Tables Marble & Wood Top,
Eat Trees, Whatnots,Writing Desks, Looking Glass-

quality,
elegant
styles, perfect fitting.
As represented by cut, cuffs are
made, sleeves cut. The shirt can
to

one

Ever offered in this city, at the Lowest
Brices. Walnut Goods, such as

Shirts,

For Sale by

$8.00al4.00
$G.00a8.00

$1.40al.50

Dress

Made from Waumsutta
and Irish Linen, only one
the very best, all sizes,

DIED.

warks

PATENT

Partly-Made

Phosphate,

A

28

KEEP’S

patrons who have used Bradley’s Phosphate for
many years, and know its uniform good quality,

Jn Searsmont, March lflth, Abial L. Getchel of
Augusta, ami Mrs. Martha Overlock of .Searsmont.
in Newcastle, Feb. 2~th, Augustus Tilton and
Miss Addle Tilton, both of Bristol.
In Monroe, March 23d, by 11. ,s.
Flanders, Esq.,
Mr. .lames Mureh of Winterport, and Mrs.
Emily J.
•Skillings, of Brooks, formerly of Portland.

Street.

$4.OOa4.50
$3.00a3.50
$1.50
$1.25

$1.00
Capt. THOS. BURGES'S.
Belfast, March 27, 1875.
tf39

ous

Clocks! Clocks!
lOall
8
7a9
18a20
oOaOO
10al2
10al2
12al4

P. M. Bonnev. Capt.
Burgess, will make
weekly trips between this city and
/■' Carver’s Harbor after this date.
Country produce of all kinds will be
purchased at the going prices. May be found at the
store of Woods, Mathews & Baker, or on board the
packet at llaraden’s whurt. Fare for passengers,

ob-

can

MATHEWS,

FURNITURE

packet
THEThomas

I

WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Pliiladelpia.

aged 82 years.
In this city,
67 years.
In this city,

offering

35 Cents.

only

free;

Is

It Iiuh Ncoori the Test of Yean.

MARRIED.

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal

35a40Hay

or

and

A. B.

No. 70 MAIN

Carver's Harbor Packet.

C-

: o :

Our customers in the viciuitvof MONROE
tain VESTS from our SHOP at that place.

3‘.'tf

lowest rates.

£?I>L5snThe

Rye

is

W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland,
Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust liros, &
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
Iv20

19a20c for Northern and Eastern eggs, and 18c
per
doz for Western.
Beans—Trade is dull at $120al 22 per bush for
prime mediums. Pea beans are selling in small lots
at $1 30a 1 55 per bush for Western and choice
Northern ; yellow eyes are
only taken in small quantities
at $1 75 per bush.
Potatoes—The bulk of the sales of Jackson
Whites and ltose are made between 42a48c.
markt*t is steady at $4 iK)a4 50 per
bbl tor Baldwins and about the same price for liussetts.
Hay and Straw—We quote fine hay at
$15 00medium ranges from $17 00a18 00, and coarse at
$20 00a21 00 per ton, the latter price for a choice
article. Straw is unaltered at $23 00a24 00
per ton.

Barley

by Druggists,

Sold

Monday. March 27.
Butter—We quote new choice at 33a38c; fair to
at
line
New
York
and Vermont butter
good
25a3Oc;
at 33a37c; good to choice dairies at 27a32c; medium
butter at 25a27c; bakers’ and common at 20a24c: line
Western at 28a32c; fair to good do at 24a28c.
Cheese—We quote tine factory at 13 l-2ul4c;
good
do at 12al3c; farm and medium at llal2c
per lb.
Eggs—There is a fair inquiry from the trade at

1.50 Turkey
00a00 Chicken
70 Fowl
50 Geese
$1.00a2.00 Duck

Catarrh;

-C

where.

beat Voice Tonic in the world!

Is the

Try it! Safe, Reliable,

Beat

$5.00al 1.00 Corned Beef
70a75 Mutton
75 Lamb

beat in

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort

BOSTON MARKET.

Flour
•
Corn
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

QUIMBY,

give notice to VEST MAKERS that they
are now having plenty of work and can give em
ployment to good sewers.

N, MASl’RY & SONS Ready Made Colors Tor
and exterior of Houses, JJarns,
and see before purchasing else-

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Me.

lO

Would

Painting interior
Fences, &c. Call

Cures Without Sneezing!

Syrup

No. 8 Main

burning

agreeable in its effects that it positively

As a Troche
Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when
swallowed, instantly
gives to tlie Throat and Vocal Organs a

Lyon’s Kathairon prevents the Ilair from
falling out or turning gray, renews its growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is
delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Used by the elite. Price only
50 cents.
lyr

Sargent,

in

This Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but
LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Lad Breath and Headache; allays
and

Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, AVild Cherry,
and Horeiiound is the very best compound
ever prepared for the immediate relief and
permanent cure of Coughs, Colds, Croup, AVhoopand
all
dising Cough, Bronchitas, Asthma,
eases of a Consumptive type.
It will thoroughly eradicate these alarming symptoms in onelnilf the time required to do 'so bv any other
medicine. It is purely vegetable and contains
not a particle of opium or other
dangerous
drug. Physicians all over the country endorse
it as the most efficacious antidote known for all
disorders of the throat and lungs.
It never
fails.
Be sure to obtain Dr. Morris’ Syrup of
Tar, Wild Cherry and Horeiiound. Trial sfze,
10 cents.
AVm. O. Poor & Sox sole agents for
Belfast. A. J. Jordan agent for Orland. 1{. B.
Stover, Agent for Bucksport.
ly22eow

H.

pleasant remedy

and

Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.

AVe ask attention to advertisement in special
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF
and TROCHE POAVDER—a reliable remedy. tf

By Charles

POTE &

of the

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, i)c.,
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in

Schenck’s Sea AVeed Tonic is a gentle stimu"
lant and alterative; the alkali of which it is
composed, mixes with the food and prevents
souring. It assists the digestion by toning up
the stomach to a healthy condition, so that the
food and the Pulmonic Syrup will make good
blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will
surely get well if care is taken to prevent fresh
cold.
All who wish to consult Dr. Schenck, either
personally or by letter, can do so at his principal
office, corner of Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every Monday.
Schenck’s medicines are sold by all druggists
throughout the country.
2mos35

Corrected,

delightful

A

to do this,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea
AVeed Tonic must be freely used to cleanse the
stomach and liver. Schenck’s Mandrake Pills
act on the liver, removing all obstructions, relax
the gall bladder, the bile starts freely, and the j
|
liver is soon relieved.

BELFAST

TROCHE POWDER,

AND

the morbid matnature throws it off by an easy
expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter
Is ripe a slight cough will throw it otf, the patient has rest and the lungs begin to heal.

Do you have a pain in yourback in the morning, and is it with difficulty that you move in

STORE.

PURE LEAD AND OIL.
J.

moment

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff

Syrup ripens

Positively

SUCCESSORS

Paints, Oils & Varnishes

Dr. Schenck will be at the
Quincy House, Boston,
on the following
Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock:
Jan. loth and 27th, Feb. 10th and
24th, and March
loth and 24th. Consultations
free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the
Kespiroraetor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his
principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
addressed.

lungs;

the

JEWELRY

TAKE NOTICE.

of delay makes your cure more
and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, tar exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest
respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being
pronounced
incurable by physicians of
acknowledged
ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured
many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often
promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Tills. Bv the
timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifi-that most any case of Consumption may be

To these three medicines Dr. J. II. Schenck,
of Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in
the treatment of pulmonary diseases.

To enable the Pulmonic

HERVEYS

l Go.,

jiuly

Scissors and. Pocket-Knives at

hopeless,

Remember This.
Now is the time of the year for Pneumonia,
Lung Fever, Coughs, Colds, and fatal results
of predisposition to Consumption and other
Throat and Lung Disease. BoscnEE’s German
Syrup has been used iu this neighborhood for
the past two or three years without a single
failure to cure. If you have not used this medicine yourself, go to your Druggists, It. II.
Moody and ask him of its wonderful success
among bis customers. Two doses will relieve
the wot st case. If you have no faith in any
medicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of Boschee’s
German Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular
size Bottle 75 cents. Don’t neglect a cough to
save 75 cents.
6mos32

The Pulmonic

RAZORS!

Glorious News! k. L

a3 75.

The People Want Proof.
There is no medicine prescribed by physicians, or sold by Druggists, that carries such
evidence of its success and superior virtue as
Boschee’s German Syrup for severe Coughs,
Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, 01
any disease of the Throat and Lungs. A proof
of that fact is that any person afflicted, can get
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try its
superior
effect before buying the regular size at 75 cegts.
It has lately been introduced in this country
from Germany, and its wonderful cures are astonishing everyone that use it. Three doses
will relieve any case. Try it. Sold by It. II.
Gmos32
Moody, Belfast.

ter in the

SUPERIOR

Wednesday, Mar, 22.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 2636; Sheep
Lambs
and
5562; Swine 3200; number of Western
Cattle 2460; Eastern Cattle £6; Milch Cows and
North Cattle 100.
Trices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight—
Extra quality $6 12 l-2a6 37 l-2c; tirst quality $5 75 a
6 00, second quality $5 25a6 62 1-2; third quality $4a4
75; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 25

for the Centennial.

A

Cattle Market.

Brighton

Baltimore, March 28. The steamer Leipzig biought 572 packagescf gatdc fruit Prune”

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
but able address in which he sketched the outlines of the case, and presented the points in a
When can it lamp be said to be in'a bad temclear and lucid manner. The prisoner is stepfather to the girl upon whom lie is accused of per? When it is put out.
committing the inhuman crime. The family
In every Town and Village persons may be
lived in Union, near Hill’s Mills. The mother
found who have been saved from death from
of the girl died last August, wlieu Hall deserted
the child, and she was taken charge of by the consumption by Hale’s Honey of IIorkhouni) and Tar.
authorities of the town of Appleton. In the
Pike’s Toothache Drops euro in one minute.
Pall, she was adopted by Mrs. Andrew Fowles,
of Camden. Soon afterwards Mrs. Fowles disThe Rev. Mr. Winslow will shortly visit the
covered that a rape had been committed upon United States for the purpose of examining the
the girl, her condition being horrible in the ex- interior conduct of our prisons.
treme.
Upon being questioned, the girl very
Mr. L. A. Alexander, agent for I!. O. & G.
reluctantly told the fearful story, which she repeated upon the preliminary examination and C. Wilson, of Boston, writes: “I have never
so fully satisfied with any article for toilet
been
again at the present trial, the' story being substantially the same as told by her each of the use as I am with your Forest Tar Soap. It is
three times. She is a remarkably bright, intel- a perfect shaving soap, yielding a rich white
ligent girl, and quite prepossessing in appear- lather that does not dry upon the face, and
ance.
Her complexion is light, with brown leaves it soft and free from that smarting comhair and gray eyes, and, though rather small of mon to tender faces after shaving. It is the
her age, she is quite fleshy. She was upon the best article for the skin I ever used.” If your
witness stand nearly all day Tuesday and a part Druggist does not keep it. send 35 cents to the
of Wednesday, and sustained the long and Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me., for a cake.
searching cross-examination conducted by John
An author says that one of the uses of adversE. Haulv, wonderfully well, never faltering in
is to bring us out. That is true, particulartire least upon the principal points of her testi- ity
ly at the knees and elbows.
mony. It her story is false, she is entitled to a
niche in the temple of fame besides the notoriDr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry.
ous Jimmy Blanchard.
She says that one day
The standard remedy tor the cure of coughs,
last June, her mother being absent, the prisoner colds, influenza,
bronchitis, hoarseness, asthma,
threw her upon the floor, put his hand over her
whooping cough, croup, sore throat, diphthemouth to stifle her cries, and outraged her. The
ria, difficulty of breathing, quinsy, phthisic,
next day he attempted to repeat the act in the
pain in the side and breast, spitting of blood,
presence of her mother, who, when she endeav- liver complaint, bleeding of the lungs, and all
ored to protect the child, was knocked down. diseases of the
throat, lungs, and chest, includHall then took the girl up stairs and accoming even consumption. It seems hardly neceshis
She
he
afterwards
plished
purpose.
says
sary to dilate at length upon the virtues of this
repeated the act nearly every day for a long favorite remedy for all diseases of the lungs,
lime. One day afterwards he look her into a throat and chest. It wag introduced to
the
barn, a boy named Charles E. Harris, 15 years public by Dr. Wistar nearly half a
century
old, being with them, and after himself violat- since, and by the wonderful cures which it pering her person, invited Harris to do so, which formed, gained an immediate and enviable rehe did. Harris was arrested for the crime and
putation, which to this day it tins fully sustainindicted, but has turned state’s evidence, and ed. From the gulf of the St. Lawrence to the
corroborales the girl’s story fully. According shores of the
Pacific, and in many countries
to the evidence of both, another liov afterwards
abroad, there arc few villages or hamlets withoutraged her, being induced to do so by Harris. out “living testimonials” to the rapidity and
His name is Clifford Thompson, his age is 10,
certainty of its curative effects. The proprieand he lias gone to parts unknown, His home
tors, mindful of their responsibility to the afis in Appleton. A man named George D. Cox flicted, exercise the
utmost care in the selecis also alleged to have participated in the crime tion and
compounding of the various ingrediin July, and was indicted with Hall. He pleads ents of which
the Balsam is composed; and
not guilty, and his trial will take place at the
the sick arc assured that the high standard of
close of that of Hall. Drs. Hitchcock and excellence on which its
popularity is based,
Banks, of Koekland, ami Chase and Levensaler will always be maintained.
of Thomaston, testify that a rape lias undoubtSeth W.Fowll ,t Soxs,Proprietors,Boston.
edly been committed upon the girl. The defence was opened by John E. Hanley. Briefly,
A bright little three-vear-old in Hartford,
it consists of a variety of evidence going to sho w having become a little mixed between her rethat it impossible for the girl’s story to be true. ligious instruction and her nursery rhymes,
Their theory is that the rape was committed by gravely recites: “The Lord is mv shepherd,
Isaac Metcalf of Appleton, Nov. 28 last. Har- and lie has lost His sheep, and He don't know
riet T. 81eeper testifying that the girl told her where to find them.”
something of the kind, the girl denies that it
Dr. Schenck’s Standard Remedies.
was so, or that she said so.
Drs. Alden, of
Union, and Estabrook, of Koekland, testify in
The Standard remedies for all diseases of
of
the theory of the defence. Hall is a
support
the lungs are Sciienck's Pulmonic Syrup,
rather good looking man, li2 years old. Cox is
Schexck’s Sea AVeed Toxic, and Sciienck’s
54 years.
Mandrake Pills, and, if taken before the
Washington Affairs.
lungs are destroyed, a speedy cure is effected.

sent to Massachusetts to be bottomed.

It is for this class
will

of

—but it was on the whole well gotten up, and the
! costumes were really line. The attendance was small,
r* ty in the sum of $50 lor his
testifying that tin* tableau business has been overappearance at the
done of late.
\t term of court.
James B. Murch, Esq. appeartor Danforth, and Judge Johnson for the
Mr. E. Beaman, Belfast, calls the attention of farmplaintiff.
was

Congress,

The

dock, for repairs.
<

workmen and

are

of the earliest

»*ue
ance

week loaded several vessels with ice at that

past

1 lie dwellers
i*

yet.

The

port last week—mostly for hay and iee freights.
tnd lie says

grate—but

cheerful fire in the

it is

Henry «L Snow of Northport last week shot in that
town a wild cat that weighed thirty pounds. It was
hunted with hounds.

fuss?

unusually large number of vessels

An

coming when furnace heat may be

way off

some

squall obscured the sun, and
the eclipse was a failure in this locality.
< an’l some
genius invent a way for getting the sun
Clouds and

a

Sunday
Postponed from

Subject—Hard Times.

superseded by a

season.

of

the Universalist church next

at

The time is

Sunday

lack

a

weeks ago.

two

March, thus fur.
The storm of

plenty

are now

freshet in

evening.
good

a

dozen

heavy rain storm on Wednesday, until
consequence.

Another

probable

in the western

a

Housewives won’t complain this year of
water for spring cleaning.

curly evening.
1 here has been

on

in the market.

home.
The Odd Fellows mask hall last
to that order.

second instalment of fishermen left town

A

Tuesday.

that lirst robin.

see

> Belfast.

Flannels, Cassimeres,
Undershirts and

Drawers,

Gmos37

The Two Hits of the Season!
H. P. DANK’S

WATERPROOFS!
and in fact nearly our entire stock has been MARKED DOWN at Prices that must insure a ready sale.

We have just received a larger stock of Ilaraburgs
than has eve r been seen in this City. Please look
at the Hamburgs we are selling at 12 1-2c per yd.

The trade would do well to examine our Stock and
for we are rigidly in earnest about the reduction of our goods and are willing to sacrifice
profit lor the accomplishment of reduction.

Prices,

Geo.W.Burkett & Co.
Hayford Block, Church St,,
BELFAST,

MAINE.

ltt9t

greut Song and Chorus,

“My Ole Home in Alabama ’fo’ de War,"
and E. Brook9 great favorite
Call Me Home Mother,**
Song and Chorus. Beautiful Lithographic title.
Trice 40 cents each
Published by <i. D. BUSSELL
6 tU., T-’O Tremout St., Boston.
3w37

T

setand
call

01

please

CLOSING

2m3

wil 1876.

me 1 *76. 15,

to

1st.

indebtd bMayefore FPeobriunat,y

S.—Al Sandy
or

on
P.
tle

**

I know

Jone*/’

The Author of
Nine Years

and he lived in Join.-.
Which Jones is a country of red hills and stone3
And lived pretty much hv
getting of loan-:
And hi.- mules were nothing but skin and bone-.
And Ins hogs were tint as hi- corn-bread
pone-,
And lie had ’bout two thousand acres ol land.
a man

I his man—and his

also done?—
hill? and -tones,
yellowish cotton,
A nd little of t hat: and his fences were rotten ;
And what little c on In* had, that was
bonghten ;
And lie couldn't get a 1 i\ ing from the land.
name was

And the
be >wor«* the madder be got
And he ro-e and walked to the stable lot,
A nd Indie.i.-d to I mil to come down there and hitch
1 or to emigrate somewhere where the land was rich :
A id to .pm
cock-burs, thistles, and

longer

rai-ing
wasting their time

on

-ioh,

barren land.

iiiin and i'•■m they hitched up the mules,
1’rote.-tii.g that folks were mighty big tools
1 J;at *ud
stay n <. orgia t heir life time out,
.1 isi
seratt'hiug a living, when all of them mouglit
<o t pla.
*:, i e\;i« u here cotton would
sprout
11} the time you could plant it in the land.
es

A nd he drove

by a

hou-e where a man named Brown
as
living nor far from the edge of the town,
And he bantered Broun for to buy his place,
And said that, seeing that money was .-kace.
And seeing as sheriils were hard'to face,
wo dollars un acre would
get the land.

lhey closed

at a

dollar and fifty cent-.

And June- in bought him a
wagon and tents,
And loaded his coin and women and truck,
And moved to Texas, which it took
His entire pile, with the best of luck,
lo get there and get him a little laud.

A

>

And there wa« Jones, standing out at the
fence,
And he liadu’t no wagon nor mules nor tent-,
or he had left fexus afoot and corue
o Georgia to see it lie couldn’t
get some
t tuple} merit ; and lie was lookii
g as hum
Ble a- if lie had never owned any land.
But Brown lie asked him in; and he sot
nitn down to his victuals smoking hot,
And. w lien lie had tilled himself and the li. or.
Brown looked at him sharp, and rose and swon
t hat “whethi r men’s land was rich or
poor,
1 here we- more in the man than there uas in the
land."
<

The Recall.

for

-.

the hearts of the nation -,

Alult
Are
•.

through the quivering air,
sending up to the Father

A ceaseless sorrowful prayer.
for the wails ot the stri. ken
Break heavily on our ears,
Ai
tin- Beautiful Hills of (dory
ilise dim through a mist of tear.-.
ome1

Are

friendship

perished
meaningless name

and honor

l- Truth but a
Are tin grand obi glories faded
That filled the earth with lame
Wut-re, oh, where are the heroe
That thrill our souls to day,
Like those win-*- voices
r
From history’» annals gray.-

whlspt

1

come to iiy

a

Bayard

Bayard

1
tile world i- growing old,
i*'i the pulse ot life's Spring-time throb1 iiroughout it- veins so cold
And deuihles- faith and devotion
Aie dream? of the days gone by
W
n men Jived m-arer to In ave’n.
And angels spoke from on high.

a

Thoughts Devotion.
Tho

Croba.

Quaint though tho construction he of
the following poem, yet never has the

story of the cross been told ■with
truthful simplicity:

more

Itlost they vv I."
ok.
While in their youth
Willi
spirit meek,
The way ol' truth.
lo th*-m tin- -acred Scriptun--: now di.-]»!tt\
1 liris*t
u*
the only true aiul
living way,
ilis pri ions hlood oil Calvary wn-. giv.-n
J o iiutkr ihi'iu lo irs of endless blls« in lu-hvi-u,
And e'en on eiirtli the child ol Cod vun trace
l ln.- yluriou- blessings <>1 lii- .Savior’I or them Ue bore*
Hi- father’- frown;
I <>r them lie wore
1 he thorny crown
Nailed t-> the cro.°-,
1 .injured it* pain,
I hat liis life’s lo?Might he their gain,
f hen haste to choo.se
i hut
better part,
Nor e't-n dare refuse
1 he Lord thy heart,
Lost
H e declare.
"i know you not.
And deep despair
Should be your lot.
-N",v look to Jesus wilO on Calvary died.
And tru-ton 11 iin who there wa- cnicilied.
v

• food manners are made
up of potty
sacrifices. [Emerson,
In tlii- -imple fact, that we cannot ueeuratoly lorsee the future, lies a refuge

from

despair.

[Lewes

The thing which an active mind most
cods, i-a purpose and a direction worthy
of it- activity.
[liovee.
:

Son,.- ]>o<.pit! cannot drive to happiness
without lour horses, and others can reach
the goal on foot.
[Thackeray
l’ride is

an extravagant opinion of our
worthiness; vanity is an inordinate
desire that others should hare that opinion.
[Cummings.

i.wn

Obscurity and innocence-, twin sisters,
e-cape temptations, which would pierce
their gossamer armor, in contact with the
world. [Chamfort
It is

great misfortune
oblige
grateful people, but an uusupportable one
no

to

be forced to be under
scoundrel. [Hailey.
to

Examples

lew ol

un-

obligations
men

to a

ruined by

art heroes in spending.— very
in what they give. [Jfovee.

giving. Men
craven-

are

|

state.

THE DISCOVERY.
■>

CATARRH.

sooner

ill I

A

Jewels of

J

HUSBAND?
Mr. John Keys, after the murder of his wife,
remained here for some time. For three years
past, however, nothing lias been heard of’iiiin.
and his whereabouts are at present unknown.
It is iioped that this will meet his eve as be
undoubtedly knows Cunningham and can give
important testimony during the trial.
Thus, after nine years, is brought to justice
the direct agent, if the testimony is true, of one
of the foulest murders ever committed in this
WHERE IS THE

had the cry rung through the village than hundreds of feet hurried to the spot,
while the women, roused from their beds,
awaited the return of the men. When the latter arrived at the little house they beheld a
terrible sight.
There, upon the lloor, lying in a pool of
blood, was outstretched in death the pale and
delicate figure of Margaret Keys, her clothing
soaked in gore and her hair matted and torn.
Her lelt tern-tie had been crushed in with the
blunt end of a hatchet, which was found in the
hou>e, and her lace was iaid open here and
there in many a frightful gash. There were
bruises upon Imt shoulders and upon her
bosom, while one of her lingers was bitten entirely through. There was every indication
that Margaret Keys had defended her home
heroically, and that she had yielded up her life
only after the most terrific struggle. The
murderer, after finishing his work, raised up a
little trap door in the floor, concealed hi- \ ktim beneath it and then disappeared

me

ome

Cunningham seems beyond all question to be
the murderer of Mrs. Keys. His character is
certainly one of the worst. He lias been a iuilbird, bounty jumper, and during his whole life
an outlaw and a thief.
He has told innumerable lies since bis arrest, asserting at one time
that lie had never been in New Jersey, and
afterward confessing that lie had, and tliat he
had worked along the Morris road at the time
tin' murder was committed and near the place
where the deed was done. The excitement
here is very great, and the evidence, it is supposed, will leave no avenue for Cunningham’s
escape.
Previously to leaving Cleveland he
sent word to liis undress that she need not
come to Jersey to testify against him if she did
not desire to, as be thought tliev could not
compel her to leave the State.

February l'i, DbT, just nine wars ago,
however, at an hour when more than half the
village was preparing for sleep, there arose a
cry that sent a chill of horror to every heart,
•md which, echoing against the mountain side,
was swept through the valley and heard all
ov.-r the United .States.
Jt was the cry that a
\oimg and amiable, wife, well known to all
had been struck, mutilated and finally murdered with a hatchet: that her body had been
found, rolled up as if it had been'a bah*, then
crammed through a narrow trap door in the
Hoor and concealed beneath the foundation of
her home.
i will leave the reader to imagine the effect
which this dreadful intelligence wrought upon
tin; town. The mum* of the murdered woman
was Margaret Keys; the name of her husband
was dohn.
Their house was locate l along the
M rim Canal, at the foot of incline plane No.
upon the farm of Mr. Philip S. Rase.
\

b.u.k to us Bayard Bayard!
Irorn the golden shrine of the y-ur
1 rum knight so pure and noble,
Unstained by coward fears,
• ome’
for the world is weary
Vt' shame, and sorrow and criun
Vv* ary of waiting for heroes
That gladdened the olden time.

JUS CHARACTER.

STAltTLIXU union.

It is lmt creditable lo be satisfied with
the results ot a limited activity. Large
natures have u-ualh desires, and only the
small are satisfied with small, [liovee.
We cannot, live on probabilities.
The
laith in which we can live bravely and die
in peace must lie a certainty, so far as it
professes to be a laith at all, or it is nothing. [1- rou to.

carry
a great many crosses that God never intended us to carry. We make them ; not
lie. Our ignorance makes crosses; our
timidity makes them; our bigotry makes
them: and even our piety makes them.
Here is one who is groaning tinder the
cross ol anxiety; but God says, “Take no
thought of the morrow; sullieieut unto
the day is the evil of it.” Here another is
bowed down with fear: but God says, “Fear
not; it is the Father’s good will to give
you the kingdom.” Here is a third crawling along under the terror of death. He
shrinks nnd trembles at the thought of dying. But Fatil says, “To die is gain;” and
thus, wherever you look, you can see
Christians groaning under crosses God
never put upon their backs.
We are commanded to take, not to make, our crosses.
If God sees we need une, lie, in His wisdom, at the fitting hour, will impose one ;
until which time let us walk erect and
cheerfully, and go to our work with singing and gladness ol heart, as happy laborers to
ripening lields. [Golden llule.
“It’s only the wealthy men who can allord to have wings on their houses now,”
remarked a carpenter to a house-owner
the other day. “Yes,” replied the other;
“you remember what the adage says,
‘Riches have wings.’” [X. Y. Com. Adv.

able to

sleep.

Cured by three
bottles of
SANFORD'S
RADICAL CURE.

MYSTERY.

1 ha

been lor years.

1 could feel the efleets ol the
<
itl- on mv appetite, ou my
kidneys, and in Tact
of
inv
'•very part
system. What has been done in
mv ca-e i- w holly the effect of the Rauu.ai. Cl i:i;.
V ery respectfully
C. if. I.AWRFM !
1
Hi:i
»ii t
11.

SUSPICIONS.

*

John keys, the liusband of tiie inurdm,.«
woman, wav a
laborer upon the M«*;ri> and
Essex Railroad, lie was steady and indu-triou«, his credit was good at the stores, and. as
lar as the people knew, he had always carefulEndorsed by a Prominent Druggist
ly provided i«*r and tenderly loved his wile.
1 hereby certify that Mr. I.awrence
His grief over her corpse was heartrending,
purchased the
lie seemed utterly crazed, 11D anguish could K \m< ai (fki; of me, and from time to time made
in*
familiar with his ease.
I believe his statement
not brook control.
The last that had been
to he true in every particular.
JA-C P. DERBY.
seen of Mrs. Keys by any of the villager- was
Fir* hi*.if
Oct. H.
early in the morning, pn n* to her death. >he
had gone tv> a neighbor to buv some milk, and
during the eonversati**n -he mentioned h >v\
kindly her husband had always treated her.
After careful examinalim il was learned that
though the bodv was not found until evening j From the Examiner of
the. murder had been committed about noun, !
Boston Custom House, who
and it i- actually the fact that John iv< > s came
j
home, went in hi' house, got a bite of lunch,
is also one of the
ate it directly ovc- the body of his dead wife,
j
concealed by the trapdoor, and went otf to hiest
work again in the afternoon without seeing the
blood upon the bed where the struggle took ]
in
place or without suspecting that the absence «>:
the
his wile was owing to any tragic cause.
When he returned at night, however, the
j
continued absence of his wife disturbed him v,,
that lit went all over the village looking for
Sanford's 11 a I >1* \\ I. <' l' k I-: has prove*! so uni
her. No one km w where she was; no one.
indeed, had seen her in.
eurlv morning. An f*>rJuly successful in the treatment of Catarrh that 1
now recommend it exclusively, ami consider it far
acquaintance of John Iveys, however, w *nt superior t.» anv preparation
ever before prepared for
buck t" the little hou>e along the eanal. and this disease.
1' A AI r. « AMPBELL, Druggist,
upon lifting up the trap door d:-clo-< d the
murdered ami mangied body.
Broadway, South B*»<ton,
Ami Examiner of Drug-L It <11.
TIIE HL SJ1AND At < I > 1;I >.

RECOMMEND IT EXCLUSIVELY

Drugs,

largprescription
druggists

city.
THEVERYHiGHEST AUTHORITY

John Iveys was accused of the murder oi hi- j
wife. It wu' natural that he should he, and
he accepted the accusation a> if he had expected it. lie acted strangely, some peopl- -.aid.
“H<<w could lie act o! herwis*? u i:h sm h a grid
Has not found a Case that it
at hi- heart and siirh a charge upon hi- shoulders?” other- asked. Hence popular oniuion
did not relieve at once.
was divided, though all demanded a
thorough
nt/(men,— 1 am happy to inform you that Santrial. The host detective skill in the country
f«»i;d's It a 11'a i. < riu-. is the best remedy for CaYd the most experienced
was secured.
ditarrh I have ever sold. It gives universal satisfaccers acknowledged themselves i.allied at the
tion.
1 have not
a case that it (lid not relieve
end. They, t" ». laid ilie crime at the hus- >it "nee, and in found eases a cure is
many
performed by
band's door, and mad.* him <!•" the most unnat- in. u«e of om* bottle, it must soon lead
all others
ural things.
:*
They even insisted that h<- should
tiiiimrk*-t. Phase send me another supply.
enter the little house, raise up the bloody trap
Respectfully vours
AMJIUW 1.1.1
door at midnight and call the name of ids wit-M "■•'ill ill, M \ss., Api il
1-74.
three Hines. Try as they w>*u!d the link be
tween him and the murder was mi-bug. ami
he w as Jin illy discharged.

Universal Salislaclion.

IME AND l>lSi
me y< w
clew io the
deed in tin
tunes.
»

Sanford’s Radical Cure.

A \< 1

passed, and then another; bill no ;
murderer, ’hough the -ton of the |
interim lias bc< n told a thou-and

Mr. Price thru informed vour correspondent
that lie had secured the affidavit of tlie mother,
the main points of which are as follows
My name is Elizabeth lleid. Though 1
have lived with John Cunningham a great
many years, and had children by him, we have
never been married.
Nine years ago we lived
opposite Easton, Pa., in New Jerscv. One
in
morning
February, lsiiT, Cunningham arose
early ill the morning and told me he was going
oil'. He took a hatchet with Him that 1 hud cut
kindling wood with the night before. He had
worked on the Morris and Essex llailroail.
He came back in the evening looking very
strangely. I saw that lie had blood upon Id’s
clothing. I was alarmed, and asked Him what
he had been doing. He said that be had been
down tin road a few miles. Then taking bold
of me, he told me that he had killed a woman
and thrown her down a little hatchway. I
saw that he did not have the hatchet with him.
He said that lie Had gone into the house to get
her money, for it was just after her husband’s
pay day, and that lie, fearing the woman
would “blow” on him, had killed her with the
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Local and Constitutional
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Liniments!

stop the pain.

Nor

1

cold, wet weather.

Railroad Wliai-f, Portland
E V e r v

The WHITE CENTAUR LINIMENT is particu-

Thursday live., commencing

Dec. 2,
AT 10 O’CLOCK,
For RoekUmd, Camden, Belfast, Searsporf, Bucksport, Casliue, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. W. Harbor,
Mt. Desert, Millhridge, .Jouesport and .Maehiasport.
Returning will leave Maehiasport every Monday
morning at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named
landings, (except Bueksport, arriving in Portland
same night.
W'ifl tab.-passengers and freight for Bangor, conm eting w:rii tiio railroad at Bueksport.
( VKl S PA I lKRSOX, Agent.

larly adapted to all cases ol Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, Chilblains,
Cuts, Bruises, Stings, l’oisons, Scalds, Sciatica,
Weak Back, Rains in the side, Wounds, Weeping
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear;aclie,Tooth
ache, Head-ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts,
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Diptheria, etc.

complaints the Centaur Liniment
will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract
The most of these

the

poison from

without

a

bites and

thousand similar

will

cure

following

The

scar.

burns and scalds

is but

a
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of

II, ll-l..,

IUT,

llftbci’tiscments.

CUBS

he made o\ er into new and modern
styles. We
reweld and repolish broken combs, supply teeth or
parts missing, and make the same practically new.
Iub.riuatii'ii if desired will be given by mail.

C. D. Waterman & Co.,
t
v *

«-

Washington Street, Klofttun,

at home.
dayfree.

Agents wanted, Outfit und
TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.

a
terms

Fur

JUUU that
Scnnn

PHI fl
UULU

f

llot

case of Cough, Cold or Asthma
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will
°ure.
Sold by Druggists at 30 cts.
a

Circular free. Address Dr.

1

\V. KINS

MAN, Augusta, Maine.
and

stamp,
list of HEAL
S'END

HAWKINS

get

a

description

and price
lithograph of
SEEDLING RASP-

KITATE and

ORANGE

BERRY. M orth ;»0 ets.; sent fret*. A new, and
prolific and profitable berry known. Agents
wanted. Addre*- li
N. BANCROFT, Jefferson,
Ohio.
mo-t

indisputable fact that
performing cures never

0 n

an

and

Colored

SPRING

Groa

Grains.

1876.

'■ Ii«*n«*

fcilh*, nianufadiirt*<1 In (lie mo*t
upproveil manner, are narruninl not to
cut «»r change color In wearing, und mar*
|>a*« in weight, and tiuinh and durability
any that can lie obtained at corre«|ioud>
iug price*.
For Sale by all the Leading Retailers.

“Cheney’s

American Silks combine most beauti
Billy in costumes with all the soft wool fabrics now
in vogue, and we
heartily recommend them for their
beauty and durability to the attention of our readers.’— Serib tier's Monthly.

■■ mm BE It WEEK GUARANTEED to
M
M Agents, Male and Female,in their
M M own locality. Terms and Outfit
M M
free. Address 1*. O. VICKERY &
CO., Augusta, 3Iuiue.

dfe

E TAlfITE COmITROCDHBUIIGi
BA., Emery Wheel* and machinery*

rpiff
L

‘‘1JSYCHOMANCY,

SOUL CHARMING.”
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
I.
love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. This art all can possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts;
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1.000,000 sold. A
queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s,
Philadelphia.
OK

CR
fc9fl I)er duy at home. Samples worth $1
III VCU free. Stinson &
VO tft
Co., Portland, Me.

Belfast

L'nion Street, oc.L
by T. J. Farrow. Ii is
new, witli good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. The Imuse is
*’4x60, two stories. Ell one and a halt
stories; three large rooms below and
kitchen; four rooms end kitchen above, besides
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Wiil be >oM on reasonable terms. InW. It -IMI*.SON
quire of
Belfast, July 26, 187V tt4
riVHE house

adapted

to

the

(
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Its effects upon

severe case?

1

For Sale

»

r

M i. j:

a

YF. RE.MOVJ.I) to their new Banking Room
in Custom llou-t- s.juaie, are prepared in re
ceivn deposits, placing the same on intere-i mi the
lirst day of dune. .July, August and September, and
Interest
December, .January, I- ebruary and Man li
being computed on same, the tirsf Mondays m Jam
and December.
Deposits received dnilv,'except on Sunday* and
Legal Holidays, from i* to 12 A. M., and 2 to 1 1* d
Saturdays Bank closes at 1 \ noon.
AsA FAl NVE, Pn >t
John H\ Qtimuy, Trea-.
if
Belfast, .1 uue Sth ls?l.

HA

■apt.

\Y. P. I'AlLN dVOKTH,

until further notice as follows,
W ednesday, Dec. 15 th

run

Belfast,

li i; I l

It N 1 ,\'i.-

Leave Brooksville for Belfast,

-F A li E
From H* It.,

little less than marvellous.
McClure & Co., Druggist?, cor. Elm and
Front Sts., Cincinnati, O., say:

are

i-desboro & Cnstinc <»r IB t
Brooksville
THE ROUND TRIP

t**

Messrs. J.

Valuable

75c.

o n,

describing
Poll-Evil, Big Head, and

CASTORIA

Howard Conaut, Agt., Belfast.
Belfast. Dec. IK 1-75.

iiford

Will be Solti

stomach and undigested food make children
and produce sickness.

Pitcher
duce

experimented

effective Cathartic

an

which would be
its

in his

unpleasant

effective

as

taste

or

Steamship Company,

iu-d, Tuesdays at 2 o'clock, 1' M., and Holton Friut 1 uVlcek, !’. M
arriving at Belfast Satur
lav morning. Freight taken a usual.
D I \.\l
Agent.
Jun 1 t

tiu

day-

*

ere-.

MARCH

On.,
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food, expel worms,
L>r.
For twenty < u

Castor

v

2J,
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1876.

it hunt

recoil.

May Field,

!«-a\e Swim's

Laboratory

the

of d. B. Rose &
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PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held .-it Belfast, within andl.r
tin* County of Wald-), on the M-cond Tue-d;t\ "i
March, A. i>. 1870.
>.
LEWIS, Administrator «»f tin estate
S. Lewis late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of Administration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three w eeks sncces»i\ ely in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appeur at a Probate < ourt, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on 1 he second

G.

lieturning, leave
••liii.e

Brooksvilh

.'-title and

at <

W

\ NNIE L. M< KELX, widow of Albert ... Me
i’Y Keen, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition for an allow,

from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, 'That the said Annie give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three week? successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
March, A. D., 1870.
P. MANNING having presented an instrument purporting to be the last will and testament
of David R. Manning, late of Lincolnville, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, for Probate.
Ordered, That the said John P. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that the\ may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Iu sdav ol
April next, at ten of the clock before neon, and
show cause, if any they Luive, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. FlLLD, Register

|

at"
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(

heap

L-lesboro.

For

H. SWAN, Agent,
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all
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notice

to

Judge of Probate fur the Countv

UNDERSIGNEI>,
rpiIE
JL Mitchell of East

Guardian of Lavina II.
Bridgewater, in the Countv
and Commonwealth of Massachusetts
respectfully represent that said minor is seized a*.
of certain interests in real estate, situate
in Belfast, In said County of Waldo, to wit:
One
undivided sixth part ol one undivided half of a certain parcel of land on which stands the dwelling
house of the late John Augier, bounded by High
street, by land formerly of John Huse, by Church
street and by land formerly of Osborn, now owned
by the County of Waldo. Also one undivided sixth
part of one undivided half of a certain parcel of land
lying between High and Washington streets, bounded westwardly by High street, southeastwardly by
land of the late Ralph C. Johnson, and northeast
wardly aud northwestwardly by land ol the
late Thomas Marshall and
others, containing
sixteen square rods or thereabouts, on
the
upper part of which stands the brick store numbered one, Phoenix Row, so. called.
Also one
undivded sixth part of one undivided half of another certain parcel of land on Bridge street, con
veyed to said John Augier, by the deed of diaries
Sever, recorded in the Hancock Registry, book 43,
page 298, antf by the deed of Ephriani McFarland,
book 45, page 310; that
recorded in said
an advantageous offer of four hundred dollars inis
been made for said interests by (hikes Angier, ol
said Belfast, which offer it is for tiie interest of all
concerned immediately to accept, the proceeds
thereof to be put out on interest for the benefit ot
said minor.
Whereof your petitioner prays your honor to grant
him a license to sell and convey said real estate ol
said minor, to said Angier lor said sum.
HORACE P. CHANDLER.

PAYSON TUCKER,
Portland. ,I

line

22, 1S75.
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HALL &

New Carriag e Shop
i
111 li.D It' a Carriage
In tie
>j the old Treadwell
rear
Mansfield stand,
where I am r- ady !•. attt ml tu all kinds of Carriug*and Sleigh repairing. .New work made to order
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Lewiston Business

hi the

•:]■ t .ta

1

College.
for
instudents
tlon in Book-keeping. Penmanship. Ma
Admits
and all the collateral studies
thematics,

AKTFOKD. n».\N
December, !"7'. mule to rlit* Spite

strm

pertaining to a complete Busine.-j Education. $85
pays Board. Tuition, and Stationery 12 week'. I.itc
membership, $:to. Students enter any time. Ad-

xlu. k oil Paid up,
AS- i: I

dress for catalogue giving
Lewiston Business College,

$7,000,000.00

terms

without board.

Lewiston, M<

:mu

t- *.' akihhii-i.a
oi
nu’ilioin*
Weaxiit, Involuntary >eininal l.os-e.-,
Mi-i.tnl and Physical Incapacity, In.
pediment- to .Marriage. *■?.• >tls«.. • .n m \t »* 1 |.»
induced by
t-.ru.i r-v -tad l 1 s
if indulgence or
si-xual xtravujmm
\r.
aled < IivlOpe. Only six Cent*,
ice. iu a
he celebrated author m tins admirable Jv-s«\,
cbm l; <lcmoiis!rat•tim a thirty years’ succe-Mu!
practice, that tie- alarming conscpiences of sep
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerou

.•seminal
I'lia.ii

Total

1,120,538.83

305,3:12.60

1,508, lUO.Od
1,330,160.00
1.007,7-Hi. 00
81,500.00
1:1,727.00
5,012.02

Assets,

G.
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C5

of internal medicim- or the application ol tiea mode of cure at once simple
ans of which every sullerer, n
mailer what his condition may be, may cure hiuuel!
cheaply, privately, and iir/iea/it,.
Hi I lti' lecture >li. a Id be i ti t he h a mi o f ever*
youth and every man in the land
sent under
a!. ,n a plain ei.V'-lop*
any ad
■•!
\\ u pi'-r 1
dr«'ss,/,•</.'■; ,<■ mi, .in •*.* ipt ui
age stamps.
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CHAS. J. C. KL1JSE &. CO.,
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1,111.171.02

5*2,115,051.58

l"75,

COX &
3w37

Incorporated 1849NO M APIA I

business

Charter Perpetual.
K 1.8KS TAiiKN.

S JP :R. 11ST GKFTE L ID
fire & Marine Insurance On.

j

$600,000

Capital,

ASSETS

hand and in Bank?,
J n hands ol Ag» nts,
Loan? on Mortgage of Real Estate.
Loan? secured bv tiov’t and K. R.
Bonds and Bank Stocks,
Bank Stocks,
Railroad Stock?,
Railroad Bonds,
Charlestown (Jit) Water Bond
Real Estate,
A cor led I.-it ere: i,

t

Ii

h

00

:

90,047.10
Go,570.91
435,407 ou

on

"9,247.31
189,000.00
357,270.00
2l,l4o.od
10,000.00
100,000.00
28,222.59
2

1,590,905.24

i.i um.i i n>
I

npuid l.o■■»»•?,
Ke-Insurance,
claims,

$52,098.79
413,999.94
9,085.00

All oilier

$ 175 783.73

Surplus

.u

regard- Policy Holder-,

915,181.51

Total Income.
l’otal Expenditure,

$079,848.01
550,791.32

to him

wii:

r<

i

Western
A

Department,

Chicago,

Iff.llllllIVO, General .tgent.
E. n/t,\TZ, Auh’t General Agent

COX & FIELD, Agents.
ABSTRACT OF STATEMENT
OK

January 1st, 1876,

Cash on
Items,

Stock all

paid in,

$1,000,000

ASS E T S:
hand in Bank and Cash

Kents and accrued interest,
Keal Estate Unencumbered,
Loans on Bonds and Mortgages

(First Lien,)

....

C. S., State, Bank and It. K. Stocks
ami Bonds owned by Company,

LIABILITIES
All

outstanding claims,

$507,071.10
40,913.00
398,175.00

COX & FIELD,

751,750.00

$230,944.87

BELFAST,

A M

>

St Hi I

HERRIMAN. WARIVUNGTON &C0
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMI7 HS,

Mast, Spar & Bookmakers,
WORKS:

A

Waterloo lloail
Carton Street.

0!®Ht

M.iW

<

>

I

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO,
Lha:

Ap>»! heca:

IVp

lifem,

I

on hand a lull lin«- >>1‘
to all ages and condition
i’oiiyi'X and tvrri local at

.»

To the

eavr.

HGRVEY'S

Jewelry

t

S

SALE

ME.

at vi;s Hut i-i

1

1

1

1

U

tlOMlA,

>ti-r«

tar\. Portland.

ln.iigtlitu

tin

! taken the Agency ,,f tlo- III t a
Mah
W'uKk
Lhtrk fit f crnuld, Proprietor.*, p-a
Marl.h Work ol any d*
a
cheap as tto y cati buy
win re in t his Mitt*-.

Ill

A

\

hi.k

« «.n

wishing to pure'insc
rijition can do ,» of me

-,*ns
•i

Store.

ativ

A
S,

i■*- b*.

irsport.

r.QPIMRY

P

till

CAUTION.

Iron Ware !
FOR

am*

People ot Soaraport.

I W-l

«

i-o

!!
*

K-i

L. D. M. SWEAT. Pi-a-hi.r
r,
n
A. VV. COOMBS.
nlars or Information uddrt HS

ryes.

Always

t

ui.

Ha I'm

E^Y-E-S-!
.oi.l

Main-

Pm*.>y

I'.bu Mits't y,
II. .1 Libby,
I K Mvan,
,l.e ,«!. Mcl.ellati,
Y\ illiam I i.mil 1 Pb Hip II. lir.twn,
\\ illiam t1 »,tv is, William Uaunm.e t
W II
A it I f
Prank V y *
*,
!. t*. M w. it,
A. W.
-mib
A biter < wbm
>kt*\vliegilU
V ti son P Morrill, Hea*lii«ht,
Iv UUebUUk.
pa l».tm

Mt

.mi.

Iw

pi'oi'.t

>.d

P <) U T L A N D

CAREFUL Of' YOUR

adapted

.[ sAli- imp 1 irr
V ,1 1 1
I '.I At PlmOt

Pint.*

[>Iy Illustrated Floral t’ftlfllotfiiofor lS?tJ
new reudv.
Price 11)Peats, lew than half the
William b. IV WMT' ii,C45 'M arren ? t., B- -v-n.Ma

to

at lire

*.-

Exchange Street,

97

l-

SIMM TA< I I> \\ l» i \

I

\i

i

GRANITE

This linn contideutly assure the masters and own
of ships that tliey huvt- the host of facilities lor
executing every branch of shipwork, for both wooden and iron ship-, in u muiiinr guarantetut to give
sutislaetit n.
tt'Mi

Pi
J-l

al
1*1 I

the

acr

an

Sato Keeping ot' Valuables
and rl,»

(o'leu

CIOTMUtED
j of Superior Quality
Weak

d b

t it*

RICH ARD H. MOODY

t!l

man

1

I

Him S\V>IKK.

Prfpared By
Drtitfui't and
tfld

nploy

more

nam<

extraordinary merit
Hayford, lU-p, Fx-Mayer,

,

»-rs

and

»•

! I.

A.
i
mi
1 Intel ( ex. tieti l III-. Veeld,
Harrison llayford, Farmer,
IV -M. Mood), llorse framer,
>. d. I lean, Prop, of I.ivery St aide, Kockland
Khen W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No ear 'port,
Kohert <j. Ames, TeaiU'tiT,
d. \V. Black, Deputy Sheriir,
d
M. Hale (L Co., May Prep ,11
ii
W I('leaves, Prop ot Liv "table So,,-ur..i•

& C

JOINERS,
:

ON

iiaiioti in

assuring inveir.-r* th
pet cut anil trv.it
of
capable
putting their apple
a term to n-cure f--r them at; early and
io-r
aide cwii'iih-ratiwh at tin Patent Glib
J-l 1 >M C N I> B t l(h t.. lat *• t mu
r of Pat,• nt s
"M
I, II Ert:-v has made for me over Til lit I'Y
appli- i! iwii' t •) Patents, bav ing be* i. (successful n
aliiuM
>uch an mi'taka Me proof of great
ry -■*,->
tab-ill and ah;. 11 y oil h i part leads meto recommend
A I i. inv iitui s to apple to him to procure their pa
tents, a- Tin
ur*
a
hfr. ;ug tite most fuilli
may I
ful attention b*-'to\v ,.d uj at their s
und at %
y
it *H a
r. -I-- aa:-!.- chai-yes
I AohAll I
P. -'Mil,,Tin
i'ii'.
lyre:.

Of

S

le

no

Million

nor thy
lions in

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

HOMER.

Would respectfully announce that ho has just re
eeived a fro si supply of reliable Vaco in*- matter and
is now prepared !•< A accinate ohildreii or adults
without paiii.
tiau

my \ib
Mary I..' Pa' i. \ a
bid and h -.r.l without hist cuuw
I hi> i t*> notify all p« ram-- from harboring **r trust
ing her on my account as 1 ti :\ mud* suitabl** pro
visimi- t »r lo-r maititen .:
uai shall i>av ti h-'H
of her contracting
P
1
P VTTKKmLn
B* hast March
97..
17111 Ul .A
left n>\

\ I

AT

*•

,•

G.

T.

READ,

A.

D.

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

and SEE
MACHINIST! CALL
good
As

di;au;r in ai l kinds of

an

INI OTICE.

assortment «d'

«>l 1.1»
:t
that he statement published la 1
h i' a lul<«-hood- that I have m-ver b-li mv
bu*bumr» bed uor !•>»:ii I that In- m v cr had an> lu'u
::"r In mi*
lor me t > l«:i <• —that I have alwax •* fur
11<1 a bed anil paid home rent lor him to Iiv t- in
• hit win H as mx husband. Francis 1*. Patterson, ha
I Ft nnj bed and board w ithoiit-just cau-e, this is t..
notitx all persons from harborana «»r trusting him on
my account, a* I shall pax- no bills><t his contractin,
nor pruvide b*•«I. nor pax hou-erent for him anx
MAR\ I
PAlTKIiSnN
longer.
Ih lfa-t. March

WOOLEN GOODS!
S. wing Machine
ami Bored to -hoot

*** Particular attention given to

Repairing.

close.
•Jan.

Shot Guns

Repaired

No. 46 MAIN
1st, 1870—tf

STREET.

grades, usually found in

i%\

a

Also Trimmings to correspond, whiol nr< In
u at amanufactured to order by tir-r el.i
low prices as the times will ailLrd.
bes
I .• m:,
PIITTI
WP attrmhd t«» in all u l-ram
vU I I I Pt Vl seif. I hav* also nu«- a sor: i:,mi 1

DENTISTRY!
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at tho old stand of
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets. Has all the latest
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in
eluding

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer.
He has the country right for the use of

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making ami inserting
tf4G
artificial teeth.

GRANITE

$3,032,184.88

Agents,

AND <H 111 it If.I

smiAlisi-u >i;t, \i

Small Pox Preventi\e !

OFF IC E

"I have

thej

SCRATCHES

IN

Ship and Carriage trimmings, Agricultural Im\<\
.Main
N<>
nt*. Paints, (jil-, Gl:r
tt'H
itivot, Belfast, At*

1,328,275.00

CEO. E. CHASE, President.
J- D. BROWNE, Secretary.
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OINTMENT

Carle & .Mori.-o:.

Oi:\LKHS

DR. G. P. LOMBARD,

THE

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
Capital

—

<

..

BELFAST, ME.

.Boston

I l-NilMOM Al.S.
I‘ -11 i; a- on* <t the most capnhl* an 1
w" h w liotn I ha\ e
had ol
MIA KLl-.s MAM'X
Loin's r of Patent*

'•In gird Mi
ii.•*•«
tn! pra«
tici.il up* ic,mi

us.

J.

OF PATENTS
Trade Mark,
lVsign>.

SOLICITOR

ARABIAN

! of all

111.

II. EDDY

R

j

e

Maine Annual Statement.

mVHJUT R. SMITH, President.
A.J. W RIOUT, Th
MALL, Sec.

Of

■

Succr-iors to

DR.

1876.

1st,

PATF X ! S

I’* UIEK.N

\A

AND

PR INCFIKLD, MANS

JANUARY

utrusted

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

BFI.FASl, Ml

N l>

St.,opposite Kilby

ronipt attention.

$3,872,816.05

FIELD, Agents,

A

loci*:
Post Orfice B#\.

hr liivfiitioii'.

HAR.IDEX BLOCK. Bdlsd, .1!.',

■? ■1.007,011.05

Risk? written during the year,
$313,428,005.00
Risks outstanding.
26". 105.506.0"
Risks written in Maine during the year,
-A",716.0
Premiums received in Maine in is
r.t.;21.38
Losses paid in Maine in 1875,
71,150.13

M 1 I.’ I < AN

fiSonery. .lew

This remedy is the result of the re- i-arcli of on** ot
or
the Proprietors who hah liu-u a ^i at Milkier fm
vi-ai> an*I who had tried all the ad\ et tix-.f remedies
St.
No.
76
State
and skill of many physieians wit hour o.'itainiiijr re
lief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous -im
I'l.Ii an xten-ive p.ractice wf upward* ol
ilar cures effected unions his friend- ami acou.iint
u
Patents in the l nit ed
ye..j', .nf into ro
anees without :ui except ion, indue- d liim to put it
and ot Iter f<.
Suiti
before the public. That it will ure the most
ere I
aw-uts, ^peciticutlolls,
Assign
eigu countries,
cases of Kheumatism we have abundant t< shimmy
nu n! s, ii11.
ul papers t«• Patent.' .waited on reason
to show, which may la tonud in our cir •aim
A I. ..a
able term-, will despatch. lie-marches made to d*
which proof is bona Ibb- and ti "in tin -e w ip. av *
termiue Iu- alidity and utility of Patents of I m m
been benefited by it- use.
ativ n
rendered iu ai
Thiii', and h gul and oth*
<
S A. HOWES & CO.. Agents,
matters touchingth*- miiic
»pi« of tie- claims o,
Belfast, Maine. any patent furnished hyremittingwtiedoH.tr. aI:<*r -ah by all Druyfrist-, price one dollar per
sigmn»*nts recorded in Washington.
bottle
l.ib* 1 *1 di-count to the trade.
A.’ A ye iii'y in the I niteit >tat>< pcM.•?•.*' unperi >/
i'll H( i. itu«*i upt;-.
fueili/h s i‘ <r iii't'ii u iiiy Patent* or as'etaininy t f
i potent if/'ilit i/ "J in rent ion*
Mamiluotun-i and Proprb a
fan
All necessity of a jourm y to Washington t » pin
I’.antfor, .Maim
cure a Patent, and tin- Usual great delay til. l«
till* re 'nved inventors.-

at Law!

Attorney

500.00

Total expenditures for Is,.,

CURE

A

RHEUMATISM £ NEURALGIA

to its

GEO. E. WALLACE,

85,177.10

Total,
1-n

THE

FOR

the

17.871.50

2''0,011.(10

Liabilities.-mall for printing,

Total Income

at Law!

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
(>$jj$ce formerly occupied by 1. K. Boyle.

I.IABIf I I il

Other

>

'<

HORSE-FLESH!

E. JOHN SOW,

Attorney

>.127.11

Losses adjusted and not due
Losses unadjusted,
Re insurance Fund,
Return Premiums and Agency Cornmi*

\•

,,

CURES

t N EXCELLENT PIANO. OF GOOD MAKE
Will
-old at a bargain
jLY. and in line order.
Apply at the Journal Oifio
tf'd
B Bel last, 1- eb. 22, 1870,

Ag» ep

United .'states Securities,
State, pity and (own Stocks and Bond
Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
Kaiiroad Co’s Stock and Bond
Loans on Keal F.state,
Loans on Collateral-,
\ccrued Interest,

(

s

-*;£jg

-in

M

in

si

5H

Piano for Sale !

AS FoLLo\\

R< ill L d ate unincumbered,
Cush on hand, in Bank, and in

t pnbh le d. a new edition ol li*.
uhfrn« ir<i (X^liruted Ki
a
1»o11!
:i
lie- lo/ntll •'
%;» »
.in

N. H.

ui

Languages

of Maine.

Capital

How Los!, How Kcstoreii!

Manhood:

ity

Nashua,

■

Musical Notice.
ABBIE F. EKL1.S, will reoeiv. a f.-w
pupils for instruction upon the Thum amt Cabinet
Organ. Special care taken with begiumu s For
!
terms inquire :it IT! Main Street.
Xov. 25, 1S75—-tfcl

MI

1 Ilk

TRUMDY

W.

permanent .‘..dot

Pro Bono Publico.

Co-Partnership.
W

Shop

1HA\

di-cr* tion.

it

h iff.

u a

n I;l.li

CO.

t-<

-u

j)r>}>uriiti-.u, and
h

by -all Druggist and Dealer-

Sold

e

any other

*>r

hbn-k.

in

nor

MAM'i'.\i

P.

relied

n>-

»rd from gray

to hrown

e-i-dy applied being

R.

In ill it brunches at the old stand -t Trea t
well A: M an -tu. Id.
Carriages repaired a
short in.in
H-'-r-e Shoeing promptly n\
ten I’d
rk warranted to give -ati•i.
DAMON

*1^43

WHISKERS.

elegant preparation may

unde-irnhle -diid.

u

Bio knell

>

change tile color <d tie
It

<&&

BLACKSMITHING!

<uchn.-et:

t /w-pe.-

’•

arid

-•

Supt.

IT.!

ST AT I' M I XT

A L

ii

Registry,

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of March, A. D. 1870.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition,with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. 1‘. Field, Register.

h-

hn

iut<-nded purposes

N

All persons indebted to the late firm are requested
to make immediate payment to D. W. Dyer, and
those having bills against said firm will please pre.
sent them immediately to the same. The business
will hereafter be carried on in all its branches by D.
W
I >ver, at t he old si and.
d. w. dyi'.i:
ID EH
EDW'ALD A
Belfast. March D, Wrt.- ;u ;s*

7:55p

Plymouth

By JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, His Attorney.

nothin

Hayes,

A.

says of it

Sale.

sent.

!
uve Belfast 3:30
p. in. connecting to Dexter
and Bangor, and witli night Pullman lrain, for
Portland uni Boston, urriv ing tit 6:15 a. m.

ABNER K. BUMPS, late of Thorndike,
in the County ofWaldo,deceased,by giving bond as the
law directs; he therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
J. I). LAMSO.V

Dr. A

VNoTE

Commencing Oct. 25, 1875,

all

Administrator

dressing

a

desirable.

or

icued bv Hobert Mile- of1 Buck-port.
pi. Addre-Me,, for
JOHNSON cr. \HK & to.
fvv-i?
Boston, Mass.
i

firm heretofore existing between D.
Dyer it .Sou is this day dissolved by mutual

ti

Have removed their business, car
ring-* painting and trimming, tu
the shops over Damon's, In reai
of the American House, and
would unite their old friends u:d patrons to can
them
at
this
upon
popular >! 1 stand, where they
may be found at all times ready to attend to tie*
want* of tlio*r re quiring w -rk in their line
Carriage and Sleigh Painting and 1 rimming la m.i
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages
varni*h ol-l one* and repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on short notice, gnarranteeing satisfaction iu
-»»<*-•
WALES & BiCKNELL.

■•utht'ul c-dor

itching

o

rpill.
1_

Church St., under the Journal Office.

-e

Wales

a;

and making the hair grow tluck and strong

-amrdays,

STATE MEM'.

hereby gives public
concerned that he has been (Inly appointed and
THE
taken
himself the
of
of

this office.

,!V

I$y its tonic propertied it restores the capillarv
glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldie

How,

or addres, MACK AN DliF. \\Ire-nix
Belfast.
tt'lti

on

Trjiins leave Belfast at 8:00 a. in. connecting di
reet to Bangor, !>' xier, Skuwhogun, Farmington,
Lewiston, Danville Junction ami (irarnl Trunk
Puilway, and via Pattern and Boston ic Maine Kailroads, arriv ing in Boston at
m

JOHN

For

gray

removes

and the

or

unee

OLD

restore-

It

ca
0)

EXPRESS

Maine Central Kailroad.

»

To the Honorable
of Waldo

md-rful an.I -iti-i'a.’

w

y

•vd

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and bathe County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday >1
March, A, I). 1870.

trust

It

SALE.

Dissolution oi

Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why tinsame should not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge
A true copy, Attest—It. I*, Field, Register.

upon
the estate of

-ire

ever.

Teller'' Wagon lor
VtiOOD
■'ahfor Cash. Call

out it.
at

I

-o-

adapted to all ages, contains »io alcohol, and i
absolutely harmless to the most tender infant.
Try CASTORIA once, and you will never be with-

Street, New York.

if Wonted.

corner

FOR

V. MILLER.

Blacksmithing.
REMOVAL!

care.

Its effects

m i: i:

a

i-

Prepared

greatest

As

Streets. House fitted up with all the
modern improvements. Furnace, Hnnge,
Mantles with half low down grates in
Dining-room, sitting-room and 1'arlor.
Diningroom and Bath-room finished with A Mi and Walnut
Also a l’luetou, Grocery AN agon and Harness. For
further particulars enquire'’of'GI.< >. P. Po l l, at
the house, or hco. A. C'nimby it < o’- .store
tf
Belfast, March 7, ls7<i.

Wharf, Belfast, l'or lslesboro,
< a-iim* and Brooksville every Monday,
luesday,
1 hursdav and Saturday, at 2 1*. M.
Will

reputation of his experiment extende d. Physicians and nurses rapidly adopted hi- remedy
which he gave the name of CASTORIA.
CASTORI A is as pleasant to take as hom
regulates the stomach and bowels, and does not grip-.

tf» Dev

for

For Sale*-.
AND DE>IKA15L. llOl>l
and Stable with slated roofs, situ
VM.W
utedon
ot Chun h and Park

kataiidin, rapt. koix, win
trip per wct-k m Boston, having in 1

*

e

Carriage Making. Painting,

standard article i- compounded with the

This

Also the property on Miller Street, now' occupied
bv Lemine Coll* >, consi.-i iug of Sucre- grass land
with House, Ell. Wood-house and n large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the pie
mi>es. A good urchard upon tin- premise-, for
further particulars applv t the subscriber.
I »A NT II A RAD I- \
tf:;
Belfast, Feb. 16, 1876.

-tlamkr
rpm:
1
make one

The

It

Mlli

11 AIR

'inickly and effectually j.reduce-

private practice to proand stomach regulator

a*

Immediately

idl

or

on

Belfast. Mo.. Box 1*5.

j

IT

Cross sickly babies and children ma> enjoy health,
rest, if they will u«e CAS l'Olil A.
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, >our

things.

Cali

1

HE HOMESTEAD <1 the late
John
Haraden situated on
Church Mreet, is now otfen d foi
sale to close the estate.
I he proj erry consists of over 5,0u0
f»-et of Land, 109 feet on Church Street, and more
than 60 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good
condition.

and mothers have

and correct all these

of t bread and needles .so much experienced
in the use of shuttle machines.
And here 1 wish to state that a great many per
sons buy a sewing inaching without the knowledge
or construction of any and they are afterwards sorry
for it and for the protection of those who are about
to purchase a machine, should not be governed by
what agents for other machines tell vou that their
machine is the best, 'i’i.e idea that tills or that nia
chine is the best is nothing to do with the true mer
its of a sewing maehiue.
Therefore examine the
n**w production* of me Wheeler & Wilson Manu
facturing Company and then you will be coin inced
which is tin* best sewing machine. The work runs
either way on these machines. They use any kind
of thread ami sews from the tin- *t muslin to heavy
b ather; it Fells, Hems Braids,Cords, lucks, Hinds
and make- beautiful Hem Stitching and Puffing
Machine* set up on trial on application at this office
Machines -old on easy monthly installments. Ola
machines taken in part payment for new ones. |
keep on hand needle- ami aituclments for all kind or
machines.
1 keep a superior quantity of needles, which I sell
atr.octs. per dozmi. Orders for needles tilled b>
mail
wh-n tie
:i
•ompnnies the order All
|
e
the beat quality, or money
goods warrant*‘-i

RENEWER.

Reai Estate
Sale!

5-1.00

FARE FOR

1 From Ca-tfne &
Islesboro.Mouday .v Thursday, SI.00
“In oar neighborhood a number of teamsters are
Fm-the Round Trip from Brooksville,
f
using the Centaur Liniment. They pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. We sell
FREIGHT
TAKEN
AT
FAIR
RATES'!!
as high as lour to five dozen bottles per month to
Wm. Wassou.Agt., Brooksville; Hooper it .-hep.
owners of horses and mules."
herd, Agts., Uastiue; Benj. Ryder, Agi isle-boro;
We have volumes of testimonials
cures

Castbriu will assimilate the

breaking

—

Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big-Head and Poll-Evil,

of

They arc superseding all others in the market, ami
revolutionizing the whole sewingmachine trade.

are

Competent judges of tin* various mu-hiues agree that
the new Wheeler tc Wilson .Sewing Machines are
superior to all others now in use. Remember they
take the Lock Stitch and use no shuttle, thus obviate
the use of a clattering shuttle, and does away the

VE6ITABIE SICILIAN

>

si rUA FED in Xorthporr, near the
ventre of the Town, containing
two hundred acres of land, well di
vided into Tillage, l’asuirage and
Woodland, well fenced and watered
good bearing orchard, also a young orchard. The
are
house, ell, wood-house and three barns
buildings
in good repair. < 'uts from forty to tlfty towns of hay
yearly. Will change fora smaller farm or sell at a
bargain For father particulars apply on the premises.
3w:i8DAVID'HERRICK.

Monday, Tue-da \ Thursday & Friday at 8:15 A. M*
Oastino
10 A.M
at 8
Touching at Islesboro Ryder’s r .ve each way.

of

j

Farm For Sail1.

FOR CASTING AND BROOKSVILLE,
On Mondays and Thursday
at d o’clock P. M.
On Wednesdays and Saturdays,
at‘J o’clock A
M.
v,Mav lay until 10 o’clock for Boston boat.)

Sewing Machine

HALL'S

w ith an Acre and a halt
of land for sale or rent. Une
the new houses on Belmont
t erms eu-\
Avenue,
Enquire oi
GK< ». <WEI I.s.
tTk>
Feb. 29, le?t>.

and after

on

WHEELER & WILSON

l

Rent.

or

OUSE

n
of

Leave Belfast,, Sanford Wharf,

tough skin, muscle? and flesh of the

animal creation.

■

a g a i \

ki:r.

Savings Bank.

on

‘U^ied

PIONEER,

the

before

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
is

ii o r t i:

n. F. Tu.

-_o-

charge several prices lor it.

course

li j;

<

curs, and will do more good than any amount of
money paid for medical attendance. When physi
cians are called they frequently use this Liniment,
and of

i

possessed

Black

J. D. Tucker.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guest*.
Livery and Hoarding >table connect'd with the

House for Sale.

I,

Centaur Linieffected by
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheumatism of thirty years' standing, straightening fingers
and joints which had been stiff for six years, taking
the soreness from burns, &c.
One dollar, or even fifty cents, Invested in Centaur
Liniment will be within reach \\ hen an accident oc
It is

ments ure

ol

CHENEY BROTHERS’
A11 ERIC AN SILKS !

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

My

wifi- hit?, for a long time, been a terrible suf
ferer from Rheumatism. She has tried nmnv physi
cians and many remedies.
The only thing which
has given her relief is Centaur Liniment.
am re
joieed to say this has cured her.
W. If. KING, Postmaster."

Hotel.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

I*

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tf 13

ffitast and i'asline Lino!

testimonials

American

-oone and a quarter story house
*
Af'.i. S tK. with one story Ell, wood-shed
and small barn, w ith one and tlireeBf
quarters acres of good land, a good
well uf water, with a small orchard
which bears :>0 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of
which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale bv
TIMOTHY MAYO.
1870.
tf.52
Monroe, Feb.

M ILL LEAVE

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW
*S

N. B.—(AT.VKiiii, 81 Roic A I. ami ('iiromp Diseases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and ( imi)ken, will receive his spk< ial Attentimn.
Electricity’ us»d in ail its forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
4P<r*lle will Visit Patients at their houses, who
are unable to call at bis rooms.
Ofeh’E Hours—From 10 A. M. until 1 1’. M
From 2 l*. M. until
1*. M., and from 7 l’. M. until
tf ; t
»*P. M.

House for Sale.
v.

mi

KILBY,

C.

tal condition.

4\v33

! cun

CIO

WEEK!

of Kichmond,
CityCAPTAIN

guarantee the proper results where the body is poisoned by whiskey. Tern
perance is as necessary to a proper physical, as iuen

GINGER,

OLD FASHIONED
ill

PER

Machines

Sewing

Late from

and Surgeon.
Boston.

Office, 58 Main St., over store of
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

IIP. good Schooner ABBY GALE,
110 tons < >. M., will be sold low.
For particulars enquire of
S. OTIS & C<
or
J. \V. Fredrick & Co.
Feb.
1876.
tf'55
20,
Belfast,

S T E A M E R

can we

MARY

Itch)

TRIP

Physician

SALE.

FOR

-O-

nearly perfect are the recipes of these wonderful pain-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
that we can confidently say they will ali.kyiatj
ANY pain* arising from flesh, .bone or muscle derangements. We do/not pretend that they will
mend abroken leg or exterminate boils, but even in
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and

April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
not be granted.
aL.—Because it is applied directly to the seat
W.M. M. RUST, Judge.
ol disease, the nasal
passages, by insufflation, where j
P. Field, Register.
A
true
AttestB.
it acts, instantly clearing the head of mucous accu- !
copy,
initiations, allaying pain and soreness, subduing in i
flammation and gradually drying up the discharge.
At a Probate Court held at Belfa t, within and for
< iiNsrri UTioNAL—Because it is taken
the County ot Waldo, on the second ito day ol
internally,
win r* by its alterative and resolvent properties it
March, A. D. 1870.
purifies the blood of the acid poison always present
E. STAPLES, Administiatrix >f the esin Catarrh, keeps the pores open, the skin moist and
tate of
E. Staples, late of Monroe,
healthy, gives tone to the nervous forces, improves iu said CountyBenjamin
ol Waldo, deceased, Laving presentthe appetite, and enables the system, by its powered her final account of Administration for allowance.
ful tonic influence, to completely throw oil' the
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
finch package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel
Dr. Hanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price 81.00.
fast, within and for said County, on the second 1 uesFor sale by Druggists everywhere.
WbhKS &
day of April next, and shew cause if any tin y
POT I KK, Boston, General Agents.
have, why the same should not be allowed.
\VM. M. RUST, Judge
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
Stf-Use SANFORD’S JAMAICA
alter
to

aitf

THE

Penobscot, Mt. Desert & Machias
ONE

Remedy.

exposure

ARRANGEMENT!
FOR

DR. JOHN HOMER,

The schooner MARTHA SARGENT,
about 60 tons register, sails and rigging
in good condition. She is well adapted
to carry Corn, Coal and Lime, and is a
good sailer. Apply to
J. II. LANE, Scarsport.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

said petition should

Now comes the most wonderful part of the
‘dory, it seems almost like lietiun—too strange
to be trim,
it has been nine years since the
murder, and during all this time the mystery
has grown deeper and deeper.
The scene,
however now change- from the quiet little village ot stewnrt-ville to a large and flourishing
city m the West-—from the little hou-e along
the Morris Canal, in New Jersey, to No. -13
Canlield street, Cleveland, Ohio. Jn this house,
upon a certain night, a man named John Cunningham is furiously beating his wife; he has
her down upon the floor and is about to crush
her face with his heel, when, in terror, she
cries out:—
“Don’t, don't, for hod's sake! os’ you will
murder me a- you murdered that woman in

1 cannot swear whether lie took a ha'chet with
him or not. He returned in the evening of
the same day. 1 remember lie looked very
strangely and would not let me go in the house
with him. lie ordered me to stay out until lie
gave me permission to come in.
By and by he
came out and went
Then 1 heard
away.
mother crying. 1 went in to tind out what was
the matter. 1 found mother walking up and
down the room wringing her hands and crying
bitterly. It was a long time before mother
would give me an idea of what troubled her.
She then told me that Cunningham had done a
bad act. Cunningham went away and was
I was too young to ungone tiiree ifionths.
derstand exactly what mother 'meant.
We
moved several times before we came here."
THE WOMAN'S STATEMENT.

Centaur

Sprains, Kick?, Gall -,
ir. ntlemen.— My cas*.- is
1 have ; .even Founders, which are little less thuu marvels.
briefly as follows
had Catarrh Tor ten years, each year with increasNo owner of an animal can afford to be without a
in# severity. For nine years I had not breathed
through one nostril. I had droppings in the throat, ! bottle of Centaur Liniment, which any day ma\
a very bad cough, asthma so bad as to be
obliged to prove worth twenty times its cost.
t alc* a remedy Tor it at
night before being able to ; Sold everywhere, but prepared only it tin
lie down and sleep, and a constant dull pain in my
bead. My head was at times so full ol catarrhal
Laboratory ot* J. 1L Rose A: C >
matter as to injure my srn-e of hearing and
compel
4u Di v Si., New You::
m* t
get up several times in a night to clear ir and
m\ throat before I could
sleep. Every one of these
distressing symptoms had disappeared under the use
of i.ot quite three bottles of SanfokiVs R a Ijica
<
ki..
.My hearing is Tally restored. I have no
asthmatic symptoms, no cough, no droppings in the
throat, no hea*lache, and in every way better than

'l'li** villagers
up the body tenderly and
bore it to tlie barroom of the hotel, when.* the
was
held.
Kind hands attended the
inquest
corpse. a shroud and a collin were given by
the town’s lb Iks and a few days after she \v:e
buried. So heavy was the shock these people
sustained from tile affair, and so great theii
grid upon beholding one of their number so
mangled and mutilated, that it was some time
before they e\vr thought of looking f.»r 11<.
murderer.

Jersey.”
Cunningham a few days after was placed “in
quod’’ lor abusing his wife. The cry which the
woman uttered was overheard by one James
< >.
Dufly, a lawyer, who, as soon'as CuumngM- man, lor any considerable period,
ham left the house, approached the woman
can wear one face to himself and another and told
her that he had heard the remark she
to the multitude, without finally getting
made while Cunningham was beating her. He
bewildered as to which mav be true. [The asked her what it meant. The woman appeared terribly alarmed and refused t<* tell. She
Scarlet letter.
-aid she hated Cunningham and deeply feared
There is no question that it is far pre- him. yet when in his presence did everything
he asked her to. Finally, after much urging,
lerable to remain under the intluence ot she tohl
everything found in the sequel. Mr.
moderate errors, than to be bandied about
Dully at once informed the police, who comfor the whole ol life from one opinion to municated with the authorities of this countv
another, at the pleasure and for the sport (Warren) about three weeks ago.
Again was little Stewurt-ville greatly excitof superior intelligence.
; Sydney Smith.
ed. Two gentlemen residing here, named, reEarth has one angel less, and heaven spectively, Thaddeus G. Trice and Charles
Godfrey, set out at once for Cleveland. The
one more, since yesterday.
Already kneel- foliov
mg D the interesting and graphic narraat
the
she
lias
received
her
throne,
ing
tive of Mr. Thaddeus G. Trice, corrola;rated in
welcome, and is resting on the bosom of every particular by Mr. Godfrey
II human love have power to
her savior
MU. PRICE S STATEMEN I
penetrate the veil (and hath it not ?) then
I left for Cleveland laic in February last.
there are yet living here a few who have Upon arriving there i found it most conventhe blessedness of knowing that an angel ient to visit the daughter of the woman with
wiioni Cunningham had been liv ing, and quesloves them. [ Hawthorne.
tioned her concerning the murder. She seemDeath conies equally to us all, and ed somewhat reluctant to speak of it at first,
makes us all equal when it conies. The but upon being assured that anything she
might say would place her mother beyond tile
ashes of an oak in a chimney are no epi- reach
of tlie man she so much feared, the
ol
that, how high or how large that daughter said
taph
“.My name is Agues lb-id. I was twelve
was; it tells tne not what flocks it sheltered while it stood, nor what men it hurt years old when the murder took place. We
when it lull. The dust of great persons' then. Cunningham, mother and myself, lived
in a house in Jersey, right across from Easton,
graves is speechless, too: it says nothing Fa. This was nine years ago. < me morning
—it distinguishes nothing. [Donne.
Cunningham got up early and left the house.
One caution may not be amiss to some
of you; it is this: Do not manufacture
crosses ior your back to bear.
We

Had Catarrh for ten years. Droppings in the Throat. Bad Cough,
and Asthma so bad as to be
obliged to take a remedy
for it at night before

being

F*or Sale !

So

Mr. Price then went to the place where Cunningham was held for beating his wife. The
keeper said :—“Cunningham, these Jersey people have come after you.’’ He turned pale as
a sheet, and trembled from head to foot.
Mr.
Price handcuff'd the prisoner to himself and
him
on
here
a
lew
brought
days ago. He is
now in Hclvidere in the Couutv.lail to await
trial in April.

'in

iye

\e:irs glide by, and Brown one dav
H ho had got so fat he wouldn’t
weigh
\N us a sitting down, sorter lazily,
lo the builie-t dinner you ever see,
U hen one of hi- children
jumped on hi- km -.
And says, “Van’s Jones, which you bought his land.

■

ARRESTED.

pose.

Bn: Brown m..vod out on the old Jones farm,
And lie roiled e.p his breeches, and bared his arm,
And picked ail the rocks from otf’n the
ground,
Ana rooted it up and plowed it down,
And 'owed hi- corn and wheat in the land.
I

got the best of him. He then cautioned me to
keep still. I feared the man so that I dared
not tell; if he ever gets free from law
again I
am sure he will kill me as he killed her.
The
next day I heard every one talking about the
terrible affair. Cunningham went away and
was gone throe months, during which time 1
had a letter from him, in which he wanted to
know whether there were any rumors about
the affair. It was only the other night, when
1 thought that he was going to kill me that 1
betrayed the secret I had kept so long.”

i:\vaki\svii.i.k, X. J.. March lb.
Tin quaint link* village of Stewartsville is
located on tin* Morris and Essex division of the
Delaware. Lackawanna and Western Railroad,
about li\o miles Iroin its terminus at Easton.
Pa. Though surrounded by the most rugged
and picturesque scenery, and though nestled in
the lap ot' one of the most beautiful and productive valleys of the. State, there i>, perhaps,
no other \illuge along the line of the road that
i> so seldom hoard of, nor another which furnishes such seanlv amusement to the occasional visitor. Not that Stewartsville i- entiredv
shut oil from visitation for many a city sportsman
casts the nimble fly in
her tumbling
brooks in the spring time, and many of her
and
rabbit go cityward in tin* fall: but
quail
aside from these Stewartsville stands almost as
much aloof from the outside world as it no outside world existed, and nourishes to-day under
pretty nearly the stone conditions as it nourished thirty, fortv, ay, even sixty years ago.
The majority of its GOO inhabitants are fanners,
who congregate tit even-tide about the four
corners of the village square, where is discussd everything ot interest that has transpired
during ihe day. As night comes on and the
eonversation slightly Hags hasty good nights
are spoken and the hardy farmer boys tumble,
into early ami honest beds. Life is slow at
Stewartsville, truly, and it is only at rare intervals that anything happens to rullle it< r**Si

'wore that he'd kave the old red
1-!**'
<>r he eouldn’t make not hi if but

And

Murder Committed liatcliet. Ito said the struggle was a very hard
| one, and that at one time the woman almost
Ago Discovered

a

Iron Ware!
FOR SALE AT

A. D.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. l’API.K <‘«>f.l Alts, in
all the other better grad- ot oliars.

XX.

L

.

alOi/es,

LORD.

CALL

AT

Belfast Hardware Store
P.efore purchasing your goods.
There you u ill
Unit General HAJtDWARK, PAINTS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER'S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICKS. Don’t form*!
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phenix Ron.
tHApril 20 167.',.

Happy Hours.
PAPER FOR HOYS AND GIRLS.
Only 50 Cents a Year,
a Pack of 52 Assorted Address Cards given to
in your name. All papers
Send
every subscriber.
discontinued at the time paid for. Agents Wanted.
Send stamp for specimen copy. Address,
3m28
HAPPY HOURS, Auburn, Me.

A
And

Ml

and

j?

I

!

BAMKRUPTCY.

In the District * ■tin f the L'liitd States, lor the
District o! Maine.
1 n the matter ol MLNK\ \\ ^ .M A N again t whom
a
Petition tor \ ludieati.m of bankruptcy \x a
tiled oil the fifteenth duv ol March, \ D. K.‘V., hy
Lustis & Darling uud als.

DISTRICT Cl MAIN F, SS
l pon tiling proofs sustaining the allegations ot
the Petition aforesaid, it is Otthruf, That the said
llenrx Wyman do appear at this Court, ns a Court
of bankruptcy, to b. hohlen at Portland, in the
of ('nmberlaiid, and Mate ot Maine, and DD
t omit
trirt afores'iid, on the lirst Monday of
April, at :>
o’clock 1*. M.. and show cause, if any there he, why
the prayer ot said lVtition'should not be granted jail'd
It is further Ordered, That’a copy of said Petition,
together with a copy of this order, be served on said
Henry Wyman, by delivering the same to him per

sonally, or by leaving the same at his last usual
place of abode, in said district, ut least live days
previous to the day herein required tor his appear
since, and also by publication in the Republican

Journal.

—

•](

SEAL.

x

>

Witness the ITonorableEdward Fo\,

Judge

ot the said Court, and the seal

thereof, at Portland, in said District, on
the loth duv of March, A. D., 1W6.
WM. P. PREBLE,
‘-AVoS
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
->

